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Lose your amateur standing.

IF YOU LOVE MUSIC, MAYBE YOU AND A PAIR OF JBL L -SERIES SPEAKERS SHOULD

THINK ABOUT LIVING TOGETHER FOR A WHILE. AFTER ALL, WE MAKE EVERY JBL

COMPONENT, FROM OUR UNIQUE 1 -INCH TITANIUM TWEETER TO THE HARDWOOD

FURNITURE IT PERFORMS IN, RIGHT HERE. IN OUR OWN PLANTS. FROM SCRATCH.



How MANY OTHER SPEAKER MAKERS CAN HONESTLY SAY THAT THESE DAYS?

L -SERIES SPEAKERS COME FROM THE SAME GENE POOL AS OUR PROFESSIONAL

SPEAKERS. SAME TITANIUM TRANSDUCERS, SAME RICH BASS AND THE SAME STUDIO

MONITOR SOUND AS THE PROS. JBL. IT'S THE WAY PEOPLE WHO MAKE MUSIC FOR A

LIVING HAVE BEEN MAKING, MIXING JBL AND MASTERING IT SINCE DAY ONE.

H A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 240 CROSSWAYS PARK WEST, WOODBURY, NEW YORK 11797 8500 BALBOA BOULEVARD, NORTHRIDGE, CA 91329



In 1986, Yamaha developed what many
industry experts consider the most significant
audio advancement since stereo. We're referring
to Di 'tal Soundfield Processing.

Digital sampling of actual soundstages
to recreate the same acoustic environments you
once had to go out to enjoy.

Now this remarkable technology is available
in an audio/video receiver. The one you see
before you. Yamaha's new RX-V1050.

The RX-V1050 has four DSP settings, in
fact. Concert Video, Mono Movie, Rock Concert
and Convert Hall.

But what may ultimately be more exciting
is something no other receiver can offer. Dolby*
Pro Logic Enhanced. A technical feat which
combines DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic.

An incredible enhancement which allows
you to enjoy all the sonic information embedded
in the movie soundtrack, as well as the acoustics
of the theatre, all without leaving the house.

Under the hood, the RX-V1050 sports five
power amplifiers -110 -watt amplifiers for the
left, right and center front channe:s, and 30 -watt
amplifiers for each of the rear effects channels.

A high-powered center charnel combined
with Yamaha's DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic
enables Yamaha's RX-V1050 receiver to recreate
the experience other receivers have promised,
but have never quite delivered.

Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and
hear the new RX-V1050 receiver. The best
argument for staying home

YAIVIAHA®anyone's ever come up with.

The only receiver that can make your
home theatre sound as good as the original.
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Cover
The NHT VT -1 loudspeaker, RCA ColorTrak

2000 27 -inch monitor/receiver, Realistic
MD -I000 combi-player, and Mitsubishi

M -R8010 audio/video receiver might all be part
of a basic home theater setup (see page 64).
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Smirnoff.

No question.
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by Rebecca Day and William Livingstone

COLUMBUS 500
Just as the Mozart Bicentennial
is hitting its stride, the first
recording inspired by next
year's celebration of the five -
hundredth anniversary of
Columbus's discovery of
America in 1492 has been
released by Golden Apple. It
is "Spain in the New World,"
performed by Hesperus, an
ensemble of recorders, viols,
Baroque guitar, harpsichord,
and soprano. In addition to
Spanish Renaissance music, it
includes Baroque works from
Mexico, Peru, and other New
World countries. Available on
CD or cassette, the recording
is now in stores, and it can be
ordered from Hesperus, 3706
N. 17th St., Arlington, VA
22207. Price: $15 plus $1.50
shipping for the CD; $10 plus
$1 shipping for the cassette.

MORE ON COPYRIGHT
In response to an inquiry from
the U.S. Copyright Office
regarding the impact of
emerging digital audio
broadcasting and cable audio
services on the recording
industry, the Recording
Industry Association of
America has urged the
Copyright Office to
recommend to Congress
legislation that would: 1)
reiterate its past support of
public -performance rights for
sound recordings, 2) require
broadcasters and cable
operators to transmit the
digital subcode information
embedded in CD's and other
digital recordings, and 3)
endorse restrictions on the
broadcast or transmission of
whole albums or multiple cuts
from a single album or artist.

The Electronic Industries
Association, which represents
hardware manufacturers,
remains staunchly opposed to
legislation restricting home
recording.

NOTEWORTHY
BROADCASTS
On April 6, the PBS show
Austin City Limits will feature
Texas rocker Joe Ely with
Foster and Lloyd. The show's
theme on April 13 will be
cowboy songs with Michael
Martin Murphey and Riders in
the Sky. On April 24, PBS will
telecast a Carnegie Hall
performance of Verdi's Otello
with Luciano Pavarotti and
Kiri Te Kanawa conducted by
Georg Solti. . . . National
Public Radio begins a new
series of concerts by the Los
Angeles Philharmonic on April
2. Conductors include Esa-
Pekka Salonen, Andre Previn,
and Vladimir Ashkenazy. On
April 3, NPR begins a similar
series by the St. Louis
Symphony conducted mostly
by the orchestra's music
director, Leonard Slatkin. . . .

Many public radio stations
and a number of commercial
ones carry Audiophile
Audition, a program of
recordings, commentary, and
interviews currently
underwritten by Technics and
Maxell. The program for April
14 includes an interview with
one of the editors of this
column, William Livingstone.
Check local listings.

CIVIL WAR HITS
The phenomenal success of
Ken Burns's The Civil War, the
highest -rated series in PBS
history, continues on audio
and video. The complete
series is available on nine
VHS videocassettes from Time -
Life Video. Call 1-800-323-2652
to order. The original
soundtrack recording on CD
and cassette has been a
runaway best seller on
Nonesuch. In addition to the
music from the PBS series, it
includes the reading of the
last letter of the Union soldier
Sullivan Ballou to his wife.

Rhino has released "Songs
of the Civil War" by the
Cumberland Three, a
compilation of such rebel
songs as Aura Lee, Hallowed
Ground, and The Yellow Rose
of Texas and such Yankee
songs as Shipmates Come
Gather, Marching Home, and
Battle Hymn of the Republic.

TAPE NEWS
TDK says that it has
reformulated and updated
its normal -bias, high -bias
SD, and metal MA and
MA -X cassettes to
improve their dynamic
range. . . . Maxell's
frequent -buyer program
rewards users of its XLII
audio tape with bonus
points that can be
redeemed for premiums
such as compact discs and
Maxell tape and
accessories. . . . Consumers
who buy specially marked
packages of Fuji audio
cassettes beginning in March
will receive coupons good for
free L.A. Gear accessories.

PRODUCT NOTES
Harman Kardon has
introduced its first CD changers,
the top -loading carousel
models TL -8500 ($449) and
TL -8600 ($599).. .

Mitsubishi's new
M -V8000 combi-
player ($1,499)
incorporates
an eight-times-
oversampling
digital filter and
features a jog
dial on both the
front panel and
the remote control.
The Singer Sewing
Co. is introducing
a line of compact
and portable
audio products
under the Singer
brand name.
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LETTERS
Welcome DCC

I was very pleased to read in February
"Bulletin" that Philips is coming out
with a Digital Compact Cassette (DCC)
the same size as an analog cassette and
with a machine that (miraculously) plays
both formats at a reasonable price. I
bought one of the first Sony DAT decks,
only to be disappointed-not with the
sound quality but because I cannot con-
nect microphones directly and the cas-
sette is too small to include readable
notes. And I have already had trouble
with the proper insertion and operation
of those touchy mini cassette shells.

The new, larger DCC format will be
better for notes and operation. I hope
Philips will include microphone inputs
on its decks, as there are surely other
amateur musicians interested in making
the best possible live recordings.

ROBERT L. BRIMNER
Pittsburgh, PA

For more on DCC, see "Technical Talk"
and "CES Showstoppers" in this issue.

Backbeat
What a nice treat to read Steve Sim-

els's commentary on the back page of
the February issue. His ideas on the
Byrds' retrospective CD's were pleasant
enough (I'm always glad to see other
people get as goofy as I do about music),
but mostly I enjoyed getting more
thoughts about music itself. Technology
is fine, but you have to remember why
you get the hardware in the first place.

The more STEREO REVIEW prints sub-
jective, opinionated, and inflammatory
stuff about the raison d'être for all this
fancy equipment, the better.

JAMES HENDRIX
Burbank, CA

Steve Simels wrote in February
"Backbeat" that "Looking back at the
Eighties . . . it's hard to decide what was
the most annoying pop -cultural trend."
In my opinion, it was the compulsion of
pop -culture writers to define everything
in terms of decades. I'm sick to death of
this lazy and stale device, this dime -
store sociology. What is so significant
about an artificial method of segmenting
time that it should be the yardstick for all
achievement? Imagine an eighteenth -
century journalist writing something
like, "Wolfgang Mozart's new opera

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, STEREO REVIEW,

1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

Cosi Fan Tutte brilliantly illumines and
encapsulates the 17909s."

DAVID ENGLISH
Somerville, MA

Infested Components
The other day while I was loading my

CD changer, a cockroach crawled out of
the drawer compartment. As much as
this repulsed me, it also alarmed me. Can
these parasites damage my stereo sys-
tem? I thought I read something about
them eating wire insulation. How can I
safely rid my system of these insects?

W. KIRK LUTZ
Alexandria, VA

Audio components don't contain any-
thing of much interest to your average
roach, so the one you saw was probably
just passing through. Unless one of these
pests gets mashed in some critical portion
of the changer's mechanism, they're not
likely to do any real harm.

Prince of the Pagodas
I was delighted by Eric Salzman's

highly enthusiastic review in January of
Virgin's "first complete recording" of
Benjamin Britten's ballet The Prince of
the Pagodas (and also by its receiving a
Record of the Year Award in February).
But the music isn't quite the unknown
quantity Mr. Salzman suggested when
he wrote that the ballet "left behind a leg-
acy of rumors about the extraordinary
score, rumors that turn out to be true."

For many years I've had what I always
believed to be a complete recording by
the Orchestra of the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden, conducted by the com-
poser. Released in the U.S. on two LP's
in London's Stereo Treasury Series, the
recording runs just under 100 minutes,
about 20 minutes less than the new Vir-
gin recording. This may mean that the
Virgin release is "more complete" than
the London or just that Virgin's Oliver
Knussen and the London Sinfonietta
take slower tempos.

MARKLAND TAYLOR
Southbury, CT

Live Recording
My applause to critic Richard Freed

and reader David Chamberlin (in Febru-
ary "Letters") for their criticism of ap-
plause in live recordings. I, too, find it
intrusive and disconcerting (pun intend-
ed), especially in opera recordings when
the applause is not only at the end of
each act but during it as well. Applause
belongs in the theater, not my living
room. Thank you to the CD stores that
permit auditioning and returns.

DAVID L. KIRK
Wheaton, IL
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Today's Generation
Of Music Lovers

Years ago, it didn't matter what speakers looked
like as long as they sounded good. Admittedly,
some of the best sounding speakers did not
always blend perfectly into everyone's decor.

Today, those of us who consider
music an important part of our life
and who demand the highest
performance possible from our
stereo components prefer that our
loudspeakers reflect our lifestyle by
complementing our taste in home
furnishings.

The new RTA 15TL,
representing over 18 years of Polk's
research and development, is
already setting new standards of
sonic excellence. And its elegant
cabinet is a beautiful visual addition to any
environment or listening room.

By using a rare ULV Magnetic Fluid
to cool a tweeter's voice coil, both

performance and reliability
are vastly increased.

Low Viscosity Magnetic Fluid, nearly as thin as
water, to cool the SL 3000's voice coil, power
handling capacity would increase. Indeed, the
SL 3000 tweeter can significantly exceed normal
listening levels without loss of performance or

reliability.

The Clear Imaging of Polk's
Line Source Array

By arranging its four 6 1/2" drivers in
a vertical line source along with the
SL 3000 tweeter, superior imaging and
midrange purity is achieved. This line
source technology is the same advanced

principal used in Polk's flagship
"Signature Reference Series."

By clearly focusing midrange
frequencies and avoiding floor and ceiling
reflections, Polk's Line Source delivers a

wide open, natural sound without tonal coloration.
Consequently, the RTA 15TL performs superbly
in a wide variety of room sizes and placements.

_1Y
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It All Begins With The Remarkable
SL 3000 Trilaminate Tweeter

Working with the Johns Hopkins University
Center for Non -Destructive Testing, Polk
engineers utilized Laser Interferometry to test
tweeter designs and materials. They found that
ultimately, by vapor -depositing stainless steel and
aluminum to a polyamide dome surface, an

extended, very flat
frequency response,

out to 26 kHz, was
achieved.

Polk also

discovered that by
using a rare Ultra

»s)
Polk RTA Series

Polk's Line Source Technology reduces floor and ceiling reflections by focusing the
vertical dispersion of midrange frequencies.

Controlling Diffraction To
Create A Lifelike Stage

The grille of the RTA 15TL has been specially
designed to eliminate mid and high frequency
diffraction and to actually enhance dispersion.
In fact, the RTA 15TL sounds better with the
grille on than off.



And to eliminate any possibility of phase
anomalies and other colorations, Polk developed a

unique "diffraction spoiler" which dramatically
improves audible frequency response and imaging.

By controlling diffraction, "smearing" of the
sonic image and "peaky" characteristics are
eliminated.

Polk Bass: Deep, Powerful & Tight

Two independently tuned, 10 inch bass
radiators, one facing front, one facing rear, deliver
the impressive bass for which Polk is known. These
two radiators move a significant amount of air and
at the same time produce a more accurate
reproduction of an instrument's timbre and
transience than a single conventional woofer. This
configuration provides the tight, well defined bass
normally associated with small systems combined
with the deep, powerful performance found in
large systems.

Listen To The Next Generation
Of Loudspeakers

The new RTA 15TL is both a sonic and
aesthetic breakthrough. It is also priced to create a

new standard in value. Ask for a demonstration at
your authorized Polk dealer. You'll hear the detail,
depth and excitement of a live performance.

You'll hear...and see... the next generation of
loudspeakers.

Ihe Speaker Specialist® The RTA 15TL is available in natural oak, natural

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, MD 21215 (301)358-3600
walnut and black oak wood veneer finishes.

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 103.



LETTERS
If reader David Chamberlin "would

never knowingly buy a live recording of
anything," then he's cheating himself of
some true gems among CD releases.
Yes, a live recording may be blemished
by the occasional cough from the audi-
ence, a loud clunk here and there (source
unknown), or even-God forbid-uned-
ited applause at the conclusion of a
piece. The sonic quality may fall short of
the pristine clarity of a topnotch studio
taping. But in the best live recordings the
inspiration of the actual musicmaking
more than compensates. Would Mr.
Chamberlin pass up Furtwangler's great
1951 Beethoven Ninth or Bernstein's
historic 1989 recording of same merely
because they were recorded at concerts?

PAUL BUBNY
Belleville, NJ

Video Measurements
In the January test report on the Pana-

sonic LX -1000 combi-player, Edward J.
Foster states that the video frequency
response is down &A dB at 4.1 MHz and
the corresponding horizontal resolution
is around 330 lines. The December 1990
Video Review reviewed the same player,

and their lab measured only a 2.10 -dB
drop at 4.20 MHz; the report also states
that the testers easily discerned 425 lines
of horizontal resolution, which bears
out the manufacturer's specifications.
Please explain your figures.

J. FRANK TOMS
Spartanburg, SC

Executive Editor Michael Riggs replies: It
is not at all uncommon for two samples of
the same product to measure somewhat
differently, and differences in test discs
and equipment can also affect the out-
come to some degree. In addition, the
issue of how best to measure horizontal
resolution is somewhat complex. Since it
is directly tied to video bandwidth, the
most straightforward and repeatable
method is to measure video frequency
response and calculate the horizontal res-
olution from that.

Most often, the resolution calculation is
based on the frequency at which the re-
sponse is down 14 dB, which has always
seemed a little optimistic to us, and we
therefore have chosen to use the frequen-
cy at which response is down only 6 dB.
This does yield lower figures; on the other
hand, some authorities use the frequency

up to which response is perfectly flat,
which gives even poorer figures.

Another way of determining resolu-
tion-the only way for display devices-is
to put up some sort of test pattern and
estimate by eye. But then you are stuck
with such variables as the quality of the
monitor used for the tests, the sharpness
of the particular reviewer's eye on that
particular day, and the reviewer's judg-
ment of when lines cease to be distinct
from one another. We think it is best to
base comparisons on the video response
measurements themselves, rather than on
resolution figures, as that sidesteps most
of these interpretive difficulties.

CD Mixup
I just played a Deutsche Grammophon

CD that I recently purchased. It is sup-
posed to be the Berlin Philharmonic with
Herbert von Karajan performing The
Moldau, Les Preludes, Aufforderung zum
Tanz, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 5, and
the William Tell Overture. Instead, there
are some rock songs. The label on the
CD and the jewel case are what I thought
I bought, but not the content of the CD.
Is there any chance this CD has collec-

A More Perfect 10.
Over the years, the Design Acoustics PS10 loudspeaker system has garnered enthusiastic reviews from some of
the most respected critics in audio. High Fidelity said, "The overall sound is smooth, clean, and detailed."
Rolling Stone concluded, 7.. the PS10 loudspeakers could be the last pair your ever buy,"Ovation
noted that the PS10 '.'..provided a very open and transparent sound with excellent
and stable stereo imaging." And Stereo Review concluded that, 7..
the PSlOs delivered a smooth balanced sound... enabling them to
fit almost anywhere both aesthetically and acoustically"

Now, in our constant quest for improvement, we offer the new
PS10a. With smoother -sounding, more sophisticated drivers. Plus a
more useful shape and size that provides far more sound than
would appear possible from this unique 3 -way system with its 10"
down -firing woofer. But we also preserved the remarkable balance
that so enthralled the critics.

Put the new PS10a to your most de-
manding test. Listen to how much music
can come from this compact system.
Meet your highest listening standards
while still leaving lots of room for liv-
ing. Learn more about the new Design
Acoustics PS10a. Call or write today.

MIS CS
Point Source"
Loudspeaker System

DaDESIGN'
ACOUSTICS

An Audio-Technico Company
1225 Commerce Dove. Slow. OH 44224  (216) 686-2600

For dealer names & product
information CALL 1-800-933-9022
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The state-of-the-art ten CD
Changer from Ford uses a disc
magazine that is easily loaded or
removed from its chamber which
is stored safe and secure in the
trunk of your car. A full function
remote -control allows the
selection of any track on any disc
at the touch of a button.

The ten CD Changer is
cvailable on most Ford,
Mercury and Lincoln
oars and Ford trucks.

And if you purchase a Ford ten CD
Changer from new to July 15,
1991, you can choose three CD's
from a list of ove- a hundred
selections at no cdditional cost
except for a shipping and
handling charge of $2.50.

Audition the ten CD
Changer at your ocal Ford or

Lincoln-Mercury deale-.
We're sure that

you'll rate it a
"perfect ten."

AUDIO SYSTEMS
The Sound of Quality



LETTERS
tor's value like a mistruck coin or a
misprinted stamp?

HERBERT L. COHEN
Cherry Hill, NJ

Not likely. As far as we know, the only
people collecting CD's are people who
want to hear the music on them, not just
look at and catalog them.

Absolute Pitch
I must disagree with a statement by

Ian Masters in his February "Audio
Q&A" column. One does not need abso-
lute pitch (the ability to identify musical
pitches and their intonation, flat or
sharp) to hear if a cassette tape is out of
tune from deck to deck. I've found slight

I__1 1=3 r

THE
ULTIMATE
COMPONENT
FOR THE
ULTIMATE
SYSTEM.
That's
Suono, the
world's most
advanced
audio
cassette.

Tears
I I I= f

RESHAPING THE FUTURE OF CASSETTES

For you nearest Thi15 dealer, call 1-800-553-4355 anc enter the code 1110111111 when asked
.IIMP

1983 Marcus Ave., Suite 201, Lake Success, NY 11042 Te. p16-326-1122
Canada: H.Roy Gray Ltd., 14 Laidlaw Blvd., Markham, °Mario L3P1W7

Mexico: Impornat Sade CV, Calz Chabacano No.69, Mexico DF
(That's America Inc., Subsidiary of Taiyo Vuden Co Ltd., Tokyo, Jaw)

variations of pitch (speed) in almost all
cassette decks. My deck and my turnta-
ble are "mid-fi" models because most
high -end ones lack pitch controls. It's
always seemed to me that when it comes
to the pitch (speed) of an LP or cassette,
if you want it in tune, adjust it yourself.

K. RYAN SHULTZ
Chicago, IL

Speaker Placement
Regarding Peter Mitchell's "Room for

Improvement" article on speaker place-
ment in December: What's next? Are
you going to tell readers to toss out their
hammers because the handle end of a
screwdriver will work as well? Good
grief, can you imagine how many acous-
tical professionals are now reconsider-
ing their subscriptions?

Mitchell's "rule of thirds" [page 87]
belongs in the wastebasket along with
other old saws. I have been in the audio
business for over twenty years and have
yet to find a situation where this fantasy
produced good results.

C. REAGAN
Phoenix, AZ

Peter Mitchell replies: In my twenty -odd
years in audio I have found situations in
which the rule of thirds produced good
results, but it is not a panacea. No single
rule is. Happily, a personal computer can
short-cut the trial -and -error process by
mapping the effect of standing waves on
system response. I recommend The Lis-
tening Room, an easy -to -use $30 program
for IBM and compatible PC's produced
by Sitting Duck Software, P.O. Box 130,
Veneta, OR 97487.

What a splendid article on "speaker
placement for great sound" by Peter
Mitchell! I followed his recommenda-
tions for a toe -in placement of my speak-
ers and, boy, what a great improvement
in sound! Thank you very much.

MOHAMED MAMI
Bellevue, WA

Corrections
In March "Best Recordings of the

Month," the record information at the
end of Richard Freed's review of the
Peter Donohoe-Yevgeny Svetlanov re-
cording of the Brahms First Piano Con-
certo indicated that the CD contains the
Second Piano Concerto. The CD that
Mr. Freed reviewed (EMI/Angel CDC
49934) does, in fact, contain the Piano
Concerto No. 1, in D Minor, Op. 15.

Also in March "Best of the Month,"
Robert Ackart's review of the James
Levine recording of Donizetti's L'Elisir
d'Amore mistakenly stated that Luciano
Pavarotti made his Metropolitan Opera
debut in La Fille du Regiment. He first
sang at the Met in La Boheme. 0
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The Big Klipsch Sound Is
Now Small In Size And Price

You've always expected
KLIPSCH to give you a big,
dynamic sound. Yet KLIPSCH has
never been known for making
small speakers.

Well allow us to introduce
the new KLIPSCH kg'®. Here
is absolute proof that big perfor-
mance can come from a very small
speaker system. The kg' fills your
listening room with the presence
and dynamics of a live performance.
Yet it's so small that it sits comfort-
ably (and inconspicuously) on a
bookshelf. Technology is the
reason why.

The woofer cone, for
example, is carbon graphite filled

to set a new standard for bass
quality and authority in a system
of this size. The voice coil of this
woofer is vented for increased
power handling and effortless
reproduction of dynamic musical
passages.

The tweeter uses a special
ferrofluid cooling system to give
you increased output, power
handling, dynamic range, and
reliability.

And the elegantly -styled
cabinet of the kg' is hand finished
in your choice of genuine wood
veneers to make this speaker as
beautiful as the music it repro-
duces. In this price range, the

cabinet of virtually every competi-
tive system is wrapped with vinyl
which merely imitates wood. The
kg' gives you the real thing.

Yes, though quite small in
size and price, the kg' is very big in
performance and value. Your
investment in this system will be a
lasting one. Hear and see the new
KLIPSCH kg' at your nearest
KLIPSCH dealer.

To find him, look in the Yellow Pages.
Or call toll free 1-800- 395-4676.

Viclipschi
A LEGEND IN SOUND -

PO BOX 688  HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801



It's not just the technology;
it's the application of the
technolo

Denon's "Design Integrity" philoso-
phy has always held that the way a tech-
nology is employed is as important as the
technology itself

To test this premise, Denon digital
audio and studio recording engineers com-
pare their own vast library of digital master
tapes wit:) the Compact Discs releases of
tie same material. This on -going listening
and measurement research reveals that at
present the finest CD quality can be
obtained by the meticulous application of
20 -bit digital -to -analog conversion.

Case in point: The DCD-2560
employs four separate DACs utilizing
Denon's Lambda System Super Linear
Converte- technology to eliminate the
zero -cross distortion and non -linearity that
plagues conventional CD players, especial-
ly at low signal levels. Each Denon Super
Linear Converter is factory hand -tuned for
maximum resolution. In addition, Denon's
unique half -sample interpolation system
produces an effective 16x over -sampling

For Product loforntatioct

I All I SOO.M88-$4237

Ia

rate to eliminate phase shift for a more
accurate sound stage with true three-
dimensional imaging.

20 -bit SLCs enable Denon to offer
Variable Pitch, which lets you compress
recordings, tune your CD player to musical
instruments, adjust tempo for dancing, cre-
ate perfect segues while mixing, etc. Peak
Search finds the point in a disc with the
highest level to set recording levels most
accurately. Auto Space inserts four second
pauses between tracks to help locate selec-
tions. A Digital Fader fades recordings in
and out while dubbing. Time Edit allows
you to input the tape length you are using.
Pick enhances this function by letting you
rearrange the order of tracks for the best fit
on the tape. Link extends the process over
2 CDs for longer tape lengths.

The critically -acclaimed Denon
ID -2560. A reaffirmation of one of life's
oldest adages: It's not only whether you
win the technology race, but also how you
play the game.

58.3 r..........

Denon America. Inc.. 222 New Road, Parsippany. NJ 07054.12011575-7810

DENON
The first name in digital audio.

RON 0.11,11,
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NEW PRODUCT
Harman Kardon

The Harman Kardon TL8600 top -
loading carousel compact disc changer
uses the company's single -bit digital -to -
analog (D/A) conversion technology, in
which nearly all of the processing is done
in the digital domain. The system's third -
order digital filter and discrete low-pass
analog filters are said to provide better
sound quality than lower -order filters

and integrated circuits. Features include
A -B repeat, intro scan, auto space, and a
variable -level output. Disc -selection and
track -selection buttons are located on
the top of the changer for easy access.
The TL8600 comes with a twenty -seven -
key remote control. Price: $599. Harman
Kardon, Dept. SR, 240 Crossways Park
W., Woodbury, NY 11797.

Parsec
Parsec's Model 2000 AM/FM antenna

can be placed either vertically or hori-
zontally for omnidirectional or unidirec-
tional reception, respectively. Under
ideal conditions, the company says, the
antenna can improve reception range by
up to 400 percent while dramatically
reducing interference and multipath dis-
tortion. Gain in the FM band is adjust-
able from - 20 to +40 dB with less than
1.5 dB added noise and up to +15 dB in
the AM band with 1.5 dB added noise.
Dimensions are 51/4 x Y4 x 61/2 inches.
Price: $90. Parsec, Dept. SR, 400 W.
Ninth St., Wilmington, DE 19801.

NAD
The NAD Model 2400THX is the first

stereo power amplifier approved by Lu-
casfilm for use in a THX home theater. A
THX system is designed to achieve intel-
ligible dialogue, accurate spectral bal-
ance, good localization, and extended
low -bass response. All of the Model
2400THX's circuitry has been optimized
for flat frequency response, extremely

Monster Cable
Monster Cable's MSeries is said to

provide improvements in sound stage,
imaging, resolution of inner detail, dy-
namic range, and transient response and
a reduction of intertransient noise. The
cable's Multi Twist manufacturing tech-
nique is said to couple the magnetic
fields around the cable conductors, and
the IsoTec dampening material isolates
the conductors from air and room vibra-
tions, which are said to generate extra-
neous signals. Each cable is equipped
with an RCA gold -contact connector.
Prices: $1.50 to $35 a foot for speaker
cable, $40 to $750 a pair for intercon-
nects. Monster Cable, Dept. SR, 274 Wat-
tis Way, South San Francisco, CA 94080.

low noise, and clean power, with large
dynamic reserves for peaks. The amplifi-
er is rated to deliver 100 watts per chan-
nel minimum rms into 8 ohms, 370 watts
dynamic power, with no more than 0.03
percent total harmonic distortion. Price:
$599. NAD, Dept. SR, 575 University
Ave., P.O. Box 9124, Norwood, MA
02062-9124.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Denon
Denon's AVC-1000 six -channel inte-

grated audio/video amplifier has two
center -channel amplifiers to drive a pair
of center speakers. The AVC- 1000 is
rated to deliver 55 watts each into the left
and right front channels and 25 watts
each into the two center and two rear
channels. It is bridgeable to four chan-
nels for use with a separate amplifier for
the main front channels. There are four
Dolby Pro Logic modes and three other
surround modes. The digital delay sys-

tem is user -adjustable in steps from 5 to
40 milliseconds. The Cinema switch is
said to restore dialogue to its natural
sonic quality, and there is an Audio
Visual Sound Effect Circuit to "punch"
up the low frequencies. There are five
video and five audio inputs, a two -mode
REC OUT selector for combining video
and audio sources, and a mono output
for a powered subwoofer. Price: $700.
Denon America, Dept. SR, 222 New
Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07054.

Votaw
The Votaw DiscDrawer line of CD

storage units is made of 1/2 -inch to %-inch
sheet acrylic. From left, the line includes
the 1012C ($40), which holds eight dou-
ble CD's; the 1010-32C ($60), which
holds thirty-two discs; and the 1010C
($40), which holds sixteen discs. All are
available in clear or black. The 1012C
and 1010C measure 5V2 x 113/K x 5%
inches, the 1010-32C 105/8 x 11% x 5%
inches. Votaw Corp., Dept. SR, P.O.
Box 10479, Aspen, CO 81612.

Celestion
The Celestion 5 bookshelf speaker has

a two-piece, 1 -inch titanium -dome tweet-
er and a 6 -inch woofer, both mounted on
a rigid polycarbonate fascia. Frequency
response is given as 70 to 20,000 Hz -3
dB and sensitivity as 88 dB sound -pres-
sure level at I meter with a 1 -watt input.
Amplifier requirements are 10 to 90
watts per channel. Five -element, sec-
ond -order highflow-pass crossover fil-
ters are bonded to the terminal pod, and
four-way binding posts are used with a
hard -wired crossover. The 1/2 -inch parti-
cleboard cabinet has tapered edges to
reduce diffraction and is finished with
simulated black -ash or dark -oak vinyl
veneer. Dimensions are 13% x 8 x 9%
inches; weight is about 101/2 pounds.
Price: $400 a pair. The optional LS24
stands, 24 inches tall, are $100 a pair.
Celestion Industries, Dept. SR, 89 Doue
Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746.
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Sennheiser
Sennheiser's HD 560 Ovation head-

phone, designed using laser interferome-
try to analyze diaphragm behavior, has a
rated frequency response of 16 to 30,000
Hz. The diaphragms are ridged at the
edge for greater stiffness, to minimize
distortion without adding mass. The cen-
ters of the diaphragms are made of silk,
which allows air to vent behind the driv-
ers, thus improving bass response. Neo-
dymium magnets are combined with
lightweight aluminum voice coils for
greater efficiency. Tuned bass ports are
built into the earpieces, which have vel-
vet -covered ear cushions for wearing
comfort. Price: $269. Sennheiser, Dept.
SR, 6 Vista Dr., P.O. Box 987, Old
Lyme, CT 06371.

Technics
The Technics SL-XP700 portable

compact disc player, roughly the size of
two stacked CD jewel boxes, has a min-
iaturized laser pickup and an ultra -thin
transport mechanism. Features include
separate 18 -bit, eight-times-oversam-
pling digital -to -analog converters for
each channel, an extra amplification cir-
cuit to boost low -bass signals, twenty-
four -track programming, random play,
automatic shut-off after 5 minutes in stop
or pause mode, and resume play, which
returns to the last track played before the
unit was turned off. Price: $280. Tech-
nics, Dept. SR, One Panasonic Way, Se-
caucus, NJ 07094.
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Steve Winwood:
Refugees Of The Heart
(Virgin) 54232

Madonna:The
Immaculate Collection
(Sire) 54164

INXS: X (Atlantic) 64378

Deee-Lite: World Clique
(Elektra) 52050

CARRERAS
DOMINGO
DAVARSITTI

;MITA

4-74

35078

Don Henley:
The End Of The Innocence
(Geffen) 01064
The Cure: Mixed Up
(Elektra) 74190

Heart: Brigade
(Capitol) 64305
Neil Young: Ragged
Glory (Reprise) 34621

lip
34791

Peter Gabriel: So
(Geffen) 14764

Kenny G: Live
(Arista) 64505

Frank Sinatra: Capitol
Collector's Series
(Capitol) 64362
Randy Travis:
Heroes And Friends
(Warner Bros I 74597

Guns N' Roses:
Appetite For Destruction
(Geffen) 70348

Take 6: So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 53580

Tom Petty: Full Moon
Fever (MCA) 33911
Supertramp: Classics
(14 Greatest Hits)
AS M 04891

Skid Row (Atlantic) 01038

24690

Pat Metheny:
Question And Answer
(Geffen) 73522

Styx: Classics (14 Gt.
Hits) IMM) 14822
Norrington: Beethoven,
Symphony No.9 (Choral)
(Angel) 00467

Paul Simon: Graceland
(Warner Bros) 72315

Carly
You Seen Me Lately?
(Arista) 20912

Great Love Songs Of The
'50s 8 '60s. Vol. 1
(Laurie) 20768

Fleetwood Mac:
Behind The Mask
(Warner Bros ) 43766

Marvin Gaye: 15 Gt. Hits
(Motown) 53534

00726 53568 63678

Whitney
Houston:
Fm Your Baby
Tonight 10663

AC DC: The Razor's
Edge A 33379

Janet Jackson s
Rhythm Nation 1814
(A&M) 72386

Damn Yankees
(Warner Bros) 14852

Roger McGuinn: Back
From Rio )Arista) 81997
Best Of The Blues
(Pair) 11140

Gipsy Kings: Allegria
(Elektra) 11178

Best 01 Robert Palmer:
Addictions
(Island) 10819

83701

GESCOMPACT
DISCS

Depeche Mode: Violator
(Sire) 73438
Prince: Graffiti Bridge
(Paisley Park) 34107

Edie Brickell: Ghost Of A
Dog (Geffen) 73923
Music Of Bali
(Nonesuch) 44671

Andrew L oyd Webber:
The Premiere Collection
(MCA) 53868
Best Of Eric Clapton:
Time Pieces
(Polydor) 23385

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island 5:3521

73266

Bird/Original Recordings
Of Charlie Parker
(Verve) 01044

Lite Ford: St'letto
(RCA) 63893
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START NOW WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS!
Yes, pick any 4 compact discs shown here! You need buy
just 1 more hit at regular Club prices (usually $14.98-$15.98).
and take up to one full year to do it. Then you can choose
another 3 CDs Free. That's 8 CDs for the price of 1 with nothing
more to buy.. ever! (A shipping and handling charge is added
to each shipment.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
You select from hundreds of exciting compact discs described in
the Club's magazine which is mailed to you approximately every 3
weeks (19 times a year). Each issue highlights a Featured Selec-
tion in your preferred music category. plus alternate selections. If
you'd like the Featured Selection. do nothing. It will be sent to you
automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all,
just return the card enclosed with each issue of your magazine
by the date specified on the card. You will have at least 10 days
to decide. or you may return your Featured Selection at our
expense. Cancel your membership at any time after completing
your enrollment agreement. simply by writing to us.

FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL
Listen to your 4 introductory CDs for a full 10 days. If not satis-
fied, return them with no further obligation. You send no money
now. so complete the coupon and mail it today.

OPERA GOES
! TO NUL

73953
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Gershwin, Overtures
McGlinn Angel) 70391

Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros. 1 00713

PRICE OF
FOR THE

...with
nothing more
to buy ever!

Nelson: After The Rain
DGC) 74079

Jon Bon Jovi: Blaze Of
Glory (Mercury) 44490
Pretty Woman/Sdtrk.
EMI) 34631

Faith No More: The Real
Thing (Reprise) 63719

',...lar
P

Bell Bin DeVoe, Poison
MCA 00547

Jane's Addiction:
Ritual de lo Habitual
(Warner Bros.; 10020

Acoustic Alchemy:
Reference Point
(GRP) 82967

George
Benson

6Th;
SW. Onch.
Big Boss

Band

52142 13519 73694

Chicago: Greatest Hits
1982289 (Reprise) 63363

Twin Peaks/TV Sdtrk.
Warner Bros 1 63540

The Bast 01 Steely Dan:
Decaoe (MCA) 54135
Mario Lanza: The Great
Caruso RCA: 80259
Paula Abdul: Shut Up
And Cance (Remixes)
(Virgin) 80326

The Go-Gos: Greatest
Hits (I.R S ) 50315

Billy Idol: Charmed Life
(Chrysalis) 62264

The Cole Porter Song-
book: Night And Day
(Verve) 10613

Solti: Tchaikovsky,
1812 Overture
(London) 25179

Spyro Gyra: Fast For-
ward (GRP) 00829
Rod Stewart:
Greatest Hits
Warner Bros) 33779

SAVE

50%
INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN
You get 50% -off bonus savings with every CD you buy at
regular Club prices...right with your very first purchase
...unlike other clubs that first make you buy 4. 6 or more.

r YOUR SAVINGS START HERE

Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club / P.O. Box 91412 Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES, please accept my membership 'n the BMG Compact Disc Club and send
me the four Compact Discs I have indicated here under the terms of this offer. I

need buy just 1 more CD at regular Club prices during the next year after which
I can choose 3 more CDs FREE! That's 8 CDs for the price of one...with noth-
ing more to buy. ever! (A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.)

RUSH ME THESE 4 CDS I Indicate by number).

I am most interested in the musical category 1 El EASY LISTENING OnstrumentalsVocal Moods)
checked here-but I may always feel free to 2  COUNTRY 3  HARD ROCK

choose from any (check au only) 4 ID POP/SOFT ROCK 5 0 CLASSICAL
LI Mr
1:1 Mrs
0 Ms.
Address

First Name Ind, Last Name (PLEASE PRIN.,

Apt.

City State Zip

COMPACT

Telephone ( )
code

Signature

Limited to new members continental USA only. One membership per
family We reserve the right to request additional information or
reject any application. Local taxes. it any. will be added.

1

CD725 BMG Compact Disc Club. 6550 E 30th St . Indianapolis. IN 46219-1194 TRADEMARKS
USED IN THE ADV T ARE THE PROPERTY OF VARIOUS TRADEMARK OWNERS L

AVM AS



NEW PRODUCTS

Audio Control
The Architect "speaker optimizer"

from Audio Control is a six -band equal-
izer designed specifically to improve the
sound from in -wall and small bookshelf
speakers. Its programmable "frequen-
cy -match" infrasonic filter enables the
user to set a low -frequency cutoff in

order to improve power handling, re-
duce distortion, and extend the life of the
speakers. The preamp-level Architect
can be connected to any home stereo
system. Price: $189. Audio Control,
Dept. SR, 22313 70th Ave. W., Mount-
lake Terrace, WA 98043.

Ohm Acoustics
The Ohm Theater home video sound

system consists of two satellite speakers
and a Center Channel Module (CCM),
which contains a subwoofer and can be
used to hold a TV set or video monitor up
to 32 inches in size. The system has
inputs for a discrete center -channel
home theater processor and amplifier,
and rear -channel speakers can be added.
For use in two -channel systems, the
Ohm Theater has a built-in matrix that
derives a center -channel signal from the
left and right channels. The CCM has a
ferrofluid-cooled tweeter and a I2 -inch
woofer with a 4 -inch vent; bass response
is said to go down to 28 Hz. Its dimen-
sions are 19 x 28 x 141/2 inches. The tiny
satellites are made from cast aluminum
and have phase -aligned 51/4 -inch woofers
and ferrofluid-cooled 3/4 -inch dome
tweeters. Price: $950 for three-piece sys-
tem; additional satellites, $400 a pair.
(The stands shown are not included.)
Ohm Acoustics, Dept. SR, 241 Taaffe
Pl., Brooklyn, NY 11205.

NHT
The NHT Model IC loudspeaker is

designed to be used for the center chan-
nel in a surround -sound system. Magnet-
ically shielded for placement close to a
TV set, the Model IC has a 61/2 -inch
woofer and a I -inch ferrofluid-cooled
semi -dome tweeter. Frequency re-
sponse is rated as 65 to 22,000 Hz ±3
dB, and nominal impedance is 8 ohms.
Sensitivity is rated as 89 dB at 1 meter
with a I -watt input. Maximum power
handling is given as 150 watts per chan-
nel. Finished in high -gloss black, the
speaker measures 12 x 71/2 x 81/2 inches.
Price: $170 each. NHT, 537 Stone Rd.,
Suite E, Benicia, CA 94510.

Case Logic
Case Logic's CLS-36 portable storage

case is designed to hold thirty-six cas-
sette singles in their "0" cards or thirty
album -length tapes in their protective
boxes. The nylon shell is padded with
thick foam and has a plastic insert to
align the cassettes; there is an adjustable
shoulder strap. Colors are black, gray,
red, blue, or black with teal trim. Price:
$15. Case Logic, Dept. SR, 6930 Win-
chester Circle, Boulder, CO 80301.

JVC
The JVC MX -1 compact component

system includes a compact disc player, a
dual -well autoreverse cassette deck, an
AM/FM tuner, and a pair of magnetically
shielded speakers. A 5 -inch subwoofer is
built into one of the speaker cabinets and
powered by its own amplifier. Features
include four edit modes for recording

from a CD to tape and a graphic equaliz-
er with six preprogrammed ambience
settings as well as a user -definable set-
ting. Tuner features include forty preset
stations, auto memory, and preset scan.
A remote control is included. Price:
$1,000 complete. JVC, Dept. SR, 41
Slater Dr., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.



The inside story on
what really makes a great

audio component.
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ONKYO.
Artistry in Sound



Technology without quality is
meaningless.

-It would be very easy for
our engineers to add a lot of
flashing lights and dials to our
equipment but 'bells and
whistles' are not what we're
all about,- Ted Green said.
Mr. Green, Onkyo's National
Sales and Marketing
Manager, is on the firing line
in the battle to design
electronics equipment for
today's critical, value -
oriented enthusiasts. And
because Onkyo is an
engineering -driven firm, their
emphasis is on quality and
substance, not glitz and
glamor.

"Consumers can quickly
hear, see and feel the
difference between Onkyo
equipment and the competi-
tion," Mr. Green added.
"Look at the front and you
won't be overwhelmed by
LEDs or buttons. Our com-
ponents are made to be
used- easily. Lift an Onkyo
receiver and you'll
immediately notice the
increased weight from the
metal chassis, heavy duty
transformer and heat sink.
And Onkyo has always
featured the most up-to-date
technology," Mr. Green
stated. "Throughout the
design, engineering and
manufacturing process, our
objective is to deliver the
finest quality at a better
feature per dollar ratio than
any other components on the
market."

ONKYO ... Built to be Better
Quality is a word used by

companies in many different
industries. But what does it really
mean to someone buying new hi-fi
components? If you love music, it's
the ability to experience the full
dynamic range of a compact disc or
cassette. Or drive a pair of sophis-
ticated speakers to their utmost
potential. Or hear the dramatic
impact of a movie soundtrack on a
Dolby Pro Logic system. All of the
buzzwords and acronyms mean
nothing, unless there is a proven
real -world result that you can hear
and appreciate, not simply a fancy
decal on a faceplate, or slick slogan
in an ad.

Onkyo's mandate couldn't be
more clear. Onkyo will never make
sacrifices or take shortcuts that
impact upon the music you'll enjoy in
your home. Whether it's a CD player,
receiver, cassette deck or other
component, if it bears the Onkyo
name, you can be sure the quality
was designed and built in, starting
right at the drawing board. Onkyo's

Metal chassis, metal
faceplates. even metal
transports in the CD
players add up to struc-
tural integrity
throughout the
Onkyo line.

demanding engineers oversee every
step of manufacture so the end
results are award -winning products
that perform well and, just as
importantly, are a lasting value ...
from the least expensive models to
the top -of -the -line. In fact, the long-
term reliability of all Onkyo compo-
nents-when compared to the
competition-is far superior.

What makes Onkyo better? Here
are some reasons why...

Many hi-fi companies will use
plastic parts in critical areas to keep
down your initial cost. The price may
be attractive at first but you'll lose
the structural integrity of Onkyo's
metal chassis or the accuracy of
their die-cast aluminum CD
tray... deficiencies that will
unquestionably affect the sound
heard in your home. The next time
you're in a store, check out the vast
number of components that utilize
plastic or some other synthetic in
their faceplates and chassis. Then
examine Onkyo. It's easy to see why
Onkyo sounds well made.

Heat sinks sound as if
they belong in a high
tech kitchen. but
Onkyo's heavy duty
versions prevent
thermal overload when
you've pumped up the
volume.



Power Plays
One of the most important

functions of any receiver or amplifier
is the ability to provide sufficient
power during key musical moments.
It's really simple: the larger. more
powerful the transformer, the more
critical current is supplied. Without
proper power, you won't be able to
drive loudspeaker systems or
components to their peak ability. A
shortcut here severely impacts upon
music quality. Onkyo's heavy duty
power supplies are renowned for
their ability to handle the most
demanding and complex musical
passages, which is why you'll find all
our amps and receivers rated into 4
ohms (and in some cases even 2
ohms). the ultimate test of a power
supply. And although a transformer
may not have as much sex appeal as
a flashy display. it's infinitely more
vital to the bottom line-perform-
ance-which is why you buy a
component in the first place.
Consequently, Onkyo engineers are
always in the forefront of technical
advances in component power. One
of these is the breakthrough Anti -
Electromagnetic Interference (AEI)
transformer that produces even
lower distortion levels and more
power than toroidal transformers
found in high end, high priced
separates.

Independent Thinking
Dedicating power supplies to

perform specific tasks in compo-
nents won't create banner headlines.
but again. it makes for a better
quality product.

In a CD player, the independent
power supplies control the trans-
port, analog and digital circuits. This
prevents any spurious signal inter-
ference and resulting distortion. The
independent power supplies Onkyo
uses in its cassette decks eliminate
interference between the meter
electronics and the recording
circuitries. As a result. the music
signal retains its purity both in
recording and playback.

As well as its "independent
thinking" in terms of power, Onkyo
also believes in being discrete.
Virtually all Onkyo components use

discrete output devices (individual
transistors, resistors and capacitors)
rather than Integrated Circuits (ICs)
that combine all three into a less
costly format. The drawback to ICs
occurs in its impact on overall
performance. Using discrete
outputs involves more time and
money, but the results are well
worth it.

Technology with Imagination
While Onkyo maintains a -nuts

and bolts" approach to insure basic
quality, the company continues to be
on the cutting edge of sonic tech-
nology as well. Two of Onkyo's
highly regarded breakthroughs were
Accubias which automatically fine
tunes the bias on a cassette and the
Automatic Precision Reception
(APR) system for receivers and
tuners. Critics feel APR delivers the
best possible FM reception. In digital

At the heart of every
Onkyo receiver and
amplifier is an over-
sized. heavy duty
transformer. When it
comes to power. Onkyo
refuses to take any
shortcuts.

audio, Onkyo created AccuBit
technology and now has introduced
AccuPulse, the most advanced
single bit digital -to -analog conver-
sion (DAC) system available. Here
again, Onkyo engineers refused to
take short cuts and used two
separate chips for the DAC and
digital filter, cutting down on potential
interference. The result is natural.
true-to-life sound that finally
achieves the real world musicality
digital audio has promised since its
inception.

Buyers Guide
Quality is what dictates a com-

ponent's performance. It should also
be what dictates your product
choice. The next time you look at hifi
equipment. remember to look for
some of the differences pointed out
here. You'll find that quality and
Onkyo are one in the same.

While most man rac-
turers use Integrated
Circuits to save money.
Onkyo uses costlier
power transistors.
resistors and capaci-
tors because of their
better performance
characteristics.



Home Theater Powerhouses
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The '90s have ushered in a new
era of entertainment-the Home
Theater Age. Enthusiasts are now
constantly striving to re-create the
movie palace experience in their
living rooms. Onkyo has risen to this
challenge by designing a complete
line of critically acclaimed A/V
power components that meet the
demands for the most realistic movie
sound-and musical reproduction.

As with all Onkyo components,
quality, dependability and ease -of -
use are the guiding philosophy
behind the new Integra A/V
amplifier, the A-SV810PRO. It not
only features advanced Dolby Pro
Logic decoding for blockbuster
Hollywood soundtracks, but offers a
total of nine simulation modes (DSP)
that let you create the acoustic
ambience of different soundstages.
Pro Logic goes beyond basic Dolby

Surround Sound found on less
expensive components by adding a
center channel to the front and rear
channels. The result is more
accurate sound effects and your
sofa becoming a front row orchestra
seat! The A-SV810PRO delivers 85
watts per channel in the surround
mode for the left, center and right
speakers and a powerful 35 watts
for the rear speakers. And there's
enough dynamic power (180 watts
into 2 ohms) to handle the most
critical passages from any CD or
soundtrack.

The sleek, new A-SV810PRO can
be the heart of the most sophisticated
audio/video system. There are six
video inputs (5 are S -video) and
10 audio input jacks ... enough to
handle a wide variety of components.
And, to make this integrated
amplifier even simpler to use, the

ONKYO.

000

A-SV810PRO has a series of on-
screen displays that make taking
advantage of its advanced
capabilities as easy as watching TV

The 39 -pound powerhouse has
the same heritage as all Onkyo
components-heavy duty
transformers, massive heat sinks,
and discrete outputs using top-
quality resistors, transistors and
capacitors. The A-SV810PRO even
separates the audio and video signal
paths to ensure the purity of the
sound and image.

Along with Onkyo's cutting edge
A-SV810PRO, the company offers a
full line of Pro Logic A/V receivers,
the TX-SV9OPRO, TX-SV7OPRO
and the TX-SV5OPRO. All deliver
true five channel Dolby Stereo
decoding (left, center, right and
surround) as well as variable digital
delay and Hall and Matrix settings.

An added benefit is Onkyo's
special room -to -room capability on
select models. By adding optional
infrared remote sensors in other
rooms, you can control all A/V
capabilities from different parts of
the house. The three receivers are
packed with real -world conveniences
and leading edge technology... from
Onkyo, a company that only knows
how to make components one
way-the right way.

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201.825-7950



Cable Lengths
am considering placing one speaker

near my stereo cabinet and the other
across the room. Would any problems

result from having a short cable (about 10
feet) for one channel and a longer one
(about 50 feet) for the other?

VAUGHAN GARRETT
Garland, TX

AConsidering that the difference in
time for a signal to pass through the
two wires is about one five -millionth

of a second (half a microsecond), the
effect of the unequal lengths should be
negligible, at least in terms of phase. The
only factor that should concern you is the
thickness of the cables. Longer runs re-
quire heavier wires, so if you make sure
that the 50 -foot cable is thick enough -
12 gauge, say-you should encounter no
problems. (It doesn't matter if the shorter
cable is heavier than it needs to be.) Wire
of that thickness is readily available at
low cost, and virtually all specialty au-
diophile cable is adequate, but not the
skinny transparent stuff that's often la-
beled "speaker wire." If you're still con-
cerned, you can cut equal lengths for
both channels and coil the excess for the
closer speaker behind it or the amplifier.

Video Interference
Why is it that you often see interfer-
ence in the video portion of a TV signal
but almost never hear it?

BRENT IVERSON
Foster City, CA

AYou must have a better monitor than I
do; some channels in my area are
often accompanied by a distinctly

unmusical array of buzzes and beeps.
Still, in general, your observation is cor-
rect: The video signal is typically more
vulnerable to disturbances than the au-
dio. I suspect one reason is that the audio

AUDIO fl&A
by Ian G. Masters
is frequency modulated (FM) whereas
the video is amplitude modulated (AM)
and therefore more susceptible to noise
and other disruptions. It is probably also
true that our eyes are more sensitive than
our ears to the effects of interference.
For one thing, the ability of one sound to
mask another makes some audio prob-
lems bearable; the corresponding video
glitches are usually only too obvious.

CD Storage
At present 1 store my compact discs
horizontally, but I have learned that
videodiscs should be stored on edge to

prevent warping. Should I change to verti-
cal storage for my audio recordings too?

JERRY L. MCKINLEY
Trenton, TN

As long as you keep your CD's in their
jewel boxes, or in one of those multi -
page CD portfolios, their orientation

is less critical than with other types of
discs. For one thing, most of what can go
wrong will be offset by the playback
system's error -correction circuitry.

Over long periods of time, however, it
is still wise to store CD's vertically for a
number of reasons. One is that the clip
that secures a disc in its box suspends it
ever so slightly above the facing sur-
face; with time, gravity may cause the
disc to deform slightly, particularly in
hot weather. The distance it can travel is
small but perhaps enough to cause prob-
lems with some players. Furthermore, a
horizontal surface tends to collect dust,
smoke, and other things floating in the
air; eventually enough of these may pen-
etrate the case to cloud the disc surface.
Vertical storage provides nowhere for
the grunge to land.

Speaker Size
Now that 1 have added a subwoofer to
my system, I am wondering whether I
might be able to improve my sound

even more by replacing the main speakers
with smaller satellite units. Is smaller
better when it comes to handling high and
midrange frequencies?

KEVIN MACK
Listowel, Ontario

AUnless you're dissatisfied with your
original speakers for other reasons, I
can see no purpose in replacing

them. If you were starting from scratch
with a subwoofer, full-size satellites
would be unnecessary as they would just
duplicate the low -frequency output that
the subwoofer probably handles better in
any case. But having that extra bit of
bass output certainly can't hurt.

Small is definitely better when it

comes to a tweeter and-perhaps-mid-
range driver, but that doesn't have any-
thing to do with cabinet size. The drivers
in your speakers are probably small
enough already even if the overall sys-
tems are large. Listen critically to the
system; if you like what you hear, stick
with it.

Morse Interference
Both my television set and my audio
system pick up Morse -code signals
and the occasional radio -telephone

voice. There is an amateur radio operator
about a block away from me, but the speed
and professional sound of the dots and
dashes lead me to believe that what I am
hearing is marine radio -telegraph trans-
missions; my home is on a hill overlooking
the harbor about 3 miles away. How can 1
eliminate this interference?

CHARLES E. BOSWORTH
Santa Barbara, CA

ARadio-frequency interference (RFI) is
notoriously hard to get rid of. You
first have to find out where it is

getting into your system by disconnect-
ing components one at a time to narrow
down the possible entry points. Once
you have figured out how the unwanted
signals are entering the chain, you can
often reduce or eliminate the interfer-
ence by relocating components, replac-
ing worn or corroded plugs, varying ca-
ble lengths, or substituting cables with
better shielding. Detailed tips are avail-
able free from the Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC), and it would be
worth your while to contact its local field
office to get the appropriate literature.

The interference you are experiencing
may be resistant to such simple mea-
sures, however, especially since it is
affecting both your audio and video
equipment. Check with your neighbors;
if they are experiencing the same prob-
lem, it may be necessary to try solving
the problem at the source.

Chances are the culprit is your neigh-
borhood ham rather than marine radio.
Most RFI comes from local transmitters,
not distant ones (don't be fooled by the
speed of the code-amateur-radio buffs
are among the most proficient keyers
around). Ham -radio operators are almost
always very knowledgeable and cooper-
ative in matters of RFI, so probably the
first thing you should do is visit the one
down the block and solicit his help. Even
if it turns out his transmissions are not
the source of your trouble, he may be
able to identify the sender's call sign,
which you can then trace through the
FCC. If you are picking up commer-
cial or government transmissions, you
should definitely alert the FCC.
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TAKE ANY 8 COMPACT
Bette Midler-Some Peoples Lives.
From A Distance: The Gift Of Love
plus more. (Atlantic) 411.934

Madonna -The Immaculate
Collection (Greatest Hits).
Justify My Love: Rescue
Me; Vogue; many more.
(Warner Bros./Sire) 414.557

C & C Music Factory -
Gonna Make You Sweat
(Columbia) 416.933
Frank Zappe-
Apostrophe/Overnite
Sensation (Rykodisc)

412.395
The Best Of Little
Anthony & The Imperials
(Rhino) 410.001
Hollies-Epic Anthology
(Epic) 409.730
Tommy James & The
Shondells-Anthology
(Rhino) 405.746
Crosby, Stills, Nash And
Young-Deja Vu (Atlantic)

404.202
The Band -To Kingdom
Come. The Definitive
Collection (Capitol)

388.181/398.180
Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young -So Far (Atlantic)

378.745
Grateful Dead -Skeletons
From The Closet
(Warner Bros) 378.406
Roy Orbison-The All -
Time Hits, Vols. 1 & 2
(Columbia Special Prod.)

377.945
The Who -Who's Better,
Who's Best (MCA) 376.657
Harry Chapin -The Gold
Medal Collection (Elektra)

375.824/395.822
Steppenwolf-16 Great-
est its (MCA) 372.425
Marvin Gaye -Greatest
Hits (Motown) 367.565
The Best Of The Doors
(Elektra) 357.616/397(612
Jimi Hendrix -Are You
Experienced? (Reprise)

353.102
Yes -Fragile (Atlantic)

351.957
Rolling Stones -Sticky
Fingers (Rolling
Stones Rec ) 350.645
Van Morrison-
Moondance (Warner Bros

349.803
Jethro Tull -Aqualung
(Chrysalis) 345.157
Bad Company -10 From 6
(Atlantic) 341.313

A Decade Of Steely Dan
(MCA) 341(073
Elton John -Greatest Hits
(MCA) 319.541
Stevie Wonder-Orig.
Musiquarium I Greatest
Hits (Tarnla)

314.997/394-999
Creedence Clearwater
Revival -20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy) 308.049
Original Soundtrack -
The Civil War
(Elektra/Nonesuch)415.828

Warrant -Cherry Pie. Title cut plus
Sure Feels Good To Me; I Saw Red:
Bed Of Roses: Blind Faith; etc.
(Columbia) 411.389

Indigo Girls -Nomads
Indians Saints (Epic)

411.355
Led Zeppelin -Houses Of
The Holy (Atlantic) 293.597
Woodstock-Orig.
Soundtrack (Atlantic)

2914364/391-862
Eagles -Greatest Hits
1971-75 (Asylum) 287.003
Fleetwood Mac -
Rumours (Warner Bros )

286.914
Boston (Epic) 269.209
Simon & Garfunkel -
Greatest Hits (Columbia)

219.477
Santana -Spirits Dancing
In The Flesh (Columbia)

408.773
Roger McGuinn-Back
From Rio (Arista) 416.149

Various Artists -The
'Amadeus" Mozart Music
Featured In The Award -
Winning Film (CBS)

416.123
Molly Hatchet -Greatest
Hits (Epic) 416.099
Dr. John -In A
Sentimental Mood
(Warner Bros) 384040

,Pr

The Cure -Mixed Up. Never
Enough; LoveSong: Close To Me
etc. (Elektra) 413.492

Soho -Goddess
414-664

10,000 Maniacs -Hope
Chest (Elektra) 413-500
Slaughter -Stick It Live
(Chrysalis) 413.302
Lalah Hathaway (Virgin)

413.195

Various Artists -
Masterworks Dinner
Classics Dinner For Two
(CBS Masterworks)413.096
Deee-Lite-World Clicpe
(Elektra) 412.742
The Replacements -All
Shook Down (Sire/Reprse)

412.668
MRS -X. (Atlantic) 412.106

WARRANT
C H 1r

Celine Dion -Unison
(Epic) 415.430
Devo-Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros) 415.455
Vivaldi -The Four
Seasons, English
Chamber Orch. Nigel
Kennedy (Angel) 414.672
Big Daddy Kane -Taste
Of Chocolate (Cold Chillin')

414.284
The Alarm -Standards
(I R S ) 414.201

Al B. Sure -Private Times
...And The Whole 9!
(Warner Bros) 414.144
Schubert: Symphonies
No. 5 & 8 (Unfinished).
Norrington, London Classi-
cal Players(Angel) 414.102
Placido Domingo -
Roman Heroes. National
Phil. Orch., Eugene Kohn,
cond. (Angel) 413.849
Christopher Parkening/
David Brandon -Virtuoso
Duets (Angel) 413.823
Mussorgsky: Pictures At
An Exhibition: Stravinsky:
The Firebird, Carlo Maria
Giulini, Conducting.
(Sony Classical) 413.625

The Connells-One
Simple Word (TVT) 415.810

The Pogues-Hell's Ditch
(Island) 415.661
Adam Ant -Antics In The
Forbidden Zone (Greatest
Hits) (Epic) 415.612

Ralph Tresvant-Ralph
Tresvant (MCA) 415.547

I

Bell Biv Devoe-Poisor
(MCA) 406.819
Neil Young And Crazy
Horse -Ragged Glory
(Reprise) 412.528
The Best Of The Stray
Cats -Rock This Town
(EMI) 412.239
Pet Shop Boys -Behavior
(EMI) 412.221
Gerald Alston -Open
Invitation (Motown)412.023
Technotronic-Trip On
This - The Remixes (SBK)

411.967
Reba McEntire -Rumor
Has It (MCA) 411.538
Asia -Then & Now
(Geffen) 411.231
Bob Dylan -Under The
Red Sky (Columbia)

411.199
L.L. Cool J -Mama Said
Knock You Out (Columbia)

411.165
Surface -3 Deep
(Columbia) 411.124
Judas Priest -Painkiller
(Columbia) 411.116

Dan Fogelberg -The Wild
Places (E 411.074

Vladimir Horowitz -
The Last Recording.
Featuring Liszt: etc.
(Sony Classical) 405.985

OROWITZ
IITIIE LAST RECORDING

CLor;rk  Hay du  !Asti  Wegp!

Candyman-Ain t No
Shame In My Game (Epic)

415.638
Freddie Jackson -Do Me
Again (Capitol) 413.542

John Williams Conducts
-The Star Wars Trilogy
(Sony Classical) 414.730

Carly Simon -Have You
Seen Me Lately? (Arista)

411.066
Bob Mould -Black Sheets
Of Rain (Virgin) 410.464
Mark Whitfield -The
Marksman (Warner Bros )

414.490

Debbie Gibson -
Anything Is Possible
(Atlantic) 414.078
Bob Geldof -The
Vegetarians of Love
(Atlantic) 410.431

Grateful Dead -Without A
Net (Arista)

410 -365/390 369
Living Colour -Time's Up
(Epic) 410.357
Vixen -Rev It Up (EMI)

410.316
Trixter (Mechanic) 410.266
Iggy Pop -Brick By Brick
(Virgin) 409.854
Alias (EMI America)

409.789
Concrete Blonde -
Bloodletting (I R S )

409.706
Bonnie Raitt Collection
(Warner Bros) 409466
Brahma: The 3 Violin
Sonatas-ltzhak Perlman
and Daniel Barenboim
(Sony Classical) 409.367
Squeeze -A Round And A
Bout (I R S ) 409.078
Anita Baker -Composi-
tions (Elektra) 408.989
Poison -Flesh & Blood
(Capitol) 408.963
Was (Not Was) -Are You
OK? (Chrysalis) 408.864
Joe Cocker -Live!
IC 408.799

Traveling Wilburys-
Vol. Ill. She's My
Baby; Where Were
You Last Night?: etc.
(Warner Bros.) 413.872
Damn Yankees
(Warner Bros ) 405.886
Cheap Trick -Busted
(Epic) 408-34.:
Sonic Youth -G00 iDGL.

408.294
Daryl Hall & John Oates
-Change Of Season
(Arista) 408.245

Whitney Houston -I'm Your
Baby Tonight. Title cut plus
My Nemo Is Not Susan: etc.
(Arista) 407.710

En Vogue -Born To
(Atlantic) 408'112
Steve Val -Passion And
Warfare (Relativity)408 -104
Keith Sweat -I'll Give All
My Love To You (Elektra)

407.791
Guy-... The Future (MCA)

413.963

Fine Young Cannibals -
The Raw & The Remix
(I R S 'MCA) 413.948

The Allman Brothers
Band -Seven Turns (Epic)

407.692
Jeff Healy Band -Hell To
Pay (Arista) 407.569
Morrissey -Bona Drag
(Reprise/Sire) 407.122
Michael McDonald -Take
It To Heart (Reprise)

407.106
Jane's Addiction -Ritual
De Lo Habitual
(Warner Bros ) 407.098
Johnny Gill (Motown)

406991
Bad Company -Holy
Water (ATCO) 406694
Crosby, Stills And Nash -
Live It Up (Atlantic)406.686
Winger -In The Heart Of
The Young (Atlantic)

406.678
Greenpeace: Rainbow
Warriors (Geffen)

406.603/396.606
Paula Abdul -Shut Up
And Dance (The Dance
Mixes) (Virgin) 406264
Bangles -Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 405.977
Depeche Mode -Violator
(Sire/Reprise) 405.423
Pretty Woman -Original
Soundtrack (EMI) 405(407

David
Bowie-
Changes -
Bowie
(Greatest
Hits).
Fame 90; etc.
(Rykodisc)
412.247

rp.

Robert Plant -Manic
Nirvana (Es Paranza)

405.019
Sinead O'Connor -I Do
Not Want What I Haven't
Got (Chrysalis) 405.001

Mariah Carey. Vision Of
Love; Love Takes Time;
Someday: plus many more.
(Columbia) 407.510

Kin Te Kanawa-Italian
Opera Arias (Angel)

416.032
Eddie Money -Greatest
Hits Sound Of Money
(Columbia) 403.428
Twin Peaks -Original
Sound Track (Warner Bros )

413.641



DISCS FOR 1 PLUS A CHANCE TO GET rt., ci

ONE MORE CD -FREE! below.

Steve Winwood-
Refugees Of The Heart

413.005

Midnight Oil -Blue Sky
Mining (Columbia) 402.636
Lenny Kravitz -Let Love
Rule (Virgin) 401.893

Duran Duran -Decade
(Capitol) 401.869
Basis -London Warsaw
New York (Epic) 401.752
Rush -Presto (Atlantic)

401.695
Pat Benatar -Best Shots
(Chrysalis) 401.646
Kenny G -Live iArisla)

401.505
Chicago -Greatest Hits
1982-1989 (Reprise)

401.166
Robert Palmer -
Addictions. Volume One
(Island) 400.937
Belinda Carlisle -
Runaway Horses (MCA)

400.788
Paul Simon-Negolia-
lions And Love Songs
1971-1986 (Warner Bros I

400721
Eric Clapton-
Journeyman (Reprise)

400.457
Linda Ronstadt-Cry Like
A Rainstorm, Howl Like
The Wind (Elektra) 389.874
Bob Dylan -Oh Mercy
(Columbia) 389.262
Grateful Dead -Built To
Last (Arista) 388.025
Aerosmith-Pump
(Geffen) 388.009
Tracy Chapman -
Crossroads (Elektra)

387.951
MOtley Criie-Dr. Feel -
good (Elektra) 387.944
Billy Joel -Storm Front
(Columbia) 387.902
Rolling Stones -Steel
Wheels
(Rolling Stones Rec

387-738
Faith No More -The Real
Thing (Reprise(Slasin

387.399
Tina Turner -Foreign
Affair (Capitol) 387.118
Billy Idol -Charmed Life
(Chrysalis) 386-789
Don Henley -The End Of
The Innocence (Getter)

383.802
Edie Brickell 8 The New
Bohemians -Ghost Of A
Dog (Getti-f) 412.999

George Michael -Listen
Without Prejudice, Vol. I.
Praying For Time: Freedom,
etc (Columbia) 411.181

Jimi Hendrix -Radio One
(Rykodisc) 412.379

The 13 -524 -Cosmic
Thing (Reprise) 383.877

Lisa Stansf ield-Affection
(Arista) 404-905

Alannah Myles
404415

Levert -Rope A Dope
Style (Atlantic) 413.575

Loverboy-Big Ones
(Columbia) 401.661

Night Ranger -Greatest
Hits (MCA) 383.729

Bad English (Epic)
383.463

Michael Bolton -Soul
Provider (Columbia)

383.083
Tom Petty -Full Moon
Fever (MCA) 382.184
Roxette-Look Sharp!
(EMI) 381-939
The Cult -Sonic Temple
)Sire/Reprise( 381-798
Bonnie Rain -Nick Of
Time (Capitol) 381.087
Beaches -Original
Soundtrack (Atlantic)

379-669
Fine Young Cannibals -
The Raw And The Cooked
(IRS /MCA) 379.214
Fleetwood Mac -
Greatest Hits
iWarner Bros) 375-782
Journeys Greatest
Hits(Coli mbia) 375.279
Pebbles -Always (MCA)

412.163

..c -,r._',.1 Vaughan Brothers
-Family Style. Tick
Tack: more (Epic'
Assoc.) 411.306

Garth Brooks -N,
Fences (Capitol) 411.587

Barbra Streisand-A
Collection: Greatest Hits
and more (Columbia)

401.141

Gold & Platinum Volume
Five -Various Artists

388.405
Elton John -Sleeping
With The Past

387-993
Bonham -The Disregard
Of Timekeeping
(WTG) 383.497
Richard Marx -Repeat
Offender (EMI) 380.915
Jeff Beck -Guitar Shop
With Terry Bozzic And
Tony Hymas (Epic)380.303
U2 -Rattle And Hum

374.017
The Bernstein Songbook
-selections from West
Side Story. On The Town.
etc Bernstein cord.
1CF3f,;) 371.088
Pretenders -The Singles
(Sire) 362.541
INXS-Kick (Atlantic)

361.519
Bruce Springsteen-
Tunnel Of Love (Columbia)

360115
Billy Idol -Vital Idol
(Chrysalis) 360.107
Paul Simon-Graceland
(Warner Bros) 345.751
Billy Joel -Greatest Hits
Vols. 18. 2 (Columbia)

336 396/396 390
Toto-Past To Present
1977-1990 (Columbia)

411.371

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 1C...

 Just mail the coupon and we'll send your 8 CDs, together with a bill for 10,
plus shipping and handling.

 You agree to buy lust six more selections in the next three years. at regular
Club prices (currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus shipping and handling) -and you
may cancel membership at any time after doing so.
 Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year).
describing the Regular Selection for your listening interest. plus hundreds of
alternates. And Special Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to
19 buying opportunities).

 Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or Special Selection, do
nothing -it will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or
none at all. Just mail the response card always provided by the date specified.

 You always have 10 days to decide; if not. you may return the Selection at
our expense.

 Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after fLIfilling your
obligation. you'll be eligible for our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one
CD at half-price for each CD you buy at regular Club price.
 10 -Day Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's operation with your
introductory package. If not satisfied, return everything within 10 days and you
will have no further obligation.

 Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one additional CD right now at the super -
low price of only $6.95 -and you are then entitled to take an extra CD as a
bonus FREE( And you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with
your 8 introductory selections -a total of 10 CDs in all!

COLUMBIA HOUSE: Terre Haute, IN 47811

AC/DC-The Razor's Edge.
Title Cut plus nairiderstruck,
etc. (ATC01 410.662

Vanilla Ice -To The
Extreme. Ica Ice BaJy,
Stop That T.-ain; masy
more. ISBKI 413.313

Wynton Marsalis-Tune
In Tomorrow /Ong.
Soundtrack Columbia)

414.193
Joe Sample -Ashes To
Ashes Warner Bros)

414.151

Gerald Albright -Dream
Come True

414.003

Bobby McFerrin -
Medicine Music (E V

412-064
Kenny Garrett -African
Exchange Student

413-781

Take 6 -So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 413.310
George Benson -Big
Boss Band Featuring The
Count Baste Orchestra
(Warner Bro; ) 412.478

ALL THIS JAZZ
Pat Metheny Group -
Question And Answer

408.286
Lou Rawls -It's Supposed
To Be Fun LEilae Note)

411.884

Michael Brecker-Now
You See It (Now You Don't)
IGlIDavid

Benoit -Inner
MotioniPoin GRP) 411.751

Bobby Lyle -The Journey
(Atlantic Jazz) 411.215
Branford Marsalis-Music
From Mo' Better Blues
)Featur.ng Terence
Blanchard) (Columbia)41

The Rippingtons-
Welcome To The St
James' Club Featuring
Russ Freeman (GRP)

410.498
Bob James -Grand Piano
Canyon ,'Warner Bros

408.906
Micher Camilo-On the
Other Hand (Eac) 408.682
Sonny Rollins -Falling In
Love With Jazz (Milestone)

408.518

Michael Franks -Blue
Pacific . , 408.328
Larry Carlton -Collection
(GRP) 407.825
Spyro Gyra-Fast
Forward (GRP) 407.817
Jack DeJohnette-
Parallel Realities (MCA)

407.270

" A "

A _

La
Harry Connlck, Jr. -We
Are In Love
(Columb 406.645
Wynton Marsalis-The
Resolution Of Romance
(Standa'd Time. Vol 3)

406637
Lee Ritenour-Stolen
Moments (GRP) 406.280
Chick Corea Elektric
Band -Inside Out (GRP)

404574

Electric Light Orchestra
-Greatest Hits (Jet)

300.095
Nelson-Atter The Rain
)DGC1 411.009

Elvis Costello -Girls Girls
Girls Columbia)

412.619/392-613
Wilson Phillips (SW

406.793

Fleetwood Mac -Behind
The Mask (Warner Bros )

405.126
M.C. Hammer -Please
Hammer, Don't Hurt 'Em
(Capitol) 403.477

Selections ..i11 nuo be ,s con, cnn 2 CD, and count as 2 -so write in boils numbers.

E
COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave. 305/591
P.O. Box 1129, Terre HaJte, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. Send me the 8 Compact Discs listed here and bill me I 4 plus shipping
and handling for all eight I agree to buy six more selections at regular Club prices in
the coming three years -and may cancel my membership at any time after doing so.

SEND ME THESE Et CDs FOR 1 (write in numbers below)

My main musical interest is (check one): ,But I may always choose from any category
Ho -d Rock

Aerosmah
Dovid lee Roth

Rib/Soul
Freddie Jackson
Guy

Soft Rock
George Michael,
Michael Bolton

Modern Rock Light Sounds Heavy Metal
the Cure, Carly Simon, Judas Priest,
The Replacements Bette Midler Warrant

Dance/Pop Country Easy Listening Jazz
Technotronic. Randy Travis, Ray Conniff,
Stevie B Rebo McEntire Johnny Mathis Classical

Mr
Mrs. Age
Miss Print First Nome Initial Lost Nome

Address Apt.

City

State Zip

Do you have a VCR? (04) Yes No
Do you have a credit card? (03) Yes No
tJoie vise **It' any

d offer C000dionThese oilers not mai in 2, FPO, , Panto RICO write
rewienn seruicecl horn Toronto Applicable sales ins odded so oil orders 8E5 -F6-59

Extra Bonus
Offer: also send

me this CD fo- which I

will De billed an ad-
ditional $6.95.

-and Fm entitled to
this extra CD FREE(



Science,
Not Magic

I I EN I first heard the rumor
I hat green ink painted around
I he edges of a CD improved
acidity, I ignored it. When I
started reading newspaper ar-

 ticks supporting it, I got mad.
This kind of irresponsible, get -some-
thing -for -nothing attitude is symptom-
atic of what's ailing America. Too
many people are unwilling to work to
achieve something. They would rather
find a quick and easy fix. That's why
businessmen greenmail existing cor-
porations instead of investing in new
ventures, why people read their horo-
scopes rather than assume responsi-
bility for their lives, and why lotteries
take in billions.

Okay, I'll get off my soapbox. But
it's the same thing with audio. If you
want to improve the sound of a play-
back system, don't look for magic; try
a little science instead. For example,
instead of worrying about the imagi-
nary subtleties of green ink, maybe
people should consider some basic
acoustics-such as the way a listening
room can cause massive (10 -dB) devi-
ations in the frequency response of a
playback system.

The listening room is the final link in
the music -reproduction chain. Its size,
relative dimensions, and construction
all influence the playback signal. Even
the placement of loudspeakers in the
room plays a major role. Given a little
insight into acoustics, and a willing-
ness to roll up your sleeves and try

SIGNALS
by Ken C I'u 11 1111 a 11 11

some old-fashioned hands-on experi-
mentation, you can find the right loud-
speaker placement for your listening
room and greatly improve your sys-
tem's performance.

In a rectangular room, loudspeakers
should usually be placed along the
short dimension. This will help to cre-
ate the proper stereo perspective. The
distance between loudspeakers is de-
termined by the distance of your lis-
tening position from them. In general,
the speakers and your listening posi-
tion should form an equilateral tri-
angle, with speakers at an angle of 60
degrees. Check the instructions that
came with the loudspeakers and tem-
porarily position them according to
the manufacturer's suggestions. De-
pending on their design, that might
mean on the floor, off the floor, against
the wall, away from the wall, etc. Both
loudspeakers should be placed in the
same kind of location-for example,
both along a flat wall or both in cor-
ners. The tweeters should be at ear
level, and the loudspeakers should be
angled to face your listening position.

Now do some listening to determine
a more exact placement of the loud-
speakers for optimal results. Speaker
position in a room is critical to bass
response-by moving the speakers
you can help flatten the response. Play
a pink -noise source or interstation ra-
dio noise (FM hiss) through your sys-
tem and walk around the room listen-
ing for changes in bass level. Now
move the speakers a foot or two and
listen again. Keep trying until their
bass response is as consistent as possi-
ble, especially in the primary listening
area.

If the sound is deficient in bass, you
can compensate by putting the speak-
ers in corners. If you couple each
loudspeaker to three boundaries (two
walls and the floor), low frequencies
are reinforced, boosting bass re-
sponse. Corner placement could cause
the low end to become boomy, how-
ever. Conversely, if loudspeakers are
bass -heavy, move them away from
one or more room boundaries. For
example, try putting them on stands.

While you are listening to music,
move the speakers-closer to the
walls, farther from them, to the left
and right. Listen for smooth tonal bal-
ance. If you have hard, reflective

floors (wood, vinyl, or ceramic), try
placing a thick rug in front of the
loudspeakers to absorb sound and
thereby weaken floor reflections that
can interfere with the direct sound
from the speakers, causing response
irregularities. Clarity is sometimes en-
hanced when loudspeakers are pulled
away from the wall behind them be-
cause reflections from the nearby sur-
face can create similar interference
effects. Alternatively, you might try
placing sound absorbers on the wall. If
the loudspeakers have driver -level or
other response -shaping controls, use
them to make subtle adjustments. Lis-
ten for good stereo imaging; in particu-
lar, there should be a solid center
image. If speakers are placed too far
apart, the width of the stereo image
may be exaggerated, weakening the
center.

There is no end to the intricacies of
acoustics and to the difficulties that
sound can experience as it travels
through a room on its way to your
ears. That's why the acoustical char-
acter of your listening room may be

Instead of worrying about
the imaginary subtleties
of green ink, consider
some basic acoustics.

more important than the performance
of your audio equipment. A poorly
designed room can completely negate
the quality of even the finest playback
equipment-unless, of course, you lis-
ten only through headphones.

With a little understanding of room
acoustics, considerable patience, and
careful listening, you can tune most
rooms to achieve a good listening envi-
ronment. Start with a book on basic
acoustics, then feel free to experi-
ment. Almost any reasoned changes
will improve the sound over the per-
haps haphazard speaker locations
you're now using. Have confidence-
you can use real science to improve
the performance of your playback sys-
tem in clearly audible ways. More
important, you will have solved a
problem, not simply painted over it. 0
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DAT or DCC?

IRUE breakthroughs in audio tech-
nology and really new products
are infrequent, but they do hap-
pen every so often. At the recent
Winter Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, a new re-

cording/playback medium was offi-
cially announced by Philips. For the
hi-fi consumer, it may well prove to be
the most important development since
the arrival of the compact disc about
eight years ago.

For several years both the general
and the audio press have been extol-
ling the virtues of the digital audio tape
(DAT) system and heralding its immi-
nent arrival from Japan. A few of these
machines have been reviewed in STE-
REO REVIEW, and they have acquitted
themselves very well, although for po-
litical reasons the availability of DAT
decks in this country was restricted
until the development of the Serial
Copy Management System (SCMS) to
prevent unlimited, multigenerational
digital copying from CD's.

Almost from the beginning, I have
wondered about the place of DAT in
the consumer audio marketplace.
True, DAT can provide the same au-
dio quality as the CD, but for the most
part this potential will be realized only
when making copies of CD's. Few
people, audiophiles included, have the
opportunity, inclination, or necessary
ancillary equipment to do a live re-
cording of the sort that would tax the
abilities of a good analog cassette
deck. As for copying CD's for use in a
car equipped with a DAT player, it is

TECHNICAL TALK
by Julian Hirsch

hard to find any real advantage to DAT
that justifies its price and the consider-
able cost of blank tapes. Since DAT
cassettes do not lend themselves to
economical mass duplication, there is
unlikely to be any sizable repertory of
commercially recorded DAT's. It
seems to me that DAT is really a
medium for the professional or very
serious amateur recordist rather than
for the mainstream audio market.

Apparently Philips, the giant Neth-
erlands company that created both the
compact cassette and the compact
disc, came to a similar conclusion. At
January's CES, Philips unveiled the
Digital Compact Cassette, or DCC.
The DCC format is intended to bring
digital quality to the average person's
home taping at a price comparable to
that of today's cassette decks. In addi-
tion, it is backward -compatible with
analog audio cassettes, which will be
playable by DCC machines.

A DCC deck records on (and also
plays back) a special cassette, similar
in size to today's analog cassettes.
Since all DCC machines will have
autoreverse operation, a cassette can
be played or record-
ed in its entirety with-
out its being turned
over. The unbroken
top surface of a DCC
shell can carry al-
bum -cover graphics
for easy identifica-
tion. Like a 31/2 -inch
computer floppy disc
(or a videocassette),
a DCC has a sliding
metal cover that pro-
tects the tape when
it's not in use and
automatically slides
back to expose the tape when it's
loaded into a machine. This eliminates
the need for a protective box like that
used with conventional cassettes.

The DCC format uses chromium -
dioxide tape similar in formulation to
VHS videotape but the same width as
in today's analog cassettes. The stan-
dard length will be a D-90, with 45
minutes in each direction, but Philips
says work is under way on longer
tapes, up to a D-120 (2 -hour) length.
The tape moves at the same speed of
PA inches per second as analog cas-
sette tapes, but the tape head of a DCC

machine is very different from that of
today's tape decks. The head is a thin-
film design, fabricated much like an
integrated electronic circuit. Each half
of the head, used for one direction of
tape travel, records or reads eight digi-
tal record/playback tracks and a ninth
track for auxiliary control and display
information. A separate analog stereo
head is part of the head structure,
which turns over automatically when
the tape reverses direction.

The DCC recording and playback
circuitry features a unique data -com-
pression system, which Philips calls
Precision Adaptive Sub -band Coding
(PASC), that enables the format to
store about four times as much digital
information on a tape as would be
possible using conventional 16 -bit lin-
ear PCM encoding.

PASC operation is based on the
"masking" effect, whereby strong sig-
nals tend to suppress the audibility of
weaker signals at nearby frequencies.
The PASC circuit constantly monitors
the program's frequency and energy
distribution, and whenever it deter-
mines that certain frequency compo-

nents will not be au-
dible because of
masking by stronger
signals, it reassigns
the digital bits that
would have been
used for the masked
components to differ-
ent frequencies. The
effect of this process
(which is considera-
bly more complex
than this description
suggests) is to pro-
vide an effective 18 -
bit dynamic range,

greater than 105 dB. The rated total
harmonic distortion (THD) plus noise
is less than - 92 dB (0.0025 percent).
The DCC system can play back or
record at the same sampling frequen-
cies as the DAT format allows, 48,
44.1, or 32 kHz, with respective up-
per -frequency limits of 22,000, 20,000,
and 14,500 Hz.

There is much, much more to the
DCC system than I have space to
describe, and it will certainly be cov-
ered in this magazine and others in the
months and years to come. Aside from
its obvious advantages of analog corn -

TESTED THIS MONTH

Carver SD/A-490t
Compact Disc Player

Mordaunt-Short
MS3.30 Speaker

Onkyo TA -2700
Cassette Deck

Icon Parsec Speaker
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WIMPY
CAR STEREOS

NEED
CAR STEREO

REVIEW.
Tired of wimpy woofers, tinny
tweeters, and hissing cassette
decks?

Want to upgrade your car
stereo to a state-of-the-art
system with all the bells and
whistles?

Then look no further. Turn
to Car Stereo Review and
tune in studio -quality sound.
No other magazine brings you:

CAR STEREO
REVIEW

Y1.01.1.

A COOP FOR BOSTOP
.1,m

N ACOUSTICS
 AM

COWER
00IDEN

PROGRAMS  THE
NEW MR2 WOO

WING W
READ UNITS 

CD BASICS

More no -holds -barred test reports on tuners,
cassette decks, CDs, speakers, amps, equaliz-
ers, security systems and cellular phones.
More in-depth features on installations,
wiring, acoustics, troubleshooting, and
upgrading your system.

PLUS...you get more new product reviews
and head -to -head comparisons on all the latest
car stereo equipment.

So, before you plunk down
your hard-earned cash, check
out Car Stereo Review and
you're sure to come out with
the best possible system. At
the best possible price.

Shift into high gear and save!
One Year just $16.98.

To get home delivery of Car
Stereo Review, simply detach

and mail the attached card!'

You'll get a one-year subscription (6 issues in
all) at our Special Introductory Rate of just
$16.98. If you're not absolutely delighted,
we'll send you a full refund on all unmailed
copies. Sounds like a great offer... and it is!

*If someone already beat you to the attached card,
send your order to: Car Stereo Review, P 0 Box
57316, Boulder, CO 80322-7316.

CAR STEREO REVIEWT.



Watch what
Audio Menu

1 FM Station Preset
2 AM Station Preset
3 FM/AM Preset List
4 Dolby Surround Set Up

Fe

Press number to select
Press MENU to exit menu
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Tape Menu

1 Tapel Counter Rese
2 Tape2 Counter Reset
3 On Screen Counter
4 Counter Search
5 Intro Scan Time Set

Press number to select
Press MENU to exit menu

2D Magazine List
Mag Title
46 CHOPIN
47 BACH
48 HANDEL
49 STRAUINSKY
50 BARTOK

Use ADJUST to select
Then press ENTER
Press MENU for next

Time Delay Set

Front 12 Surround _8

Use 10 -keypad to enter
distance (feet) from you
to the surround speakers
Then press ENTER
Press MENU anytime for
Audic Menu
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you're domg.
This is something you wont see anywhere In accomplishing this feat, our receiver is

else in this magazine.

A home theater that isnt just technically ad-

vanced, but also refreshingly easy to use, thanks

to one of the simplest on -screen operating sys-

tems ever devised.

Not only does it visually confirm each and

every command. With the help of its on -screen

The M -R8010 receiver, with on -screen Dolby Pro Loge Surround setup

menus you can narrow in on specific functions

step-by-step, screen -by -screen.

As a matter of fact it works so well on our

-FN/ and VCR's, that weve extended it to in-

clude both our M -C6010 CD changer and

M -T5010 dual cassette deck.

But, as with any well -run organization, our

system components work best with a coordina-

tor. In this case our new M -R8010 HomeTheater

Our M -C6010 CD changer: Sr oversampling and 18 -bit dual DACS.

receiver. With 6 audio/video inputs it can turn

a TV, VCR, CD changer and cassette deck into

a single, cohesive home theater.

ably assisted by a learning remote. Once again,

it's one of the simplest ever made. Each button

Our HS -U82 Hi Fi VCR, with S -VHS and noiseless visual search.

performs the same function across several com-

ponents. For example, the play button is the

same for CD, VCR, and cassette deck.

The net result is an unprecedented amount

of control over your home theater.

Programming up to 20 selections from a

5 -disc CD magazine takes a matter of seconds

(the memory has room enough for up to 50

The M -T5010 dual cassette deck boasts Dolby' HX Pro and logic control

different personally titled magazines).

Achieving the perfect surround sound de-

lay is almost automatic (set your distance from

the speakers and you're done).

And everything, from the simplest adjust-

ment to the most complex program, is no

sooner seen than done.

it MITSUBISHI
TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE'

© 1990 Mitsubishi Electrxmics America, Inc. For your authorized dealer, can( 8001527-8888ea. 145. Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby HX Pro ale trademarks of Dolby LaboratoriesLicensing Corporation.



Mee Magazine

"Henry Kloss brought Dolby

sound. CrO, cassette taPe and

large -screen projection
television

into living rooms. and made the

dominant speakerssystemsoithree
decades: Acoustic: Research in the

l9511's,KLH in the '60s. and

Advent in the '70s.

Now he's at it again at Cain -

bridge SoundWorks. selling
di-

tt.,:t to the public. "

..amomm

At Cambridge SoundWorks we manufacture
speakers and music systems designed by Henry
Kloss (founder of AR, IQ.H & Advent), and we sell
them from our factory in Newton, Mass. We also
sell selected audio components from brands like
Philips, Pioneer and Denon. Because we sell fac-
tory -direct, you can save hundreds of dollars on
com.nests and systems. We sell nothing but "the

Ig.stuff." Our knowledgeable audio experts will
help you make the right choices, without being
pushy. And you can call toll -free for advice or
"hook-up help" 365 days a year - even holidays.
This is the simplest way to get the right deal on
stereo components...and there's virtually no risk

 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Audio Experts will answer all your

questions, before and after you buy.
 30 -day money -back satisfaction guarantee.

New From Henry Kloss-Ensemble II

Subwoofer-Satellite Speaker System

A new. very affordable.
single-subwoofer
version of the systemstem

Audio magazine said
"may be the best value
in the world."

Price

$399_
e7 -Re is

1-800-AKA-HIFI.
24 hours a day, 365 days a year (800-252-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite 102A, Newton MA 02158
 In Canada call 1-800-525-4434. Fax: 617-332-9229

Outside U.S. or Canada 617-332-5936
©1991 Cambridge Soundlh'orks ®Ensemble is a registered trademark of

Cambridge SoundWoks. AR & Advent are trademarks of International lensen, Inc.

TECHNICAL TALK
patibility and CD quality, it has the
ability to rapidly locate specific por-
tions of a recording (though not as
rapidly as with a CD or DAT), and it
also has the ability (unlike DAT) to
display auxiliary graphic or alphanu-
meric information encoded on the
tape. By no means the least of DCC's
attractions is the projected low cost of
the machines, comparable to that of a
good analog cassette deck, thanks to
the mechanical simplicity of its sta-
tionary -head design and extensive use
of dedicated integrated circuitry.

At a Philips technical meeting at
CES, a prototype DCC deck was dem-
onstrated and compared with a CD
player. Within the constraints of such
a comparison, there were no audible
differences between the two (both
used the same program material).
Even the lowest level of ambience
information was preserved in the DCC
playback. To demonstrate the special
features of the DCC format, a fluores-
cent display showed not only the usual
operating information but also the lyr-
ics of a song as it was being played.

Several recording companies, in-
cluding PolyGram, EMI, and BMG,
have shown interest in issuing record-
ings in the DCC format when it be-
comes available. Since, unlike DAT's,
prerecorded DCC's can easily be du-
plicated at high speed, they will proba-
bly be priced comparably to ordinary
analog cassettes. Tandy Corporation

is the first company to be licensed to
develop and market DCC hardware,
and a large Japanese manufacturer is
said to be involved as well. Philips
expects DCC machines to be available
in 1992. They will incorporate the

At the Consumer
Electronics Show, a
prototype Digital
Compact Cassette deck
was demonstrated and
compared with a CD
player. Within the
constraints of such a
comparison, there were
no audible differences.

same SCMS copy -protection scheme
now used in DAT machines.

It is unfortunate, perhaps, that DCC
did not precede DAT, but what I saw
and heard at the DCC demonstration
in Las Vegas convinced me that this is
the way to go in advancing home tape
recording into the digital age. It offers
the best of both worlds at an affordable
price. We'll be hearing more about it in
the months to come. 0

". . . and here, that very same listener's goosebumps while listening
to the identical Wagner overture on the Solar speaker."
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Sound Opportunity
There has never been a better
opportunity for you to enjoy
all the advantages of a Bose
Acoustimass. speaker system.

T-1 e Bose Acoustimass-5 (L)
and SE -5 (R) EirecttRAllectiag"
sreaKe: system&

....4191151 -57E -

The SOLInd
"Supe+ sound and vi.-tual
invisibility.'

`:..side by side with speakers costing

threeto Lye times as rich, the
Alv1-5 canAstentlyptoducedl the
more exciting aid listenable sound.:-Julrm f-firsch, Stereo Review

Only patented Acuirtimass speaker
systems provide K.-Jan:ages you can
hear- arid see. For example, the
bass modale produce deep, pure
bass, and can be -_-tidden completely

out Isigiit AL of he sound seems
to cone only fr,--v_the tiny speaker
cubes. These Direzt/Reflecting'
speEkers =i11 your n on with a

quality of sound aFproaching le
realism of a live peicrtrance.

The Oppatanity
Beginning MarcH 1, 1991, parici-
pating Bose dealers will be taking
part in a pr gram hat makes ncu
the best time to cans der owning a

Acotsimass speaker syszem.

If music is important in your life,
and you appreciate value, please
call now for decant and the name of
the participatini. dearer nearest you.
Tnis cffer wil be in effect only whie

supplies last.

1-800444-BOSE
(--800-444-2673: t,:ilk."\4-:00Plvi (ET)

In Canada call 1-800.4E6-BOSE
(1-800-4E5-2673) *QOAM-5:OOPM

A 9 ZP:
Better sound through research.

Rne hAtntrIgharu. MA 01 5:6.9. USA 03818? 71( FAS (305 67:-6,.1 free Rrdu r. ere t.,1.7. men, 'se,. sue.1.1.11



FROM WOODSTOCK TO NASHVILLE,
BLAUPUNKT TAKES CENTER ST

CUM PROTECTED

3111.1.0L -0 BASS OMR  TUNING 0- REEL E
ON - SEEK ---UP

.04 Ne.

:ACES -POLL

4111/44:-
IC -

When the music of Am C3 plays, so does Blaupunkt
And two star performe-s aie the Woods-:ck CM

20 with removable chass sand the Nash Al CM 40
- Blaupuikt's new, ur der $4CO, AIM/FM c.ssc.te
receivers with CD Chace control

Install a Woodstock cr Na31--ville and er oy the
brilliant clarity of BlaupunKt sound, whethw- you're listen-
ing to yourfavonte casseteor radiostatio-1.-ne real per-
formance Degins whenyou r tec rate eitF-erneperver with
our CDC C.1 compact cis: &anger.. The vr:ocls took or
Nashville will program and play upto 12 co -pac discs in any
desired order or track ociribinaloiikg`

Blaupunkt's technology is -elOwned'fordelivering out-
standing tuner perform 3-C3. Each -uner yfr:Ids an exceptierial
frequency response of 36 Hztc "6MHz, with FM Preset Scan,
and Travel Store, which automat ca ly finds irtrongest FM

mow mom' inell 11=11111111 int
BPT ON-ENSC-UP NIEL

ON -TRACK -UP
BALANCE -PULL

stations and loads them into memory presets.
Each cassette deck offers headliner featu-es like

auto reverse, Cassette Prcc ram Search and Dolby B . noise reduction. The ampli=fiers are power plus - the
00 Woodstock -a powerful 20 watts; the Nashville

- an even more power -10 40 watts. And both may
be easily upgraded with the built-in, true 4 -channel,

RCA pre -amp output.
Your response on hearing then will be tumultuous

applause.
For a dealer near you, call 1-801237-7999. Whatever

part of the country you live in, the best sound in the country
is Blaupunkt.

AThe Blaupur k name and BLLE Xroy1onbol are reg stare ° tidemarks of 3aupunkt-Werke GmbH Bosch Telecom © 1990 Robert Bosch Corporation



TEST REPORTS

Carver SD/A-490t

Compact Disc Player

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

THE Carver SD/A-490t, a full -fea-
tured CD player, offers an unusu-
al combination of the new and the
old in audio technology. For ex-
ample, it uses the latest in 1 -bit
MASH digital -to -analog (D/A)

conversion, yet its analog output
stages are vacuum tubes, a 6DJ8 dou-
ble -triode amplifier for each channel.
The advantages of 1 -bit D/A conver-
sion are well known, including excel-
lent linearity at the lowest signal levels
and a correspondingly wide dynamic
range. According to Carver, the vacu-
um tubes give the player "the warm,
melodious sound that is typical of tube
technology."

The SD/A-490t also incorporates
Carver's Soft EQ circuit (formerly
called the Digital Time Lens). This
switchable circuit slightly modifies the
player's frequency response and re-

duces the ratio between difference
(L - R) and sum (L + R) signals in the
program. Carver claims that the Soft
EQ processing produces a more pleas-
ing sound from many discs, especially
early releases that were mastered by
engineers accustomed to working with
vinyl records.

The SD/A-490t can be programmed
to play up to twenty-four tracks in any
selected order or in a random order. A
group of small buttons below the dis-
play window provides direct access to
any track up to No. 21. A music calen-
dar shows the numbers of the un-
played tracks (to a maximum of twen-
ty). The display normally shows the
current track and index numbers and
the elapsed time on that track, but it
can be switched to show remaining
time on the track or disc. The display
window also indicates when any of the

SD/A-490es special features are being
used.

Other features include repeat of the
entire disc, any programmed track se-
quence, or any defined segment. A
fader button smoothly lowers the play-
back level to zero in 2 to 10 seconds
(the time is adjustable), then puts the
player into pause mode. Touching the
button again resumes playback from
the point where it paused, with a
smooth fade up to the original level
setting. For efficient dubbing of CD's,
the SD/A-490t has an Edit feature to
select the tracks that will fit optimally
onto a C-46, C-54, C-60, or C-90 cas-
sette. It can also be set for any other
desired time span, and you can do
some things with it that you can't with
similar features in other players. For
example, you can specify some tracks
you want on the tape and let the SD/A-
490t figure out the best way to fill the
rest of the cassette.

The transport controls are at the
right of the display window. The
pause/stop button selects those modes
on successive operations (pressing the
play button restores normal opera-
tion), and the pairs of scan and skip
buttons operate conventionally, with a
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faster speed when a button is held
down.

At the right of the panel is a large
level knob that affects the variable
analog outputs on the rear apron and at
the headphone jack. To the left are a
large, square power button and a small
STAND BY button with a red LED.
Engaging the latter control keeps the
heaters of the output tubes energized
constantly at a reduced voltage in or-
der to provide a fast turn -on after the
main power switch is activated (other-
wise a warm-up of perhaps 30 seconds
is required before a disc can be
played).

The infrared remote control fur-
nished with the SD/A-490t duplicates
all of its front -panel functions except
for power switching, drawer open/
close, Edit/Time Fade, and Time Set.
The player's rear apron has, in addi-
tion to the variable -level outputs, con-
ventional fixed -level analog output
jacks and both coaxial and optical
digital outputs.

The Carver SD/A-490t measures 19
inches wide, 121/4 inches deep, and 33/4

inches high. Finished in black, it
weighs 9 pounds. The front panel is
fitted with sturdy handles. Price: $700.
Carver Corp., Dept. SR, 20121 48th
Ave. W., P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood,
WA 98036.

Lab Tests
The SD/A-490t's maximum open -

circuit output (from a 0 -dB -level,
1,000 -Hz test track) was 2.55 volts,
somewhat higher than the standard
CD player output of 2 volts. The play-
er produced excellent volume levels
with medium -impedance AKG K340
headphones. The maximum variable
output was identical to the fixed out-
put. Interchannel phase shift was very
low in the midrange but reached about
20 degrees at 20 Hz, 16 degrees at
20,000 Hz, and 8 degrees at 10,000 Hz.
Channel separation was 90 dB at 100
Hz, 97 dB at 1,000 Hz, 87 dB at 10,000
Hz, and 78 dB at 20,000 Hz, and
channel imbalance was less than 0.01
dB. The A -weighted signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) was 106.3 dB, and the dy-
namic range was approximately 95 dB.

FEATURES

 1 -bit MASH D/A conversion

 Programmable for up to twenty -foul
tracks

 Vacuum -tube output stages

 Soft EQ (Digital Time Lens)
circuit

Random play

Full -function random-access remote
control (motorized volume knob)

Automatic Edit function to select
optimum track sequence

 Variable -length fade (2 to 10 seconds)

 Fixed- and variable -level analog
outputs; coaxial and optical digital
outputs

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 2.55 volts

Total harmonic distortion at 1,000
Hz: 0.1% at 0 dB, 0.01% at - 20
dB, 0.006% at - 30 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
106.3 dB

Channel separation: 90 dB at 100
Hz, 97 dB at 1,000 Hz, 78 dB at
20,000 Hz

Maximum interchannel phase shift:
20 degrees at 20 Hz, 16 degrees at
20,000 Hz

Frequency response: + 0.2, -0.03
dB, 20 to 20,000 Hz

Dynamic range (A -weighted, average
of both channels): 95 dB

Linearity error: 0.2 dB at - 90 dB
Slewing time: 3 seconds

Cueing accuracy: A

Impact resistance: top, B; sides, B

Defect tracking: tracked 750 -
micrometer errors on Pierre Verany
#2 test disc; very slight mistracking
of 1,000 -micrometer errors

The player's frequency response
was flat within ±0.05 dB from 20 to
7,000 Hz, rising to a maximum of + 0.2
dB at 16,000 Hz before dropping off
above 20,000 Hz. With Soft EQ acti-
vated, the output rose below 600 Hz
and fell above that frequency. The
low -frequency portion leveled off at
about +1.2 dB below 200 Hz, and the
high frequencies were down 1 dB
above 2,000 Hz.

Carver's specifications for the
SD/A-490t include total harmonic dis-
tortion (THD) of 0.5 percent at 1,000
Hz. Although this is considerably
higher than the 0.002- to 0.003 -percent
ratings typical of conventional CD
players, it is still negligible from a
listening standpoint. Our measure-
ments showed THD of 0.1 percent at 0
dB, decreasing to 0.01 percent at - 20
dB and 0.006 percent at - 30 dB. As
we have come to expect of players
using 1 -bit D/A converters, the SD/A-
490t's low-level linearity was superb,
with an error of only 0.2 dB at - 90 dB.

The heaters of the 6DJ8 tubes are
operated from a DC supply to mini-
mize hum and noise. The heater volt-
age was 5.7 volts, somewhat lower
than the tubes' rated 6.3 volts, pre-
sumably also in order to reduce the
noise contributed by a vacuum -tube
stage. In the standby mode, the volt-
age was further reduced to 4.6 volts.
The plate voltage of the tubes (each
was used as a direct -coupled amplifier
and cathode -follower) was less than 62
volts.

The SD/A-490t was fairly insensi-
tive to impact, requiring a firm slap on
the top or sides to cause momentary
mistracking. Its error correction was
satisfactory though not exceptional. It
played the 1,000 -micrometer defects
of the Pierre Verany #2 test disc with
only a slight mistracking, but it defi-
nitely mistracked at 1,250 micro-
meters. The laser pickup's slewing
time was average, requiring 3 seconds
to go from Track 1 to Track 15 of the
Philips TS3 test disc.

Comments
In normal operation and listening,

the Carver SD/A-490t was everything
we would expect from a top-quality
CD player. Although its measure-
ments did not push the state of the art
(already at "overkill" levels in many
respects) to new limits, it was not
deficient in any significant way.

Two features of this distinctive
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WE ASKED OUR
ENGINEERS TO DESIGN THE SPEAKERS

THEY'D WANT TO OWN.

Introducing speakers that meet the specifications
of the most demanding audience Advent' has-our
engineers.

The New Vision Series" 350 and 500 from
Advent Two studies in high definition audio capable
of reproducing music with astounding precision.
Elegant, encased in sculpted teak -grain cabinetry.

On your left are the model 350's, with our exclu-
sive Co -active Woofer" technology. Dual woofers
fired through a Tiered Sound Channel" fill a room
with incredibly deep, rich bass. And produce a great
soundstage no matter where the speakers are placed
in the room.

To your right, the model 500's.Their avant-garde
design predicts their avant-garde technology. The

Helmholtz resonator band pass subwoofer design
requires minimal cone excursion which results in
deeper, more accurate bass with less distortion. Top-
ping off the speaker is the Advent Isolated Satellite
Imaging Module (ISIVI)" containing a dome tweeter
and graphite midrange for the ultimate imaging
definition. Together, Helmholtz and ISIM's musicality
is incomparable as is its genuine teak finish.

Nothing, however replaces hearing these for your-
self. Check your dealer for the speakers that will not
only please the demanding ear of our engineers, but
yours. For your nearest
dealer and free literature,
call 1-800-477-3257. ///ADVI

01991. Advent is a registered trademark of International Jensen Inc.



STEREO REVIEW invites you to listen each week to
the only national radio program for audio buffs -

AUDIOPHILE
IMM AUDITION

With John Sunier

Heard on over 175 public radio and concert
music stations throughout the U.S. Consult
your local listings for day and time

Your weekly opportunity to sample the best
classical and jazz CDs

Exclusive interviews with audio personali-
ties and performers, plus audio news

Specials on Binaural, Surround Sound, DAT,
Subwoofers, Audio Restoration

I INTERNATIONAL SWEATSHIRT 1

One of our most popular items has
just been redesigned. The New In-
ternational Sweatshirt sports bold
puff print flags and features at-
tractive white on white piping, and
is proudly made in the U.SA. Avail-
able in two sizes, small/medium
and large/extra large.
# 42SIF $39.95 ($3.00)
To order, call our TOLL FREE lines, We
accept Visa, MC, and AE or send a
check plus shipping and handling
to Stereo Review, P.O. Box 742,
Holmes, PA 19043. ORDER TOLL FREE
800-345-8112.

' 100-;
_, i ,,

- ,- .4.,: %-i
IN,

INNER
WORKINGS
The mechanism of this finely tuned
system is visible at a glance. The
Skeleton Watch is the tech watch
for the Nineties. Functional and
conversational, the see through
dial makes visible the complete
workings of its fine jeweled move-
ments. The watch is housed in 18K
goldplated casing, strapped in gen-
uine grained leather, gift boxed
and warranticd by Gruen.
#42WSKEL $149.95 ($2.50)
To order, call our TOLL FREE
lines. We accept Visa, MC, and AE
or send a check plus shipping and
handling to: Stereo Review, P.O.
Box #742, Holmes, PA 19043.

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-345-8112.

TEST REPORTS
player merit special comment. The
Soft EQ circuit is supposed to reduce
the harshness of some CD's. (In our
experience, harsh -sounding discs
have been mostly very early releases.)
Being switchable, the function's effect
is easy to assess. With most discs we
tried, it was negligible, but a few were
noticeably improved, with a slight
softening of their "edginess" and a
more mellow quality. On the other
hand, really good recordings could
just as easily have their brilliance and

With most CD's we tried,
the effect of the Carver
SDA-490t's Soft EQ
circuit was negligible, but
a few were noticeably
improved, with a slight
softening of "edginess"
and more mellow quality.

definition diminished by Soft EQ pro-
cessing, so it's good that the feature is
switchable.

The second special aspect of the
SD/A-490t is its use of vacuum -tube
output stages. One obvious and mea-
surable result is a nearly hundredfold
increase in distortion at maximum out-
put level. Such distortion is typical
of vacuum -tube amplifiers without
heavy negative feedback, but in prac-
tice it means nothing, and the distor-
tion we measured from the SD/A-490t
was totally inaudible (being limited to
low -order harmonics).

A more pertinent question concerns
the audible benefits of tubes. It is
largely a matter of faith: If you believe
that vacuum tubes have some magical
quality, you may hear it. I do not and
did not. On the other hand, the tube
stages had no flaws that I could hear or
measure. Their DC heater supply and
low operating voltages reduce their
contribution to the player's output
quality to a slight measured distortion
at maximum level; there was no audi-
ble noise or hum.

The bottom line is that the Carver
SD/A-490t is a very good CD player
with a full complement of features that
also happens to use vacuum tubes in
its output circuits. 0
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TEST REPORTS

Mordaunt-Short
MS3.30 Speaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

As Mordaunt-Short succinctly
describes it, the MS3.30 loud-
speaker is a "medium-sized
vented system with front -facing
reflex port, intended for use on
floor stands, in small to medi-

um-sized listening environments." To
this can be added that it is a two-way
system, with an 8 -inch woofer and a 1 -

inch dome tweeter, and that it is
affordably priced.

In common with many other prod-
ucts, however, especially speakers.
there is a lot more to the MS3.30's
design and construction than can be
conveyed by such a brief description.
The particleboard cabinet (about 5/:
inch thick) has a two -layer, injection -

molded front baffle made of a poly-
propylene -based plastic. The baffle is
light in weight, with molded internal
ribs to control vibration. Considerable
care has been taken to minimize dif-
fraction by rounding the side edges of
the baffle and fitting rubber rings
around the driver frames, effectively
eliminating any discontinuity at the
junction with the front panel. The
frameless cloth grille, with elastic
sewn into its edge, is retained by in-
serting its edge into a groove around
the periphery of the cabinet.

The nominally 8 -inch bass driver,
which has an actual cone diameter of
61/2 inches, is constructed on a die-cast
aluminum basket. Its 32 -millimeter -
diameter voice coil is wound on an
aluminum former and bonded with
high -temperature resin. The cone is
formed of polypropylene, with a syn-
thetic rubber surround and an injec-
tion -molded dust cap bonded directly
to the voice coil.

The woofer was designed to have a
natural response rolloff above its pass -
band, eliminating the need for a low-
pass filter section in the crossover
network. This omission of the usual
series inductor is also said to improve
the driving amplifier's electrical
damping effect on the woofer.

The 1 -inch aluminum tweeter dome
is supported by a polyamide suspen-
sion. Magnetic fluid in the voice -coil
gap stabilizes and damps the dome's
motion and improves heat transfer
from the voice coil to the magnet sys-
tem. The tweeter dome is said to oper-
ate as a piston well beyond audible
limits, with its lowest break-up mode
occurring at 25,000 Hz. As with the
woofer, the crossover components
have been reduced to a minimum, with
only a single polypropylene capacitor
in series with the tweeter voice coil.

To protect the system from damage
by overdriving, each driver has a Posi-
tec device (a type of bistable resistor)
in series with its voice coil. Normally,
these have a very low resistance and
do not affect the speaker's perfor-
mance. When an excessive signal volt-
age is applied, the resistance of the
Positec device increases rapidly and
reduces the current through the voice
coil to a safe value. When the overload
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COMPACT - HIGH QUALITY S

THE McINTOSH MAC 4280 RECEIVER
Where else can you get in one
compa:t, cool operating, long
life package:

A technological, cutting
edge, FM and AM Digital
Tuner.

Three separate tone shaping
controls provide musical
spectra tone shaping. Each
control adjusts selected fre-
quency bands to satisfy your
personal preference or the
demands of the program
ma-erial.

Separate listen and record
facilities, introduced and
perfected by McIntosh,
permit tape recording one
prwram while listening to a
second program. Separate
input selectors, electrically
isolated from each other,
provide non-interference
operation in both listen and
record. You can record on 2
tape recorders from any
sowce and you can easily
cop from one tape recorder
to another.

Full power McIntosh ampli-
fier will deliver its maximum
power output to one or two

pairs of loudspeakers. The
quality of the sound repro-
duction and the quality of
your speakers are protected
by the patented* McIntosh
Power Guard circuit.

The patented* Sentry Moni-
toring circuit constantly
monitors the output signal.
At signal levels up to rated
output, this circuit has no
effect. If the power output
exceeds design maximum, or
in the event of a short cir-
cuit or severe mismatch, the
Sentry Monitoring circuit
protects the output transis-
tors from failure. A com-
plete remote control system
that allows total control
from two areas. The
McIntosh Remote Control
provides unusual versatility
with operating simplicity. It
provides remote control in
the main listening area and
can be expanded to provide
control from an additional
area.

All in all, your selection of the
McIntosh MAC 4280 FM/AM
Receiver will be reinforced by
your day-to-day use of this
superb instrument.

Illtlahsh MACK RECEIVER

McIntosh research, engineering
and design has developed circuits
covered by these U.S. Patents:
3,965,295; 4,048,573; 3,526,847;
and 3,526,846.

a-

NG ifithitosh

co -

* For information .n McIntosh products
and prodt_ct reviews, please send your
name, address and phone number to:

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Department #.490
PO Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904-0096

1



TEST REPORTS
is removed, the resistance quickly
falls to its original value.

The MS3.30 was designed for opti-
mum performance with the cabinet
placed from a few inches to a foot in
front of a wall, at least 18 inches from a
side wall, and high enough to place the
woofer axis (near the top of the cabi-
net) approximately at the listener's ear
level. Mordaunt-Short makes a novel
speaker stand, whose height is adjust-
able over a wide range, that can be
used with any of the five speakers in
the MS3 series (the MS3.30 falls mid-
way in the line).

The MS3.30's specifications include
a frequency response of 60 to 22,000
Hz, a sensitivity of 90 dB, and a nomi-
nal 8 -ohm impedance. It can be used
with amplifiers rated between 15 and
300 watts per channel, although the
suggested upper limit is about 100
watts. Gold-plated multiway binding
posts that accept dual banana plugs
are recessed into the rear panel. Each
speaker measures 18 inches high, 91/4
inches wide, and 101/4 inches deep and
weighs 18 pounds. The cabinet is
available in black -ash or rosewood
vinyl laminate, with a black front panel
and grille. Price: $459 a pair; MS3.1S
stands, $129 a pair. Mordaunt-Short/
TGI, Inc., Dept. SR, 1225 17th St.,
Suite 1430, Denver, CO 80202.

Lab Tests
We installed the MS3.30 speakers

on the MS3.1S stands at their full
height of 211/2 inches. Although the
manufacturer supplied response mea-
surements run on our samples of the
MS3.30, we found very little correla-
tion between those data and our own.
Clearly, the test environments and
conditions were quite different.

Our composite response curve was
very smooth through the bass and
midrange, varying only ± 2 dB from 50
to 2,000 Hz. At higher frequencies the
response, though still very smooth,
sloped downward by about 5 dB from
2,000 to 10,000 Hz and then rose by
about 3 dB from 10,000 to 20,000 Hz.
The curves plotted from the left and
right speakers had almost identical
shapes, although the right speaker's
output, measured 30 degrees off -axis,
was 3 to 5 dB lower than the on -axis
output from the left speaker over the
range from 1,500 to 20,000 Hz. This
result is fairly typical, representing the
speaker's increasing directivity at high
frequencies.

Mordaunt-Short does not specify
the system's crossover frequency, but
the company's test data suggest that it
is about 4,000 Hz. No clear evidence
of a crossover was visible in our mea-
surements. The bass response (close-
miked) was flat within ±1 dB from 85
to 600 Hz, with irregularities appear-
ing at higher frequencies because of
interference from energy received
from different parts of the cone. At
low frequencies, the output sloped off
at 6 dB per octave below 60 Hz, to
-11 dB at 20 Hz.

Quasi-anechoic response measure-
ments made with the IQS FFT system
essentially confirmed the room -re-
sponse measurements in respect to the
downward -sloping high -frequency re -

The Mordaunt-Short
MS3.30 speaker proved
to have exceptional
imaging qualities. The
vertical imaging was
among the best we have
heard from any speaker.

sponse. Similarly, the horizontal -dis-
persion measurements over a 45 -de-
gree angle followed the pattern we had
observed in the room response. The
curves measured on -axis and at 45
degrees off -axis were very similar ex-
cept for their levels, which differed by
5 or 6 dB over the full range from 1,000
to nearly 20,000 Hz. The tweeter reso-
nance at 28,000 Hz caused a rise in
output above 20,000 Hz, to a maxi-
mum of +12 dB, followed by a sharp
22 -dB drop at 29,000 Hz. Group delay
was constant within 0.1 millisecond
(ms) from 3,000 to 20,000 Hz, but this
variation increased to 0.4 ms or more
at several frequencies within the woof-
er's operating range.

The minimum system impedance
was about 7.3 ohms at several frequen-
cies between 180 and 400 Hz and be-
tween 15,000 and 20,000 Hz. The max-
imum of 22 ohms occurred at 73 Hz.

The MS3.30 had a sensitivity of 91
dB sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1

meter with an input of 2.83 volts
(equivalent to I watt into 8 ohms),
slightly higher than the rated 90 dB.
Distortion at a 2.55 -volt drive level

(corresponding to a 90 -dB SPL) was
between 0.4 and 0.5 percent from 100
to 2,000 Hz, rising to 1 percent at 4,000
Hz. The output from the port predomi-
nated below 80 Hz, and its distortion
rose from I percent at 80 Hz to 20
percent at 40 Hz.

A single -cycle tone burst at 100 Hz
produced a loud rasping sound at a
level of 355 watts into the speaker's
I2 -ohm impedance at that frequency.
This signal apparently was not sus-
tained long enough to trip the Positec
protection, and it did not harm the
speaker in any way.

Comments
With some program material, the

MS3.30's sound had a slightly bright
quality that seemed inconsistent with
the shape of its response curve. Some-
times this quality was heard as a
"presence," or forward character, to
the sound, which is usually associated
with an increased output in the upper
midrange. Most of the time, however,
it was not obtrusive and would not be
noticed except in comparison with
speakers not possessing it. We found
the MS3.30 to be a pleasant -sounding,
always listenable speaker, easily able
to hold its own (or better) in a compari-
son with other speakers in or not too
far above its modest price range.

Compensating in some measure for
its brightness, the MS3.30 proved to
have exceptional imaging qualities, as
demonstrated by the Chesky "Jazz
Sampler" CD. Not only did it have
excellent left/right imaging, but its ver-
tical imaging was among the best we
have heard from any speakers playing
that disc.

The Mordaunt-Short stand is unusu-
al, being composed of a number of
small modules ("vertebrae") that can
be stacked to form a column ("spine")
to support any Mordaunt-Short MS3
series speaker at a height from a few
inches to 211/2 inches off the floor. The
three-point base can be fitted with flat
support feet or adjustable spikes (we
chose the feet). Although the support
column had some lateral flexibility, as
befits a spine, it appeared to be very
rigid on its vertical axis. At any rate, it
was an ideal support for the MS3.30
speaker, which screwed firmly to its
top plate.

In sum, then, the Mordaunt-Short
MS3.30 is a fine value in its price range
and altogether a very satisfying speak-
er to listen to and live with.
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The performance that continues where others end
is now yours with the Optimus' SCT-89 dual -
cassette deck.

Double auto -reverse plays two entire tapes
without intermission. One -touch, high-speed
synchro dubbing copies both sides of a tape
at once. You get DolbyTM B -C and HX Pro for
exceptionally clean, dynamic recordings,
plus auto bias/EQ controls for optimum
sound from all tape types. You can even
add mikes for live stereo recordings.

The Optimus brand is designed,
crafted and tested to the
toughest quality standards in
consumer electronics. It's
technology that performs for
you. Experience it today.

Dolby' Laboratories Licensing Corp.
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Presenting the Limited Edition Bose 901

AVery Limited Edition.
Elegance and Performance for a
select few.

The 901 Concerto system. Inspired by
one of the great symiols of live music -
the conce7t grand piano.
Witness the elegant ook of black lacquer
- hand polished to a deep, ultra -gloss
sheen. Its visual richness affirms that you
are only satisfied with the best from Bose.
The Concerto is a limited edition of the
legendary Bose 901 aeries VI Direct/
Reflecting' speaker - the most critically
acclaimed loudspea r in the world. As
our flagship product is the standard
for musical realism, ynamic range and
sass reproduction. Oti,

Destined to become a collector's item.

To commemorate this rare offering, you'll
receive a beveled jad crystal plaque,
along with a parch-
ment certificate of
ownership and a
special CD devel-
oped specifically for
demonstrating the
bene:its of 901 speaker technology.

Act nom

To avoid disappointment, we encourage
you to place your order early. Because
wher the Concerto sistems are gone,
they're gone forever.

The system price of $2,200.00 includes
custom high -gloss black pedestals and 901
Series VI active equalizer.

,t)Copyright 1990 Boar Corporation, The Mountain. Framingham, MA 01701.9
FAX 150t11 872-6541. Bow product. are distributed worldwide. Co red by patent rights



The 901 Concerto system is available through select participating
dealers and directly from Bose.

To order or obtain further information, please call:

1-800-444-BOSE
Between 8:30AM and 9PM(ET)

System

Hailed by the Critics:
"The Bose 901, fortified
against the rigors of the
digital age, still makes the
listening room seem to
expand."
"It is apparent from the first
note why so many listeners
are captivated by this
speaker."
Hans Fantel,

The New York Times, 1990

"...I must say that I luxe
never heard a speaker system
in my own home which could
surpass, or even equal, the
Bose 901 for overall 'realism'
of sound."
tuff(m Hirsch, Stereo Review, 1968

" i t has a total sound that
soars, with a brilliance that
defies description."
Modern Hi-Fi & Music, 1977

"If music is
important in your

.life, sooner or
later you will own
a Bose system."

.419151.0."
Better sound through research
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Onkyo
TA -2700 Cassette Deck

Craig Stark, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

ACHIEVING better than average
performance for a lower than
average price seems to have
been the plan for the new On-
kyo TA -2700 cassette deck. It
has three motors, three heads, a

dual -capstan transport, Dolby B and
Dolby C noise -reduction systems,
Dolby HX Pro headroom extension,
and a user -adjustable bias control.
What the machine lacks are mostly
frills, features that would boost its
price without improving its sound or
ease of use.

The TA -2700's three -head design
enables instant comparison between
the input signal and the recorded re-
sult. Record and playback elements
are housed in a single casing, but their
separate head gaps enable each to be
optimized for its function: a wide gap

for recording and a narrow one for
playback. The heads are made of hard-
ened Permalloy, which combines ade-
quate wear -resistance with good play-
back linearity, and their coils have
oxygen -free -copper windings.

The transport's dual capstans are
belt -coupled to a DC servomotor; a
second DC motor turns the cassette
reel hubs. A third motor is used to
swing the head assembly against the
length of tape isolated between the
two capstans (which minimizes wow
and flutter).

The cassette well has no interior
illumination, though a reflective sur-
face behind the tape reels makes it
possible to gauge roughly the amount
of tape remaining on a side. Cassette
labels are not visible through the win-
dow in the door. The back of the door

contains a spring -loaded stabilizer
mechanism and a pair of resilient pads
to damp out any mechanical vibrations
that might otherwise be transmitted to
the tape. The door is removable for
routine cleaning of the heads and cap-
stans, though access to them is a little
more difficult than in older Onkyo
cassette decks that lacked the stabiliz-
er mechanism.

The TA -2700's central fluorescent
display panel can be viewed either at
normal or reduced brightness and can
even be switched off altogether. Signal
levels are shown on a pair of fifteen -
element peak -holding displays cali-
brated from - 30 to +10 dB. Dolby
level is not specifically marked, but we
were delighted to find that it corre-
sponded to a 0 -dB indication.

A four -digit electronic display reads
out either the elapsed or the remaining
time on a side. (For the remaining -time
indication, you press a button for the
cassette length being used.) The dis-
play panel also shows whether the
source or the tape is being monitored
and which noise -reduction option (if
any) has been selected. Since the
Dolby HX Pro headroom -extension
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TEST REPORTS

FEATURES

 Separate recording and playback
heads

Closed -loop, dual -capstan transport

 Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction

 Dolby HX Pro headroom extension

 User -adjustable bias control

 Bidirectional music search

 Fifteen -segment -per -channel. peak -
holding level indicator.

Dimmer control for display

Four -digit electronic elapsed -time
or remaining -time indicator

Full or block memory repeat

Infrared remote control

Switchable stereo -FM multiplex filter

Front -panel headphone jack

Switchable for external timer
operation

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Fast -forward time (C-60): 71 seconds

Rewind time (C-60): 71 seconds

Speed error: + 0.08%
Dolby tracking error: Dolby B, +0.7,
-1 dB; Dolby C, + 1.5, -2 dB

Wow -and -flutter: 0.039% wrms,
0.075% DIN peak -weighted

Line input for indicated 0 dB: 85 mV

Line output at indicated 0 dB: 0.59 volt

Meter indication at IEC-standard
0 dB: +2 dB

 Tape: TDK AD (Type I, ferric)
IEC 0 -dB distortion: 0.50%

Meter indication at 3% THD + N:
+5 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):
CCIRIARM

56.3
66.8
77.7

 Tape: TDK SA (Type II, chrome -
equivalent)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 1.11%

Meter indication at 3% THD + N:
+5 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):
(Intact. A-wtd. CCIR/ARM

NR qff 57.4 62.4 59.4
Dolby B 62.8 71.5 69.8
Dolby C 65.8 79.8 81.0

 Tape: TDK MA (Type IV, metal)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 0.96%

Meter indication at 3% THD + N:
+7 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):
Untad. A-wtd. CCIR/ARM

NR off 57.8 61.8 58.4
Dolby B 62.7 71.0 68.8
Dolby C 67.2 79.8 80.4

ONKYO TA -2700 CASSETTE DECK

RECORD -PLAYBACK RESPONSES WITH DOLBY HO PRO)

11.
-TDK AD (TYPE I, FERR Cl

TDK SA (TYPE H. CHROME-EDUIVALENTI

- TDK MA (TYPE IV, METAL)

TDK MA WITH DOLBY C

...----
20 50 100 500 Ik 5k 10k 20k

i5

0

5

PLAYBACK ONLY R SPONSEE

(IEC-STANDARD BASF TEST TAPYSI

-1200 (TYPE II
704 (TYPES II AN!) IVI --

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

system operates only during recording
and does not require any correspond-
ing playback processing, it is not
switchable.

The deck sets bias and equalization
automatically for the tape type in use
based on standard identifying cutouts
in the rear of the cassette shell. Since
the optimum recording bias varies
somewhat among cassettes within the
same type, the TA -2700 also provides
a user -adjustable Accubias control.
The manual contains a table of recom-
mended settings for many cassette
brands and formulations. Proper bias
can also be determined fairly accurate-
ly by ear by recording a treble -rich
source such as FM interstation hiss.
Use a low recording level ( -10 dB or
below) and switch back and forth be-
tween tape and source, adjusting the
bias control to minimize the difference
between them.

The TA -2700 has an Automatic Mu-
sic Control System (AMCS) that en-
ables it to move rapidly in either direc-
tion to the next recorded selection.
The user can preview the first few
seconds before deciding whether to let
the deck switch into play mode. The
system also permits either the full side
or a specific part of it to be repeated
automatically as many as five times.

A switchable multiplex (MPX) filter
is included to remove any residue of
the 19,000 -Hz stereo -FM pilot tone
when recording with Dolby noise re-
duction from a tuner or receiver with
inadequate internal filtering. The cus-
tomary three -position switch for oper-
ating the deck from a timer is also
provided. The TA -2700 does not, how-
ever, provide playback level controls
either for its main outputs or for its
front -panel headphone jack. Record-
ing levels are set with a single large
control and a supplementary input -
balance control.

The Onkyo TA -2700 measures 171/4
inches wide, 51/4 inches high, and 135/8
inches deep, and it weighs 15 pounds.
Price: $480, including infrared remote
control. Onkyo U.S.A. Corp., Dept.
SR, 200 Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ
07446.

Lab Tests
Our BASF IEC-standard playback

calibration tapes showed that the TA -
2700's playback frequency response
varied by less than -±-1 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz. Our center -line sample of
TDK MA (Type IV, metal) showed
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AR ANNOUNCES A

STARTLING NEW DIMENSION
IN STEREO LISTENING.

11010.fp.P4IIIC IMAGING.

It's astonishing. You're used to speakers blanketing
a room with ambience. Or limiting imaging to a narrow
sweet spot.

Holographic Imaging unites imaging and ambience to
recreate music in its proper position. The music is projected
into the room. The effect is electrifying.
Three dimensional.

THINK OF IT AS
A SONIC HOLOGRAM.

And you're right in the middle of it.
Imaging is far more focused than conven-
tional speakers, so not only can you pinpoint
instruments with striking accuracy, but
experience their size, weight and texture as
well. We've combined that improved defini-
tion with more spacious, natural ambience
that envelops you in what we call the
Spatial Soundstage7 (Fig. A)

The technology
responsible for Holo-

l\'\ , graphic Imaging could
!;-7771)) only have come from

the people who invented
acoustic suspension.

ASTOUNDING SOUND BECAUSE WE
BROKE THE VERY RULES WE MADE.

For instance, the first four in the WI Series
have the woofer on top, angled precisely. This
minimizes unwanted crossover components and
diffraction effects, leaving nothing between you
and the music.

The offset dome tweeter adds strong, precise
imaging over a broader area than merely the
traditional sweet spot. (Fig. B)

FIG. B In the two largest H/I
Series, we put the midrange
on the top on an angle. Then
we mounted the woofers into

an acoustic suspension cabinet that fires into a filtered

-411111111111111111w-

FIG. C.

chamber The result ...Filtered Suspension ...tight
bass response combined with dynamic, efficient

it performance. (Fig. C)
The narrow speaker encasement (Minimal Baffle Design)

reduces reflected information and gives you an enormous
sound from a surprisingly small amount of space.

SOUND DESIGN DICTATED
COSMETIC DESIGN.

The design philosophy here is "form follows
function: As such, every physical characteristic

is born from specific physics and psych -acoustic
principles. The result is a seamless blend
of engineering innovation and visual art.

From bookshelf to tower, each sleek, un-
compromising model projects precise stereo
performance. Other finish options are avail-
able on the largest model.

See and hear these new speakers only at se-
lected AR dealers. They are offering an extraor-
dinary demonstration featuring Nova artists
such as Brandon Fields and Jude Swift on a
special CD which you're free to keep afterward.

The other thing free is information. So if
you have questions about the WI Series or
Holographic Imaging call 1-800-969-AR4U.

All
ACOUSTIC

u

WE CAN BREAK
THE RULES

BECAUSE WE MADE
THE RULES.

01991. AR. Holographic Imaging,
Spatial Soundstage and H/1 Series are

registered trademarks of Acoustic Research
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FREE
Stereo
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Refer to the Crutchfield catalog
before buying your next car stereo,
home stereo, or video product:
 Over 100 pages of helpful articles,

consumer tips, charts, and installation
guides.

 Color photos, complete descriptions
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hundreds of the finest brand name
products.

You get more value shopping at
Crutchfield:
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 24 hour shipping.
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TEST REPORTS
equally flat overall record -playback
response to 20,000 Hz at the custom-
ary - 20 -dB measurement level. In-
deed, using Dolby C (which has a
built-in antisaturation equalization
curve for high-level treble frequen-
cies), the overall response was almost
as flat at a 0 -dB level. Samples of both
TDK AD (ferric) and TDK SA
(chrome -equivalent) showed a slight
rolloff above 18,000 Hz, but this was
both within specification and audibly
inconsequential.

The TA -2700's level indicators read
+2 dB at the IEC-standard 0 -dB level
of 250 nanowebers per meter, which is
a good choice for today's cassette
tapes. Total harmonic distortion plus
noise (THD + N) reached 3 percent at
indicated readings of +5 dB for the
ferric and chrome -equivalent tapes
and at +7 dB for the metal -particle
cassette. At this distortion level and
with Dolby C noise reduction, the A -
weighted signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
was 77 dB with TDK AD and very
nearly 80 dB with TDK SA or MA,
which is excellent performance for
any cassette deck.

Speed was accurate to within 0.08
percent, which is excellent. The wow -
and -flutter measurements of 0.039
percent weighted-rms and 0.075 per-
cent IEC peak -weighted were good
though not outstanding. High-speed

winding times were average, and the
input and output levels were entirely
normal. Dolby encoding errors were
extremely low.

Comments
The Onkyo TA -2700 is certainly a

comfortable deck to use. Its knobs are
large and have a solid, smooth feel,
and its display, even when dimmed
halfway, is quite legible. The transport
mechanism is entirely silent, and in
our tests cassette handling in all modes
was sure. The deck lacks such finish-
ing touches as a power -assisted door
and automatic take-up of tape slack on
loading, but omission of these luxuries
helps keep the price moderate.

The TA -2700's sound quality was
also extremely good, with smooth fre-
quency response and (with Dolby C)
inaudible distortion and noise. Stereo
imaging was solid. If I were to find a
fault, it would be that there seemed to
be a slight loss of the "air" around the
individual instruments in a group. The
sound stage was not shifted, putting
one instrument acoustically on top of
another, but it was very slightly nar-
rowed. Nonetheless, the difference
between source and tape was so slight
that the TA -2700 compared favorably
with decks we have tested that cost
very much more. It's an excellent per-
former and an outstanding value. El

Id

II IFji,..4.1,-614111411

7C3CGIUTZ
So-rj-Qty

". . . The resolution is adopted-power amplifiers shall have rack handles
only when rated output is at least 150 watts total stereo, 40 watts mono."

I Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR. Charlottesville, VA 22906
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A System
That Think
JVC innovation has led the way in high quality audio and video components for

more than 60 years. But these components have always been separate, discrete

elements in a system. Until now. Because JVC has connected these components

by computer with the COMPU LINK control system, so that they "talk" to each

other. The result is an extremely sophisticated, fully integrated system that

redefines convenience.

With COMPU LINK components, when you press "play" on any source com

ponent, the receiver "knows" that's what you want to hear and switches to that

source automatically. When you choose the source from your receiver, the

chosen component will start to play, automatically. It just takes one touch.

COMPU LINK also synchronizes recording from CD's or records to tape.

When recording from a CD, if you set the cassette deck on "record -pause" and

then program the CD selections you want to record, when you press "play" on

the CD player, the cassette deck will automatically start recording exactly what

you want.

II
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With JVC's
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'COMPULINK SOURCE RELATED PRESET SYSTEM
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Just slip the player into the

station and you're ready.

And while you listen to music,

the station is recharging the

batteries



A System That Knows What You Like

COMPU LINK knows not only which component you want to hear, it rememcers

how you want to hear it. CSRP-COMPU LINK Source Related Presetting-

stores your own preset preferences for different parameters such as Volume,

Balance, Loudness, Equalization, Front and Rear Channel Levels, Dolby Sur-

round On/Off, and Hall Surround Effects for each source component. So when

you switch from playing the tape deck to the CD player, with just one touch all

the parameters change in harmony with your listening tastes.

I111110114111111urh

The unified AV

I. Remote Control allows

you to control all COMPU

LINK components as well

as JVC's full line of TV's and

VCR's. Sequential programming

allows you to store up to three

different command sequences, con-

sisting of up to 16 key operations, so

that each function is reduced to one touch

convenience.

Smart Dubbing

When you want to record from CD to tape, the system also sets the optimum

recording level with just one touch. With DDRP-Dynamics Detection Recording

Processor-the CD is scanned for peak levels in a matter of seconds. So every

tape you dub from a CD is perfect, with the widest possible dynamic range.

CIE pRIN'ED FROM DECEMBER 1990

Stereo Review TEST REPORTS

One, marked DDRP. for
Dynamics Detection Recording Pro-
cessor. is unique in our experience.
When the XL-Z43l is connected to a
compatible JVC Cassette recorder for
makingcopies oft D's. the DDRPauto-

ingi,,i1,sans the disc for a selected
Mittons highest peak level and

sets the cp player's output anal the
cassette deck's recording level so that
this peak will not exceed the maximum
capability of the recorder and t he tape.
When the search is comrleted-it
takes about 2 minutes for a 411 -minute
recording time-the recordng pro-
cess begins automatically.

C_



Slip in the CD magazine and six discs are ready to play. Program the magazine for the

sequence you want. And with the XLM705 you can even store the program in the

magazine memory to play the same sequence automatically every time.

Go.
Music Systems For People On The Move

JVC's six disc magazine system is the smartest way to take the

music to wherever you're going. It slips into JVC CD changers,

for your home, car, and personal use. There's nothing more

convenient.

There's no fumbling at the wheel with jewel boxes-the CD mag-

azine slips right in and plays six discs in order or according to

your personal preferences.

The convenience of carrying a magazine

instead of six jewel boxes is obvious. Even when

you just want to listen to one disc, slipping a

magazine into a changer is more convenient

than taking CD's out of jewel boxes.

Pack a magazine full of CD's in your brief-

case; even if you do take them out individually

to play it your personal CD player, it's more

convenient than II of jewel boxes



Home.
Music Systems For The Way You live

JVC males music systems for every environrrent, and for every

family member. Whether it's a system no wider than a CD jewel

box that can still deliver full hifi sound, or one that can turn

ycur des intc a concert hall, we've got a sysem that's just

right for the -way you live, and listen.

The PC -X1000 is n) larger than a desktop com-

puter, but don't let its size fool you. With a 6 -

disc auto changer dual cassette decks, and

Live-Effex-a JVC exclusive that widens the

sound field for a concert hall ambience-this is

a system for the discriminating digital enthusi-

ast. The PC-X100C also provides a home for

your six -disc maga!ine no matter where you go.

Our new UX-1 takes the high quality audio sys-

tem to micro size, with components no wider

than that of a personal CD player. Its Hyper -

bass technology offers a depth of sound you'd

never expect from speakers this small. Your

eyes just won't believe your ears.

JVC's compact MX70 offers flexibility of

arrangement-components can be stacked ver-

tically or horizontally. Any way you stack them,

MX -70 components stick up to the challenge of

bday's digital sound :ynamics.

The XL -P50 and XL -P70 personal CD players

match component quality to portable technol-

ogy. They are completely compatible with the

COMPU LINK system for easy integration with

your JVC home system.



Whether you're listening to Bach or watching Back To The Future, JVC's digital

signal processing is your ticket to the "theater experience" at home. Dolby

Surround delivers all the power and immediacy of being there, because JVC's

Digital Dolby Pro -Logic Processor creates a three dimensional sound field that

surpasses the acoustics of most movie theaters.
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Performance

Turn Your Living Room Into A Cathedral

JVC's Digital Acoustic Processing system captures the reverberation dynamics

and subtle echoes of 20 different acoustic environments-from cathedrals to

night clubs to concert halls-and recreates these characteristics in your own

home. JVC has measured and analyzed the sound field patterns in all these

environments; with this information programmed into JVC's Digital Acoustic

Processors, electronic technology finally replicates live performance. Be

there-with JVC.



Technology.

Set Your Pulse Racing With Pulse Edge Modulation

Electronics made the incredible dynamic range of CD technology possible. Now,

JVC's engineers have extended that range with Pulse Edge Modulation, a differ-

ential -linearity errorless digital/analog converter. This P. E.M. converter has

only 1/30th the noise of conventional 16 bit converters. This improvement in

the signal-to-noise ratio is as dramatic as that between a turntable and the

first CD players. That's quite a statement. But then, that's the advantage of

JVC technology.
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VIDEO HITS ONE*

Jvc®
in association with
Stereo Review.

The Swiss Alps

Meditation Gardens of Kyoto

The Sydney Opera House

New York's Carnegie Hall

The JVC XL -P70
The State of the Art in

portable CD sound

VH-1 and JVC want you

to listen to the best. So we're

giving away 4 trips to the

world's greatest sounding

places, 100 JVC personal

compact disc players, and

40,000 VH-1 CDs.

reach the
pinnacle
of sound

Enter the Pinnacle of Sound Sweepstakes and you could win the VH-I CD

sampler, a unique selection of some of the greatest hits of music video, or the

JVC XL -P70 personal CD player, the state of the art for portable CD sound.

Impressive? Listen to this: 4 of the 40,000

winners of the VH-1 CD will hear a special

disc -encoded message that they've won a trip

to one of the world's audio landmarks: The

Swiss Alps, The Meditation Gardens of Kyoto,

Japan, The Sydney Opera House or New

York's Carnegie Hall.

Watch, look and listen for details. Visit your

local JVC dealer and watch VH-1, the greatest

hits of music video.

"lidersib

To find the JVC dealer nearest you, call 1-800-JVC-1199
See entry form for official rules.
C NI TV



TEST REPORTS

Icon Parsec Speaker System
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck La[oratories

CON ACOUSTICS' Parsec is a moder-
ately large three-way, floor -standing
columnar speaker system. Standing
47 inches high, 16 inches deep, and
12 inches wide, each Parsec weighs
86 pounds (110 pounds in its inner

and outer shipping cartons).
The Parsec's woofer is a single 10 -

inch graphite -impregnated cone locat-
ed at the bottom of its front panel, with

two ducted ports above it. The cabinet
interior is extensively braced, in its
lower half by side -to -side and front -to -
rear panels and in its upper half by a
slanting full -width panel extending
from the front to the rear of the cabi-
net. The internal cavities of the enclo-
sure are damped and tuned by four-
teen pieces of foam or fiberglass.

The upper portion of the speaker

board holds a 61/2 -inch polypropylene -
cone midrange driver and a 1 -inch
aluminum -dome tweeter. The tweet-
er, 40 inches from the floor, is approxi-
mately at a listener's ear level. The
woofer crossover, at 350 Hz, has a 12 -
dB -per -octave slope, as do both mid-
range crossovers. The tweeter, oper-
ating above 1,500 Hz, has a 6 -dB -per -
octave crossover slope.

On the rear of the cabinet is a metal
plate with four gold-plated Tiffany
five -way binding posts. These provide
separate access to the woofer and the
higher -frequency drivers for use in
biwired or biamplified systems. Metal
straps join the two sets of terminals for
normal operation.

The crossover network uses low -
inductance resistors and polypropyl-
ene or polystyrene capacitors. Inter-
nal wiring is by means of AudioQuest
Type 4 cable. The black cloth grille
that covers the entire front of the
speaker is retained by plastic snaps at
its corners. It includes a sheet of foam
plastic that surrounds the tweeter to
reduce diffraction from the edges of
the cabinet. According to the manu-
facturer, removing the grille will in-
crease the speaker's brightness slight-
ly, and many users prefer to leave it off
for that reason.

The Parsec's specifications include
a sensitivity of 87 dB, nominal imped-
ance of 8 ohms, and frequency re-
sponse of 25 to 22,000 Hz. It is recom-
mended for use with amplifiers rated
from 50 to 300 watts. The cabinet is
made of 3/4 -inch particleboard finished
in walnut, oak, or black -oak veneer.
Each speaker is furnished with three
spikes, whose use is optional, for mak-
ing better contact with the floor.

The Parsec is available only direct
from the manufacturer. It can be or-
dered by calling Icon's toll -free num-
ber. (800) 669-9662, and charging a
credit-card account. Icon ships the
speakers to you for a thirty -day trial in
your own listening environment. If
you are not satisfied, Icon will have
them picked up at your home and will
issue a full refund upon their arrival at
the factory. All shipping charges are
included in the price of $1,795 a pair.
Icon, Dept. SR, 13 Fortune Dr., Biller-
ica, MA 01821.
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TEST REPORTS

Lab Tests
We installed the Icon Parsec speak-

ers as recommended, about 18 inches
in front of a wall and several feet from
either side wall. The averaged room
response of the two speakers was
within ± 3 dB from 350 to 20,000 Hz,
and although the variation increased at
lower frequencies, its average level
was not far from the higher -frequency
average all the way down to 20 Hz.

Response curves supplied by the
manufacturer did not include the
woofer range because of the difficulty
of separating room effects from the
speaker's true bass response. The sup-
plied curves from 400 Hz upward con-
firmed our measurements of the
speaker's exceptionally flat response
in that range.

The close-miked woofer response
reached its maximum at 70 Hz. When
this was combined with the adjusted
port output, the overall bass variation
was 11 dB between 20 and 450 Hz. The
bass response sloped down smoothly,
by about 8 dB, from 70 to 350 Hz and
more steeply above that frequency.
The process of splicing this curve to
the room curve was not as unambigu-
ous as we would have liked, and the
final composite curve showed an ap-
preciable bass emphasis in the range
between 35 and 350 Hz, reaching a
maximum of 7 or 8 dB at 70 Hz relative
to the average midrange and high -
frequency level.

Quasi-anechoic FFT response mea-
surements with the IQS system, on the
tweeter's axis, showed a variation of
±1.5 dB from 300 to 15,000 Hz, and
the response was down only an addi-
tional 2 dB at 20,000 Hz. The tweeter
resonance at 25,000 Hz showed up as a
large jog (±15 dB), but this had no
significant effect in the audible range.

The system's 45 -degree horizontal
dispersion was good up to about
10,000 Hz, with the usual drop in the
off -axis output at higher frequencies.
We also measured the axial response
with and without the grille in place.
There were only the most minor differ-
ences in response between the two
conditions, mostly narrow -band ef-
fects in the range of 1,000 and 3,000
Hz, none exceeding 2 dB. There were
no audible differences that we could
detect, however.

The group delay (which also agreed
closely with the test data from Icon)
varied less than 0.2 millisecond overall

from 2,000 to 20,000 Hz, increasing to
about 1 millisecond and higher at fre-
quencies below 1,000 Hz.

We measured the sensitivity of the
Parsec as 88 dB sound -pressure level
(SPL). With a constant input of 3.5
volts, equivalent to a 90 -dB SPL, its
bass distortion was between 0.2 and 1
percent from 70 to 500 Hz and rose to 4
percent at 30 Hz and 14 percent at 20
Hz. The system impedance reached its
minimum of 5.2 ohms at 80 Hz, its
maximum of 32 ohms at 28 Hz, and
varied between 7 and 14 ohms from
100 to 20,000 Hz.

The Parsec had an impressive peak
power -handling capacity. Our amplifi-
er clipped before the speaker distorted
at 1,000 and 10,000 Hz, which is not
uncommon, but at 100 Hz the woofer
absorbed a single pulse of 1,040 watts
(the amplifier's limit) into its 5.8 -ohm
impedance without audibly bottom-
ing, possibly a unique occurrence in
our speaker -testing experience.

Comments
The Icon Parsecs sounded as large

as they look. Spaced about 12 feet
apart, they delivered a broad sound
stage that rarely seemed to have its
origins in the two big boxes facing the
listening area. We did not use the

optional spikes, in deference to our
carpeting and because we have never
found them to make the slightest dif-
ference in the sound of a speaker.

The speakers created a solid wall of
sound across the room. Occasionally
they showed a trace of brightness, but
when required, they delivered the kind
of deep, strong, solid bass that is rare-
ly, if ever, experienced from smaller
speakers. Although their 20 -Hz output
was not particularly audible, at 30 Hz
they filled the room and massaged the
listener's skin with their output even
at moderate listening levels. They can
play as loud as any reasonable person
would wish, and we never felt we were
coming close to their power -handling
limits using a conservatively rated
100 -watt amplifier.

Normally, we recommend that no
one buy a speaker (especially a large
or expensive one) without hearing it
first. There are simply too many differ-
ences between listening rooms, to say
nothing of individual preferences, to
justify choosing without an audition.
Nevertheless, Icon's marketing sys-
tem is both sensible and practical. The
buyer risks (literally) not a cent and
has the opportunity to judge the speak-
ers in his own home, which is the only
environment that really matters.

"Sorry, sir, we're not allowed to talk
technical during a sale."
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Getting started with your
audiolvideo hone theater
THE much -heralded marriage of audio and
video is finally apon us, aid its fast-sprout-
irg firstborn is clearly the audio video home
tbeater. Loosely, this could be taken to
mean any combination of a T If set and a
stereo system, but the tern has more and
more come to imply mu t channel, multi-
speLker surrourd sound mated to high-Per-
ferrnarce television and -cp-qaaiity audio
and video sources. Granted, it% a complex
field_ But getting started with your own
home theater system can be far ess con-





Control

becomes a major

issue in an elaborate A V

system. A universal

remote control, such as

the Harman Kardon

MasterWorks or the

Proton UV -2000.

preprogrammed to

handle a full range of

components from nearly

any manufacturer, can

make life easier.

fusing than you might at first expect.
Let's assume you already have in

hand-or well planned-the video -
display half of your home theater sys-
tem: a big, sharp direct -view or projec-
tion television. The audio portion,
then, will of necessity include loud-
speakers and amplifiers, a surround -
sound processor, and appropriate au-
dio -video sources. The brain of any
A/V sound system is its surround pro-
cessor (or decoder), most often based
on Dolby Surround or Pro Logic cir-
cuitry, though sometimes on another
design capable of handling signals with
Dolby Stereo encoding. (Shure and
Proton, for example, have proprietary
systems for decoding Dolby Stereo
soundtracks.) The processor's job is
to duplicate as nearly as possible the
sound of a first-rate movie theater-so
it's worth taking a look at what that is.

Surround Selections
A home A/V surround processor

extracts these four channels from ste-
reo sources-hi-fi videotapes, laser -
discs (and recently some CD's), or TV
broadcasts-encoded in the Dolby
Surround format, which is what the
Dolby Stereo professional cinema -
sound format is called in the consumer
world. Encoded releases are usually
emblazoned with the Dolby Surround
logo, or sometimes the Shure Stereo -
Surround logo (meaning simply that
the encoding has been done with pro-
cessors built by Shure rather than
Dolby). Once in a while a nonencoded
stereo source may yield effective sur-
round sound as well.

Most basic home decoders are la-
beled simply "Dolby Surround,"
which means they just use simple cir-

THE MOST ELABORATE PROCESSORS

PROVIDE NUMEROUS SURROUND MODES.

Since about 1975 and the advent of
Dolby Stereo films, high -quality cine-
ma sound has come in (usually) four
channels: left, right, and center up
front and surround in back. By far the
most important is the center channel
(sometimes called the dialogue chan-
nel). Reproduced by speakers located
directly behind the movie screen and
aimed straight at the audience, it in-
sures that dialogue and other sounds at
the center of the action are localized
there rather than at some inappropri-
ate position, such as the nearer of the
two main stereo speakers-a vital ele-
ment of cinematic realism. The center
channel also carries a lot of the music
and sound effects. The left and right
channels are reproduced by loud-
speakers on either side of the screen,
which establish the stereo image and
carry much of the musical score, plen-
ty of sound effects, and occasional off -
screen voices.

The surround, or effects, channel
(which carries a mono signal) is de-
layed slightly relative to the front
channels and reproduced by multiple
speakers distributed high up around
the sides and rear of the house. It lends
a sense of spaciousness to music and
effects and from time to time carries
sound effects that move-"pan" in
movie parlance-from front to rear or
that are supposed to originate from
behind the audience.

cuitry to extract the surround channel,
leaving the center -channel informa-
tion to be reproduced by the main left
and right stereo pair. Recently, decod-
ers carrying the Dolby Pro Logic logo
have become common. A bit more
costly than basic Dolby Surround box-
es, Pro Logic and similar systems ex-
ploit active -logic steering circuits to
emulate very closely the processing of
professional cinema decoders. The re-
sult is a stable, reliable, and very use-
ful discrete center channel as well as
better separation between the front
and surround channels.

Though video surround sound in-
cludes only four channels, many re-
cent processors have more numerous
outputs. Six are common in Pro Logic -
type units: left, center, and right front;
left and right rear (surround), which
are identical, parallel mono outputs in
Dolby modes; and a subwoofer out-
put, which is usually simply a mono
blend of the left and right front chan-
nels, with a low-pass filter to remove
high frequencies. Dolby Surround
processors of the older variety usually
have only four outputs: left, right, and
two (identical) surround. Pro Logic is
unquestionably a real enhancement,
and decoders equipped with it (or an
equivalent system) are rapidly becom-
ing affordable enough that you should
hold out for one if you can.

The most popular way of getting a
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surround -sound processor is in an au-
dio/video receiver, which combines
the classic elements of a stereo hi-fi
receiver-AM/FM tuner, stereo am-
plifier, extensive controls, and, often,
wireless remote control-with an on-
board surround decoder and the extra
channels of amplification necessary to
power the center and surround speak-
ers. Another alternative is an AN
amplifier, which is essentially the
same thing without a tuner section.

Outboard processors, on the other
hand, usually provide only the sur-
round circuitry itself and line -level
(unamplified) outputs for each of the
four to six speakers (including sub -
woofer) of a Dolby Surround system.
A handful of outboard units include
amplification for the center and sur-
round channels, but most require sep-
arate amplifiers for all channels. An
outboard processor might be wired
between the outputs of a separate pre-
amplifier and two or three stereo pow-
er amps, but more often it would be in
the tape -monitor or external -proces-
sor loop of your preamp, integrated
amp, or receiver, the way you would
normally hook up an equalizer. With
an integrated amp or receiver, you
might get by on just one external pow-
er amp, running the center speaker
from one channel, both surround
speakers in parallel from the other,
and the main stereo pair from the
internal power amps of the receiver or
integrated amp. A more conventional
setup would use two stereo power
amps-one for the two surround
speakers, the other for the center
speaker and (if you use one) the sub -
woofer.

If you already own a good system
with which you are generally happy-
particularly if it is a component audio
system-an outboard design is proba-

bly the best way to
go. But if you are
starting from scratch
or planning a big up-
grade, an integrated
AN receiver or amp
can have a clear edge
in value, and it is of-
ten easier to set up
and use as well. This
is especially the case
when it comes to
signal routing and
switching, since AN
amps and receivers
normally switch au-
dio and video simul-
taneously for AN
sources, which is
simpler and less con-
fusing than switching them separately
and may reduce considerably the
quantity of wiring required. On the
other hand, an outboard box lends
itself to future upgrading: You can
change amplifiers, preamp, or tuner as
you see fit without changing proces-
sors at the same time, or vice versa.

Which route you should go depends
as much on temperament as on your
pre-existing inventory of audio gear. If
you're a hi-fi fan and inveterate fid-
dler, a more elaborate processor-
outboard or integrated-will let you
explore the sonic environment and
fine-tune it to your room, taste, and
listening habits. Simpler models can
be equally satisfying, however, and
they almost always prove a great deal
easier to use for the less technological-
ly adventurous.

Beyond Dolby
Most processors include extra, non -

Dolby surround modes. Some of these
perk up the sound from unencoded
video programs; others are ambience -

Two approaches to

mak ng the sound

surround: Atlantic

Technology's Pattern

Surround System (left),

with powered speakers

and decoder, and Snell's

MultiMedia

Series

speakers

(below).

enhancement modes meant to intensi-
fy the realism of music reproduction
from conventional stereo sources such
as CD's. Very sophisticated designs
use digital signal processing (DSP) to
mimic the acoustics of various types of
performance spaces-concert halls,
clubs, cathedrals, and so forth-by
electronically simulating patterns of
sound reflection.

The most elaborate (and expensive)
models provide numerous-and ex-
tensively user -adjustable and pro-
grammable-surround modes. Sever-
al have outputs for as many as six
surround speakers when used in DSP
music modes. On the other hand, a
typical midline A/V receiver might fur-
nish only three fixed modes beyond
Dolby Surround, all based on relative-
ly simple delay processing: "Hall,"
for concert music listening; "Stadi-
un," for big-reverb rock or pop; and
"Matrix," for simulated stereo sur-
round from mono sources. The com-
parative quality of these extra ambi-
ence programs is one significant
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it Home Sweet

Theater
You need more than equipment to make a

home theater-you also need a place to pLI

it. Most of us are unequivocally stuck with

what we already have: living room, den. TY

room, or whatever. But for the record, and 13r

the lucky few who really can start from

ground zero, here are a few goals for a

home -theater interior.

Bigger is better-we're trying to re-create

the genuine cinematic experience. We've al

noticed how much more engrossing good

movies are when seen in a big. old -fashioner

theater instead of those modern. cracker-bcc

multiplex movie houses. High ceilings are

preferred over low ones. and a roughly

shoebox rectangular shape is probably ideal,

with the screen on one of the short walls. A

space with four complete walls is nice-

speaker placement is grievously complicated

by archways, L-shaped rooms, and other

open -style arrangements.

We'd prefer our home -theater acoustics t

be quite "dead," which implies thick

carpeting. perhaps some draperies, soft

furniture to absorb reflected sound, and no

large, focusing reflective surfaces such as

bay windows, mirrored walls. or enormous

skylights. Isolation from external noise

sources. such as kitchens. garages, or

teenager -bonded telephones, would be a

bonus. Control over lighting-not too many

windows, with shades or drapes over those

present-is another desirable feature.

These are a few architectural ideals. If

you've got an unlimited budget, an empty lot.

and plenty of time, great: Hire an architect

and an acoustical consultant, and go to it.

Everybody else, feel free to dream, but

meditate on how you might make the best

use of what's at hand.

difference among competing models;
unfortunately, in-store demos of sur-
round sound are often confusing, so an
at-home trial is a good idea.

What Watts?
Power is as important-and confus-

ing-an issue for A/V systems as for
conventional stereo setups. How
much power you need depends on
your listening habits (how loud?),
room size, and speaker type (how sen-
sitive?). But there's a wild card in an
A/V system: You may have as many as
six loudspeakers and amplifier chan-
nels delivering acoustic output into the
room at the same time.

If you choose an integrated AN
receiver or amplifier, a lot of your
power decisions will essentially be
made for you. But as you shop, take a
careful look at the power ratings of all
five outputs (in the case of a Dolby Pro
Logic design), not just of the front
stereo pair. The center channel is criti-
cally important in Dolby Surround.
Usually it plays the loudest and most
frequently. So it makes sense for the
center channel to get plenty of power
in an AN setup. Unfortunately, it
often gets short shrift in integrated
A/V designs. It's not impossible to
find an A/V receiver that produces 80
watts per channel for the main speak-
ers but doles out a stingy 15 watts to
the center channel. Look for a design
that gives the center speaker at least
half as much power as the left and right
speakers. Happily, many late -model
A/V amps and receivers do even bet-
ter, distributing equal power to all
three front speakers.

The surround or rear channels of
any A/V system do legitimately re-
quire less power than the front chan-
nels. In Dolby Surround, this is partly
because of intentionally reduced
bandwidth in the rear channel. And in
no surround system are the rear speak-
ers primary sound sources, so they
never need to play as loudly as the
front speakers. In a typical setup, one-
third the power of the main channels is
probably ample-though a quarter is
what you'll find in many integrated
designs. In large rooms where sur-
round speakers must be located a good
distance away, however, surround -
channel power needs can double or
triple. Using more sensitive speakers
in the rear than the main ones up front
can be a big help in situations where
the surround amplifiers might other-
wise be overburdened, since a rela-
tively small alteration in sensitivity
can change the power requirement
quite a bit. A 3 -dB increase in sensitiv-

ity is equivalent to cutting your power
needs in half, and 3 dB less sensitivity
means you need twice as much power
for the same loudness.

So how much power is enough?
Impossible to say. Variations in room
size and speaker sensitivity-to say
nothing of listening habits-can easily
change power requirements by a fac-
tor of ten. That said, let me go well out
on a limb and estimate the power
needed in a hypothetical five -channel
Dolby Pro Logic system.

Take a smallish, softly furnished
home theater-let's say 18 x 13 x 7
feet-with five excellent speakers, all
of a sensitivity fairly typical for high-
performance designs, say 87 dB
sound -pressure level at I meter with a
I -watt input. In this case, 100 watts for
each of the three front channels and 35
watts for each surround speaker
should do it, giving you the ability to
match the peak undistorted loudness
of a good cinema sound system (which
is very loud indeed, by the way).

Remember, however, that in con-
ventional stereo listening with only
two speakers playing, your main -
channel power may or may not be
adequate for your room, speakers, and
tastes. Fortunately, even with an A/V
amp or receiver, increasing the pow-
er-a potentially worthwhile upgrade
path-is usually just a matter of adding
a bigger power amplifier (or amplifi-
ers), because most provide line -level
outputs for each channel alongside
their own speaker outputs.

Speaker Specifics
As in any sound system, loudspeak-

er choices for an A/V setup will play a
primary role in how it ultimately
sounds. If you are upgrading an exist-
ing audio system, you may already
have a good pair of speakers. These
could remain your front left/right pair,
or if they are small bookshelf units,
you might consider relegating them to
surround duty and buying better
speakers for the front. In either case,
speaker selection remains largely a
matter of taste. But an important and
often overlooked point is the relation-
ship between center and front left/
right speaker designs.

Ideally, the left, center, and right
speakers should be identical. If size,
placement, or monetary constraints
make this impossible, and it usually is,
try to choose a center unit that closely
matches the main pair in tonal balance
and directivity (dispersion). For in-
stance, if your main speakers are
Shouter QX Towers, a single Shouter
Model Z-a two-way bookshelf sys-
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tem with the same tweeter found in the
hulking QX's-might be the perfect
choice. Matching the front speakers
sonically will keep sounds that pan
left -center -right from changing char-
acter as they move or seeming to jerk
across the screen.

There is an exception to this rule.
The center speaker should not be of a
type that produces a great deal of
reflected sound via multiple tweeters,
reflectors, dipole radiators, or the like.
These can reduce dialogue intelligibil-
ity. Even if your main speakers are
one of these types, it's probably better
to choose a more conventional, direct -
radiating design for center -channel
duty. As regards bass: Although the
center channel need not have a giant
subwoofer attached to it, it can carry
significant energy well below 100 Hz.
(Remember Darth Vader?) So don't
err on the side of undersizing the cen-
ter speaker, either. One way around
this problem is to make use of a feature
in Dolby Pro Logic decoders that
sends center -channel bass to the left -
right pair but everything above about
150 Hz to the center speaker itself.

Dolby Surround standards strictly
limit the bandwidth of the surround
channel, rolling off response below
100 Hz and above 7,000 Hz, so expen-
sive, extended -range speakers are un-
necessary in the rear. What's usually
appropriate are speakers small enough
for flexible placement, with relatively
wide dispersion to discourage the ear
from localizing them as discrete sound
sources. Two-way bookshelf speakers
with 6- or 8 -inch woofers and dome
tweeters are often a good choice, but
the variety of designs that can work
well is very large.

A/V systems sometimes include
what are known as video speakers,
which are shielded to prevent stray
magnetic fields from their drivers from
inducing picture distortion on your
television screen-usually evidenced
by a persistent mauve or magenta
tinge in one or more corners. Speakers
placed more than 18 to 24 inches from
a direct -view TV set rarely cause trou-
ble, and most modern sets automati-
cally degauss themselves whenever
they're turned on, so magnetic distor-
tion is actually an infrequent problem.

At the Source
The audio/video sources for home

theater are the same ones we've been
enjoying for years. Videocassettes-
VHS is all but universal today-are
the bread and butter. For serious A/V
listening, VHS Hi-Fi is a must. Its
audio quality is enormously better

than that of the standard linear sound-
track, and it is mandatory for Dolby
Surround, which requires stereo. Su-
per VHS can add the same sort of
improvement to the picture that VHS
Hi-Fi lends to the audio portion.

But the clear champion of A/V
sources is the laser videodisc. Laser -
discs provide at once the best picture
quality (by far) and the best sound
quality (CD -grade) available. If you're
getting into home theater in a big way,
put a laserdisc player-or better still, a
combi-player, which will handle CD's
as well-on your shopping list.

Places, Everyone!
Wiring up an A/V home theater is

not nearly as difficult as it might at first
appear. Read your manuals. and think
things through-twice. Even make a
diagram if you like. Everything should

Fosgate's DSL-2

Pro -Plus (above) is

representative of

high-esd outboard

surround decoders;

Denon's AVR-1 01 0

receiver (right)

incorporates Dolby

Pro Logic decoding

and six channels of

anplification.

/4//.1"/

stereo listening might dictate relative-
ly wide separation, more realistic
home -theater sound/sight synergy is
often gained by moving the left/right
pair considerably closer to the screen
edges.

The center speaker usually works
best centered directly below the moni-
tor. Tilting it slightly upward tends to
improve clarity; for the same reason,
don't push the center speaker back
into a furniture recess or cubbyhole.
In a pinch, the center speaker can go
atop the TV set. All three front speak-
ers should be close to the same plane
as the video screen.

Surround -speaker placement is wide
open to experimentation based on
room layout. The objective is diffuse,
nonlocalizable sound. The first place
to try is on the side walls, up high and
well toward the back of the listening

1 I t tV \XNSo.
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work perfectly the first time. Remem-
ber to locate your main components
with a good line -of -sight path to the
main viewing/listening position for
easy remote -control operation.

You aren't done yet, however. Get-
ting the best from an A/V home theater
requires some trial and error in terms
of speaker placement and listening/
viewing positions. It's a complex top-
ic, and we can only brush the surface.

Positioning loudspeakers is not a
cut-and-dried matter. Front left and
right speakers should present their
acoustic centers (usually halfway be-
tween tweeter and midrange or woof-
er) about at the video screen's midline.
Whereas good placement for ordinary

area, and angled down a bit. This
often yields the best sound-the most
spacious and diffuse. But countless
other possibilities exist: on the rear
wall, lower down (even on the floor
angled sharply upwards), perhaps well
to either side of the theater space in an
open -style floor plan. It's never a mis-
take to try different approaches-my
own installation employs a second pair
of surround speakers aimed backward,
bouncing sound off the rear wall.

Whatever you do, don't be afraid to
experiment. In audio/video home the-
ater setups, experimentation has a
way of blending seamlessly into sim-
ple enjoyment, which was the whole
idea in the first place.
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HEN FM radio first started
gaining popularity, about thirty
years ago, it was touted as a
cure for all the ills that plagued
"traditional" AM radio, and it
s commonly regarded in that

light even now. True, supporters of
AM-primarily broadcasters-point
out that it can have almost as wide a
bandwidth as FM, and with the recent
addition of stereo capability, AM has
gained a benefit previously exclusive
to the newer system. Even so, FM still
provides better interference rejection,
and whatever capabilities AM might
have potentially, they became a reality
with FM first. Consequently, FM has
been seen as a true high-fidelity medi-
um while AM has not.

But FM is hardly perfect. For one
thing, whereas AM has the ability to
bounce around and cover huge dis-
tances, particularly at night, FM's
higher carrier frequencies restrict its
range to a line of sight from the trans-
mitter. For broadcasters, this means
that the coverage area of an FM sta-
tion is limited by the curvature of the
earth; for listeners near the periphery
of this area, it often means unaccept-
ably noisy reception.

In FM radio, the amount of hiss in a
tuner's audio output depends primari-
ly on the strength of the signal reach-
ing its antenna terminals. As signal
strength increases, noise decreases
until the tuner reaches what is known
as "full quieting," which is the best
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) it can deliv-
er. Further increases in signal strength

will not yield greater quieting. But if
the signal strength is significantly be-
low that required for full quieting, as it
often is in locations far removed from
the transmitter, the result is obtrusive
noise, especially in stereo. City dwell-
ers encounter this situation less often
than people who live in the country,
since the signals from local stations
are almost always strong enough to
insure adequate quieting. On the other
hand, an urbanite who wants to listen
to stations in the next town or to a
weak station relatively close to a strong
local one may run into interference.

And there are other problems that
tend to disrupt FM reception in cities.
For example, if you live very near an
FM station's transmission tower, its
signal may overload the first stages of
your tuner-a condition called "front-
end overload." The main symptom is
that the same station pops up at vari-
ous places on the dial, usually very
distorted and often obliterating the
signals that are supposed to be there.

Perhaps the worst blight on urban
FM reception is multipath distortion.
An FM signal can reflect off buildings,
hills, and other obstacles in its path,
and in many cases two or more ver-
sions of the same signal will reach a
tuner's antenna inputs at roughly the
same level but with one slightly later
than the other because of the longer
path it has traveled. The result is anal-
ogous to "ghosting" of television im-
ages, except that in audio it results in a
very unpleasant sort of audible distor-
tion. If the tuner is moving, as in an

automobile, the multipath can come
and go rapidly, causing an effect usual-
ly called "picket fencing."

Any of these difficulties can serious-
ly disrupt your enjoyment of FM lis-
tening, and the insidious thing is that
they are very hard to anticipate. There
is no way to know for sure just what
the reception conditions will be in a
particular room without buying a sys-
tem and setting it up there. You won't
know you're in trouble until the tuner
starts making funny noises.

Choosing a Tuner
There are, however, steps you can

take in choosing your equipment to
lessen the chances of reception woes.
A basic one is to find a tuner or receiv-
er with appropriate sensitivity-a mea-
sure of the minimum signal level re-
quired to achieve a specified degree of
quieting. At one time, it was usual to
specify sensitivity as the signal
strength in microvolts (µV) at which
total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N) is 30 dB below the level of
the audio signal. This "usable sensi-
tivity" rating is often quoted still, but
it is not very helpful. For one thing, the
sound will usually be pretty bad at that
signal strength, and the measurement
is almost always for mono reception,
which is much quieter than stereo.
Nor does usable sensitivity take into
account differences in antenna imped-
ance, which can greatly skew a voltage
measurement.

To counter these objections, most
manufacturers now also specify the
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signal level in dBf-decibels referred
to 1 femtowatt of power at the antenna
terminals-for a quieting level of 50
dB in both mono and stereo. In most
cases you should look for low numbers
in the 50 -dB quieting specification (12
to 15 dBf in
mono and 36 to
40 dBf in stereo
are typical sen-
sitivity ratings
by this method
for modern tuners and receivers, and
some can do a little better). High sensi-
tivity will insure that the tuner
squeezes everything possible out of
distant stations. That may not be nec-
essary in all situations, however. If all
your listening is local, paying extra for
the last smidgen of sensitivity proba-
bly doesn't make sense. And if you
live near a transmitter, very high sen-
sitivity may even aggravate front-end
overload problems.

If you do want to pull in faraway
stations, selectivity may be as impor-
tant as sensitivity. Selectivity is a tun-
er's ability to separate two stations
close together in the band; it's speci-
fied in decibels, and the higher the
number the better. The figures quoted
in spec sheets should be approached
with some caution, however, because
there are two types of selectivity, and
not all manufacturers specify both.

The FM band is divided up into
channels spaced 200 kHz (0.2 MHz)
apart, carefully allocated so that two
adjacent channels are never occupied
by stations in the same immediate
area, to prevent their interfering with
one another. In a given locale, the
closest two neighboring stations can
be is on alternate channels, 400 kHz
apart. Virtually all tuner manufactur-
ers specify alternate -channel selectiv-
ity, partly because it is fairly easy to
achieve good performance in this re-
spect and partly because this is the
type of selectivity that matters most to
the majority of people who listen only
to local stations. Much more difficult
is attaining good adjacent -channel se-
lectivity, but this can be the more im-
portant figure for anyone wanting to
do long-distance listening, as stations
on the fringe of your reception range
stand a good chance of occupying
channels adjacent to those of strong
nearby stations. Consequently, pick-
ing up a weak distant signal may de-
pend on your tuner's ability to prevent
a much stronger signal on an adjacent
channel from overwhelming it.

One of the banes of AM radio is the
tendency of receivers to pick up more
than one station transmitting on the

same frequency. As with FM, broad-
cast authorities have taken care that
such stations are spaced well apart
geographically, but AM signals some-
times carry far enough that such inter-
ference becomes a real problem. All
FM tuners, on the other hand, have
the ability to discriminate between
two signals on the same frequency,
ignoring the weaker one entirely. The
difference in signal strength necessary
for a tuner to suppress the weaker
transmission completely is its capture
ratio, which is expressed in decibels.
The lower the number, the better.
Capture ratios in the range of 1 to 2 dB
are common and normally quite ade-
quate for preventing interference be-
tween stations on the same channel.

For most people, the greater impor-
tance of good capture ratio lies in its
ability to help tame multipath distor-
tion, which is caused by multiple
copies of a signal reaching the tuner at
slightly different times. Suppression
of spurious AM artifacts in the signal
helps with multipath, too. A tuner's
AM suppression is also specified in
decibels; higher numbers are better.

Antennas
Simply picking the most appropriate

tuner for your situation may result in
perfect reception, but that is unlikely.
Once you get your system hooked up,
you may well find that the FM is
unbearable, which usually means that
you need to work on your antenna
arrangements.

Almost all tuners are supplied with a
simple T -shape wire dipole, which can
be tacked along a wall or slid under a
rug. In some cases, this may be
enough, especially if you listen to one
station all the time and it's close
enough to deliver a good signal level to
your antenna terminals. Dipoles have
a figure -eight reception pattern, how-
ever, and they must be placed careful-
ly to obtain adequate signal strength
without getting into multipath trouble.
In fact, much of the trick in preventing
multipath distortion is in making sure
that either the direct signal from a
station or one of its reflections is
enough stronger than the others for the
tuner to capture it and ignore the rest.
Careful orientation of a directional an-
tenna is the most effective method for
magnifying such differences, thereby
taking maximum advantage of your
tuner's capture ratio. An easily mov-
able dipole, such as a set of rabbit ears,
can be used, but it's not always easy.

And unless all your local stations
broadcast from the same tower, it's
unlikely that any one position of a

dipole will be the best for all available
stations, so if you like to listen to a
variety of sources, that sort of antenna
is probably not good enough. A small,
more nearly unidirectional antenna
may be the answer, as it can be aimed
in such a way as to focus on the wanted
station or a strong reflection and away
from potential multipath sources.

A further refinement is a tunable
antenna, which can be adjusted to
increase signal strength in one fre-
quency range while attenuating signals
at frequencies above and below. That
won't help with multipath, but it can
do wonders in preventing front-end

g overload. If it
doesn't get rid
of overload en-
tirely, a signal
attenuator might
be necessary to

cut down the level at your tuner's
antenna inputs.

In rural areas, the problems are usu-
ally different, and a dipole is even less
likely to work well. Depending on
your distance from the stations you
want to receive, a small indoor anten-
na may do the trick, but in true fringe
areas, a high -gain rooftop antenna is
usually necessary. It need not be a
very elaborate affair, however, and if
the stations you want to hear are all in
the same town, it can simply be point-
ed permanently in that direction. Ded-
icated FM antennas are quite small
and can easily be mounted on a chim-
ney or roof peak; the higher you can
place them, the better they work.

If you already have a rooftop TV
antenna, it may work well for FM too
(the FM band is tucked into the middle
of the television band, between Chan-
nels 6 and 7, which is why the audio
signal of a local Channel 6 station can
usually be picked up on an FM tuner).
You can use a splitter that feeds the
antenna signal to an FM tuner and a
TV set at the same time, or you can use
an RF switch that sends the full signal
to one or the other; both devices are
inexpensive. A rotor on the antenna is
a definite plus as well. It can enable
you to pick up stations from different
directions, expanding your listening
and viewing options.

Some problems yield to none of
these remedies, in which case about
the only solution is to subscribe to the
FM feed of your local cable -TV ser-
vice, if one is available. But such
drastic measures are rarely necessary.
A little forethought, some experimen-
tation, and a willingness to fiddle until
everything is right should guarantee
clear, undistorted FM reception. 0
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IT was hard to miss important world events last January if

you were one of the 73,516 journalists, manufacturers,

distributors, and retailers walking the aisles of the Las

Vegas Convention Center and the corridors of nearby hotels

for the Winter Consumer Electronics Show. There were

TV's everywhere. But even between NFL playoff games

and news reports on the imminent war in the Gulf, attendees

managed to do business as usual, scouting out the latest in

audio/video equipment, games, and novelty products.

The talk of the town this time around was Philips's new

digital recording format, the Digital Compact Cassette

(DCC). Unlike digital audio tape (DAT). DCC cassettes will

be recorded and played on machines that also play conven-

tional analog cassettes, using a single solid-state autore-

verse head. The decks will be able to find individual

selections quickly and precisely, and the tapes initially will

have a maximum playing time of 90 minutes. Philips and its

first licensee, the Tandy Corporation, demonstrated proto-

types but stressed that players won't be available until 1992.

Not to be outdone by the hubbub over DCC, Sony

renewed its commitment to DAT, showing its new flagship

home deck, the DTC-87ES ($1,800), and Sharp introduced

its new DAT portable, the $1,499 RX-P 1 . Muddling the

digital recording picture even further, Pioneer and Ken -

wood showed prototypes of recordable CD systems, al-

though consumer versions are still years away.

Digital audio was also the major theme among car stereo

manufacturers: Yamaha, Technics, JVC, Sony, Eclipse.

and Clarion all demonstrated outboard digital signal proces-

sors. Other car audio hits included Pioneer's satellite -based

car navigation system and Sanyo's voice -recognition sys-

tem for control of audio functions.

By Rebecca Da
Home theater continues to gen-

erate a lot of interest. Six com-

panies-N AD, Fosgate, Duntech Audio, Miller & Kreisel,

Altec Lansing, and Triad Speakers-announced they would

introduce components approved for the Lucasfilm Home

TUX system this year. Thomson Consumer Electronics said

it would market a line of RCA TV's equipped with the

Hughes Aircraft Sound Retrieval System. And Sharp whet-

ted appetites with its prototype SharpVision LCD projec-

tion system for high -definition television (HDTV).

It was a show heavy on technology for the future, but

there were also a number of winners that should be in stores

by summer. We profile a few of the hottest products from

WCES on the following pages.

A Digital Compact Cassette has

the same external cimensions

as an analog audio cassette.

Holes for the tape-irive spindles

and tape head are protected by a

sliding steel cover, eliminating

the need for storage boxes.
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Pioneer's Premier KEX-

M900 is the first DIN -size

car stereo head unit with

built-in digital signal

processing. Ambience

modes include Studio.

Jazz Club. Concert Hall.

and Stadium. The three -

source unit includes a CD

controller. AM FM tuner,

and cassette player.

Price: S1.200.

Yamaha's DSP-A1000

seven -channel integrated

amplifier (S1,499)

employs enhanced

digital Dolby Pro Logic

circuitry to create the

ambience of a wide-

screen theater. It has

ten audio and

five video inputs.
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Acoustic Research's six

Holographic Imaging

speakers range from the

M1 (far left. S250 a

pair) to the M6 (far right.

S1,300 a pair). The tilt of

the speaker panels is

said to optimize

sound -radiation patterns

and ambience.
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Soundstream and Krell

joined forces to create

the DTA 1, the first

outboard automotive

digital -to -analog

processor (S495). It has

a dedicated power supple

and two digital inputs.

which can automatically

switch between CD and

DAT sampling frequencies.

Rockford-Fosgate's

Symmetry is a modular

audio security control

system for the car.

Shown at left are the

twelve -slot controller

housing, the amplifier

box. and a wired ramote

control. Price for one

amplifier module and

three controller

cards is S2.000.

Sanyo's voice -

recognition car zudio

system can respond to

twenty user -

programmable words o

phrases to control a

tuner. cassette player,

and CD changer It is ci e

in stores late this year.

The price of about 51,200

includes a CD clanger.

Miller & Kreisel's MX -70

subwoofer use3 a push-

pull, dual -driver design

to reproduce frequencies

below 125 Hz. and its

steep crossovEr can

be set as low as 50 Hz.

The two 8 -inch drivers

and the 125 -watt

amplifier that Dowers

them fit in a single

18 x 101A x 131/4 -inch

enclosure. Price: S795.
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Genesis Technologies'

IM -8300 Imaging Module

speaker (right, 51,695) is

part of the company's

first speaker line. The

three-way system has

a cabinet that measures

25 inches high and 14

inches in diameter.

Onkyo's A-SV810PR0

five -channel integrated

audio video amplifier

(S1,100) offers on -screen

display, Dolby Pro Logic.

six video and ten audio

inputs, and an eight -

mode digital ambience -

enhancement processor.

- IBEG-4 elattl

0 MM..

a
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The BP20 bipolar

loudspeaker from

Definitive Technology

(below left) has two 61/2 -

inch woofers and a 1 -

inch dome tweeter on

its front panel and the

same array of drivers on

its rear. Dimensions are

46 x 9 x 15 inches. Price:

S1,600 a pair.

The components in

Sony's new modular

Mobile ES line (below)

perform all signal

transfers and processing

digitally. The XES-P1

preamplifier controller

(S1.300) is the heart of the

system, which consists

of a full -DIN -size display

unit, a subchassis, two

wireless remotes, and an

optional joystick.
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WHO is the greatest composer of clas-
sical music who ever lived? If you had
asked that question in 1940, the aver-
age American record collector or con-
cert -goer would probably have an-
swered that it was Beethoven. In 1965,
after the great Baroque revival that
followed World War II, the first choice
would most likely have been Bach.
Today the vast majority of mu-
sic lovers around the world
would surely give top honors to
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

Born in Salzburg, Austria,
January 27, 1756, Mozart died in
Vienna, December 5, 1791, a
few weeks short of his thirty-
sixth birthday. During the ob-
servances this year of the two -
hundredth anniversary of
Mozart's death, everyone la-
ments that so gifted a musician
died so young, but the Mozart
Bicentennial is not an occasion
for sadness. It is, instead, a joy-
ous celebration of the life and
work of one of the most remark-
able creative geniuses the world
has ever known.

January 27 of this year may
have been Superbowl Sunday
for American football fans, but
for music lovers it marked the
kickoff of a gigantic tribute to
Mozart that will involve record
companies, museums, publishing
houses, libraries, and performing arts
institutions in Europe, America, Ja-
pan, and anywhere else that Western
classical music is appreciated. I know
of nothing in history that rivals the
scope of the Mozart Bicentennial.

Lincoln Center for the Performing
Arts in New York is pulling out all the

it

EIIIINOSIONE

stops. Over the period of a year and a
half the New York Philharmonic, the
Metropolitan Opera, the New York
City Ballet, the Chamber Music Soci-
ety, and the other constituents of Lin-
coln Center will perform all of the 835

I

Toni Ilulce as Mozart in the film Amadeus

compositions that scholars definitely
attribute to Mozart.

Although he suffered periods of
hardship, throughout his life Mozart
enjoyed considerable fame and suc-
cess. He and his sister Nannerl were
child prodigies, and their father took
them to foreign countries where they
played public concerts and private re -

L

citals for royalty. When he grew up, as
a pianist and composer Mozart won
the respect and admiration of his
peers, his patrons, and the public.

Nevertheless, Mozart's emergence
as the most valuable player on the all-
time musical team is a twentieth-cen-
tury phenomenon, and the public per-
ception of him as the superstar of the

eternal artistic firmament is a
decidedly modern view. As his
reputation has grown in the last
few decades, our ideas about his
music, his character, and even
his looks have changed.

When as an adolescent I first
became interested in classical
music in the 1940's, Mozart was
known to general audiences
only for his greatest hits-Sym-
phonies No. 40 and No. 41, Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik, and the op-
eras Don Giovanni, The Mar-
riage of Figaro, and The Magic
Flute. At that time he was usual-
ly depicted as a prettified young
man with a white wig and a red
suit, the image still shown on the
boxes of Mozartkugeln (Mozart
balls) and other chocolate con-
fections made in Austria and
sold all over the world.

By the early 1950's articles
began to appear in such popular
magazines as Life proclaiming

that Don Giovanni was the greatest
work of art ever created. The general
public, however, still thought of Mo-
zart as a dainty porcelain figurine, a
composer of deedle-deedle music, just
tinkly tunes suitable for clocks or mu-
sic boxes.

Recordings issued in 1956 during the
celebration of the two -hundredth anni-
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versary of Mozart's birth expanded
the range of his music available to
collectors beyond the operas, concer-
tos, and symphonies to include more
solo piano pieces, oratorios, masses,
motets, and a great deal of chamber
music. After the introduction of ste-
reo, it was all recorded again in up-to-
date sound. In the 1960's the attention
that scholars and record companies
had given to Bach, Handel, and other
Baroque composers began to be lav-
ished also on the Viennese Classical
school, which was dominated by
Haydn and Mozart.

Recordings of the Sixties and Sev-
enties showed either idealized por-

The traditional chocolate-box Mozart
(above) contrasts with Bernard Childs's
more modern view of him (opposite)
silhouetted against a billiards table.

traits of Mozart or some one of the
eight or nine likenesses-drawings,
paintings, and silhouettes-made dur-
ing his lifetime. Unfortunately, they
don't resemble each other enough to
give us a clear idea of what he really
looked like.

Michael Kelly, an Irish singing actor
who worked in Vienna, visited Mozart
often and played billiards with him. In
his memoirs Kelly wrote that Mozart
"was a remarkably small man, very
thin and pale, with a profusion of fine
hair, of which he was rather vain."
Other contemporaries reported that he
had ordinary blue eyes, a largish nose,
and a sallow complexion somewhat
scarred by smallpox.

This may not be the ideal look for
the occupant of the number -one
throne in the pantheon of great com-
posers, but Beethoven was also a

small man, and Bach didn't win any
beauty prizes. By the late 1960's Mo-
zart was edging Beethoven and Bach
out of the top spot in the annual lists of
composers with the largest number of
new recordings.

At that time STEREO REVIEW was
publishing a series of tutorial articles
on great composers-Bach, Haydn,
Vivaldi, Debussy, Schubert, and so
forth. They were written by James
Goodfriend, who was then our music
editor, and each article was illustrated
by a new portrait of the composer in
question by a living artist.

In 1972 we got around to Mozart,
and the American artist Bernard

Childs was commissioned to
give us his view of the compos-
er in an etching or lithograph.
In due time he delivered the
lithograph shown on the facing
page, depicting Mozart in a
modern re-creation of the sil-
houette form that was popular
in the eighteenth century. Ap-
parently charmed by his dis-
covery that Mozart was a bil-
liards player, Mr. Childs
showed him in front of the
traditional green table finger-
ing a cue.

Mr. Goodfriend and the art
director (both avid print col-
lectors) were delighted with
the image. Not so, the editor in
chief. In fact, he disliked it so

much that he refused to publish it, and
the ensuing discussions in our offices
generated enough ill will that the articles
on great composers were discontinued.

No one now on the staff remembers
exactly what the problem with the
picture was. Bernard Childs died in
1985, and according to his widow, he
was told simply that "STEREO RE-
VIEW'S readers want to know what
Mozart looked like." I suspect that the
editor found the low -life associations
with billiards and pool halls to be
inconsistent with the sublime quality
of, say, the slow movements of Mo-
zart's piano concertos. He probably
felt that the composer of such spiritual
works as The Magic Flute and the
Requiem should not be shown shoot-
ing pool even if he did it.

The fact that he enjoyed billiards
was documented in Marcia Daven-
port's biography Mozart, first pub-
lished in 1932 and still widely read. In
1938, Emily Anderson published her
translations of Mozart's letters, which
revealed his fondness for smutty jokes
and bathroom humor, and midcentury

editions of Baker's Biographical Dic-
tionary of Musicians contain the state-
ment that Mozart was "fond of pleas-
ant company and fine dress, of
dancing, bowling, billiards, and kin-
dred pleasures." But he was not yet up
for the cosmic award of all-time great-
est composer.

ODAY, in any case, the
lithograph seems com-
pletely innocuous. Mr.
Childs printed a limited

edition from the plate, and the remain-
ing copies are on sale at the Hirsch! &
Adler gallery in New York. A poster
based on this image will be issued by
Lincoln Center in the course of the
Bicentennial, and a copy of it will
enter the permanent poster collection
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Nobody seems to mind about the bil-
liards anymore.

Informal summer concerts of Mo-
zart's music like those in Lincoln Cen-
ter's Mostly Mozart Festival have fur-
ther popularized his work and have
contributed to a cozier view of the
man, one that makes us a little more
comfortable with his greatness.

Many myths grow up about the lives
and deaths of great men, and conspira-
cy theories are attractive to many peo-
ple. The most persistent myth about
Mozart is that he was poisoned by a
jealous rival composer, Antonio Salie-
ri, or that he was murdered by his
fellow Masons for revealing Masonic
secrets in The Magic Flute. A newer
myth, set forth in Mozart and Con-
stanze (1983) by Francis Carr, alleges
that Mozart was having an affair with a
neighbor whose jealous husband killed
him.

The gross exaggerations of Peter
Shaffer's play Amadeus and the very
successful movie version have affect-
ed modern views of Mozart with some
new mythology. Shaffer presents Mo-
zart (especially in the film) as a coarse,
drunken bumpkin who was God's cho-
sen instrument for the composition of
divine music. Tom Hulce (known for
his comic role in Animal House)
played Mozart and embellished his
interpretation with a grotesque cack-
ling laugh.

Constanze, Mozart's wife, was por-
trayed by Elizabeth Berridge as a friv-
olous shrew, interested only in sex and
money. She was depicted as a slovenly
housekeeper who whined such death-
less lines as, "But, Wolfie, if you'll
just show that you need me. I'll try to
do better."
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Irritated by the heavy-hand-
edness of Amadeus, I resented
its eight Academy Awards, in-
cluding the one for Best Picture
of 1984. Having just seen it again
on home video, I realize that it
may have opened some ears to
Mozart's music, and I now share
the moderate view expressed by
the American musicologist H.
C. Robbins Landon: If you en-
joyed Amadeus, that's fine. Just
remember that it's fiction.

An expert on Haydn and Mo-
zart, Landon has examined the
most prevalent myths in his en-
tertaining recent book 1791: Mo-
zart's Last Year (1988), and he
goes to some lengths to "rescue
Constanze from Shaffer's view
of her" in Amadeus. Landon
describes her as a cultivated
lady with polished manners who
could speak three languages and
was extremely musical.

Landon exonerates Salieri
and the others accused of mur-
dering Mozart and summarizes
the medical studies indicating
that he died of streptococcal in-
fections and kidney failure. He
also clears up the mystery sur-
rounding the Requiem, Mo-
zart's last work. Modern schol-
arship proves that it was not
commissioned by an alien mes-
senger from the Other World but by
Count Franz von Walsegg. The book
leaves no doubt of Landon's view that
Mozart was "music's greatest genius."

eNN.4.

Mozart's fame is now
reflected in a variety
of modern popular media.

\VERY FISHER HALL -LINCOLN CENTER

Botero's view of Mozart as a child prodigy

As Mozart grows more popular, the
prettified images reappear in chil-
dren's books. Eclipse Books has pub-
lished a comic -book version of The
Magic Flute adapted and illustrated by
P. Craig Russell. But there is no single
modern view of the man. Mozart
painted as a fat young violinist by
Fernando Botero became the poster
child of the 1984 Mostly Mozart Festi-
val at Lincoln Center.

The 1980's have brought us a more
scholarly view of Mozart's music. Re-
cordings by such chamber orchestras
as I Musici and the Academy of St.
Martin in the Fields accustomed mod-
ern ears to the sounds of his sympho-
nies and serenades played by ensem-
bles of the size he might have known.
In the past decade his works have been
taken on by the early -music, authen-
tic -performance -practice, original -in-
strument movement. That approach
was supported by college students
used to the sound of period instru-
ments and by professors who ruled on
"correctness." Notable recordings of
Mozart's symphonies were made for
U.Oiseau-Lyre by Christopher Hog -

wood conducting an original -in-
strument ensemble, the Acade-
my of Ancient Music, with the
advice of the American Mozart
specialist Neal Zaslaw of Cor-
nell University. How does a
record buyer choose when con-
fronted by these "authentic"
versions and the more romantic
interpretations of mainstream
conductors like Karajan, Giu-
lini, or Levine?

Y advice is the
same as what I
tell people shop-
ping for loud-

speakers: Choose the ones that
sound best to you. Don't be
intimidated by the claim that
oldest or "most scholarly" is
necessarily "best." Hogwood
himself speaks not of "authen-
tic" instruments but of "appro-
priate" instruments. And Roger
Norrington, another early -mu-
sic leader, says, "None of us
have enough lice in our hair to-
day to be authentic." What
those fellows are dealing in is
educated guesses. And if the
early -music recordings sound
like so much deedle-deedle to
you, Neville Marriner and the
Academy of St. Martin in the
Fields are a good compromise

choice. And you'll find that different
styles of playing Mozart's music bring
out different aspects of his genius.

If the accepted modern view is that
Mozart is the greatest composer of all
time, how long can he be expected to
retain his title? I'm betting on him for
the long haul. Record collectors and
concert -goers are impressed by Bach,
and they are stirred by Beethoven, but
those composers don't inspire the kind
of affection that Mozart does.

In between writing bouncy sere-
nades, great operas, moving piano
concertos, and profound masses he
enjoyed a little slap and tickle, a round
on the dance floor, a bawdy joke, a
couple of brews, and shooting a little
pool. How could you not love a guy
like that?

The important thing is the immense
pleasure afforded by his music.
Deutsche Grammophon's corporate
Christmas card last year quoted the
English political scientist Isaiah Ber-
lin: "It is said that the angels, when
they play for God, play Bach. but
when they play for each other, they
play Mozart." 0
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Stereo Review's critics choose the

Pet Shop Boys:
A Lesson in "Behavior"

BOLD, ambitious album, "Be-
havior" is the Pet Shop Boys'
crowning achievement. A veri-
table pop symphony in minia-
ture, it works its magic through
compositional subtlety, lyrical

eloquence, and thematic reach. Initial-
ly, some listeners may hear only the
album's polished surface and dismiss
it without expending the effort to dig
deeper. But while "Behavior" lacks
immediacy, it has cumulative power;
it will grow on you, the way all truly
worthwhile albums do.

The Pet Shop Boys have heretofore
been known for dance -oriented pop
records a thoughtful cut above the
norm. "Behavior" moves them into
sophisticated new territory. It's as
thoroughly programmed as ever,
though it sounds less so because of the
softer edges and the humanistic tenor
of the words. But in its melodic
warmth, flowing rhythms, and lyrical
poignancy, it's a kind of "Pet Sounds"
for the Nineties. Beach Boy Brian
Wilson and his collaborators captured
the troubled transition from adoles-
cence to adulthood in that classic Six-
ties album, and Pet Shop Boys Neil
Tennant and Chris Lowe here mark a
similar rite of passage in the life of
their own generation. Facing the end
of an era of freedom, the duo has
crafted words and music that are en-
veloped in an inescapable sadness.
Yet the album is carried forward by an
artistic conviction and an analytical
intellect that seek to set events, both
great and small, in some historical,
comprehensible context.

"Behavior" opens with the tour de
force of Being Boring. After a sweep-
ing instrumental fanfare, foreshadow-
ing the cinematic scope of the album,
the song builds around a quote from
Zelda Fitzgerald about the Twenties
literary crowd, "We were never feel-
ing bored, because we were never
being boring." Tennant and Lowe
cover a lot of ground in the next few
minutes, zeroing in on friendship,
solidarity, celebration, and loss
while implicitly defending the antic,

,*, bohemian lifestyle of happier times.

outstanding current releases

The freewheeling Seventies are fond-
ly recalled with musical allusions to
Eurodisco (appropriately, the ubiq-
uitous German disco engineer and
producer Harold Faltermeyer pro-
duced "Behavior"). Fast forward to
the present, with the world forever
altered: "All the people I was kiss-
ing/Some are here and some are miss-
ing/In the 1990's."

Later, My October Symphony, an
ambitious homage to the Russian Rev-
olution, sits next to Only the Wind,
which seems to be about the death of a
close acquaintance. Both songs speak
obliquely about failed dreams, the glo-
ry of dreaming, death, and the haunt-
ing silence that follows death, and
both are filled with images of autumnal
decay. In Only the Wind, spare piano

chords are set against synthesized
swatches of sound, a subtle swell of
strings, and a muted percussion track.
The clues dropped suggest that its
central character might have died from
an all -too -familiar epidemic, but in-
stead of anger there is philosophical
resignation: "When life is karma/I
have no doubt/No angry drama/A star
blows itself out."

The subjects of pain, confusion, and
loss are revisited-indeed, there's no
escaping them-in The End of the
World, although its upbeat tempo and
jaunty complexion suggest the wel-
come escapism of the dance floor, and
the refrain goes, "It's just a boy or a
girl/It's not the end of the world." The
song is ultimately less about the per-
sonal drama of breaking up with some-
one than about a generational calamity
in progress.

Against this disturbing backdrop, a
rock star's preening lifestyle suddenly
seems a particularly hollow conceit.

Chris Lowe
(left) and
Neal Tennant:
facing the
end of an era



So the Pet Shop Boys deflate a musical
celebrity in How Can You Expect to Be
Taken Seriously? Set to an infectious
rhythm that shuffles and swings (and
based on somebody real, judging from
the detailed lyrics), it is one of the
album's most instantly engaging
songs. But in truth, all of "Behavior"
is readily accessible to anyone who
has conquered a reflexive dislike of
synthesizers and is willing to meet it
halfway. It is not only a moving piece

of work but a pinnacle of mod-
ern pop. Parke Puterbaugh

PET SHOP BOYS: Behavior. Neil Ten-
nant, Chris Lowe (vocals and instrumen-
tals); other musicians. Being Boring; This
Must Be the Place I Waited Years to
Leave; To Face the Truth; How Can You
Expect to Be Taken Seriously?; Only the
Wind; My October Symphony; So Hard;
Nervously; The End of the World; Jealou-
sy. EMI C) CDP-94310-2 (49 min), C)
E41 H-94310.

Riccardo Chailly's
Gorgeous Brahms and Webern

I. EUTONIC heroics may seem al-
most essential for a fully realized
performance of the Brahms First
Symphony, but there is much to
be said for a more relaxed man-
ner in the Second. After all,

Brahms's Vienna, just like Richard
Strauss's Munich, was a cultural
crossroads between Austro-Germany
and Cisalpine Italy. Awareness of this
seems to inform Riccardo Chailly's
new London recording of the Second
with the Royal Concertgebouw Or-

chestra. Marked by a totally unforced
lyricism, it is yet wholly alert in terms
of structure.

A fine sense of flow characterizes
the opening movement. The slow
movement may be on the ruminative
side for some tastes, but for me it is a
relief after some of the dour readings I
have heard. The finale shows a splen-

did spirit and a welcome sense of
proportion in not overemphasizing the
"big" tune. The acoustic surround of
Amsterdam's Concertgebouw suits
this kind of music to perfection.

One would never recognize the oth-
er piece on this disc, Webern's pre -
Schoenberg orchestral idyll of 1904,
Im Sommerwind, as coming from the
same hand that a dozen years later
would produce such a gnomic work as
the rigorously conceived String Trio,
Op. 20. The twenty -year -old compos-

Chailly:
unforced
lyricism

er, then at the end of his second year of
university studies, was inspired by a
poem by the North German social
philosopher Bruno Wille, a hymn to
nature with strong pantheistic over-
tones. Scored for late -Romantic or-
chestra but without trombones and
tuba, the music was neither published
nor performed during Webern's life-

time. It came to light in 1%1
when the late Hans Molden-

hauer was assembling the Webern
Archive at Spokane, Washington. Eu-
gene Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra gave the world premiere in
Seattle as part of the First Internation-
al Webern Festival. Their recording
on the Columbia label appeared in
1967 and until recently was still avail-
able on cassette. It has found a worthy
successor in Chailly's lushly recorded
new reading. The music is bucolic late -
Romantic, redolent of Mahler, Rich-
ard Strauss, and even early Delius
(whose music received considerable
attention in Germany during the
1930's). It receives a beautiful perfor-
mance, in gorgeous sound. David Hall

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 2, in D Major,
Op. 73. WEBERN: Im Sommerwind,
Idyll. Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Riccardo Chailly cond. LONDON ® 430
324-2 (57 min), © 430 324-4.

Shirley Horn:
Unforgettable

SINGER Shirley Horn has been
wowing jazz musicians ever since
1960, when Miles Davis asked her
to appear with him after hearing
her first album, but she is some-
thing of an unknown quantity to

record buyers since most of her eigh-
teen albums have been on small labels.
Still, she has maintained a devoted
cult following, and her recent associa-
tion with Verve has begun to bring her
some long -overdue recognition. Her
latest album, "You Won't Forget
Me," is such an extraordinary accom-
plishment that its title will surely
prove prophetic.

Horn's mastery of form, sound, and
texture is apparent in everything she
does. It begins with her choice of
material-forgotten jewels like Beauti-
ful Love and songs we've heard many
times before, like You Stepped Out of a
Dream, but never interpreted with
such expressiveness. She reaches be-
neath the surface of these romantic
compositions to plumb the depths of
melody and lyrics, creating arrange-
ments that reshape each song into a
highly personal dramatic statement.

While Horn ranks among the finest
of vocal interpreters, she is also a
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superb jazz pianist, providing a com-
plement to her singing that exceeds
mere accompaniment. Her chord pro-
gressions are rich, lush, and surprising
in their beauty. She sustains a mood of
grace, moving with ease from delicate
balladry to buoyant swinging without
ever breaking her spell. A master of
phrasing, she can make time seem to
stand still.

Horn's own artistry, as well as that
of her long-time colleagues, Charles
Ables on bass and Steve Williams on
drums, should guarantee sufficient de-
light, but for this recording she invited
some of the finest jazz instrumental-
ists of the day to join her. There are the
Marsalis brothers, with Wynton etch-
ing a trace of the blues into his trumpet
solo in Don't Let the Sun Catch You
Cryin' and Branford blowing his
breathy Ben Websterish best on tenor
saxophone in It Had to Be You. Fellow
Washingtonian Buck Hill provides ro-
bust tenor -sax interplay in Foolin' My-
self, and Toots Thielemans, the mir-
acle worker of the harmonica, seems
to fuse his mind with Horn's in the
poignant Beautiful Love and an imagi-
native treatment of Soothe Me.

But it is Miles Davis, Horn's early
champion, who collaborates in the sin-
gle most exquisite selection, the title
track. Here is a Miles we haven't
heard for years, except in occasional
snatches, with that same haunted lyri-
cal quality, that same entrancing beau-
ty that distinguished his sound from all
others. He seems to draw inspiration
from Horn, who rises here to the peak
of her art. It is a musical experience
you won't forget. With this great re-
cording, Shirley Horn has finally come
into her own. Phyl Garland

Horn: grace and artistry

SHIRLEY HORN: You Won't N ti
Forget Me. Shirley Horn (vocals,
piano); Mites Davis (trumpet); Buck
Hill, Branford Marsalis (tenor saxo-
phone); Toots Thielemans (harmonica,
guitar); other musicians. The Music
That Makes Me Dance/Come Dance
with Me; Don't Let the Sun Catch

You Cryin'; Beautiful Love;
Come Back to Me; Too Late

Now; I Just Found Out About Love; It
Had to Be You; Soothe Me; Foolin'
Myself; If You Go; You Stepped Out of a
Dream; You Won't Forget Me; All My
Tomorrows. VERVE © 847 482-2 (71
min). © 847 482-4.

Tough, Rewarding
Chamber Music From Vienna

N an age when symphonic music was
growing increasingly huge, Schoen-
berg wrote his Chamber Symphony
for fifteen solo musicians to reverse
the trend. It was an astounding ac-
complishment in 1906 (it still is), and

it started a move toward chamber -
orchestra music that is still in pro-
gress. Schoenberg put almost as much
music into 20 minutes for fifteen musi-
cians as Mahler did in 80 minutes for
seventy-five musicians. The Chamber
Symphony is a five -movement work
packed down into a single kaleido-
scopic movement and a big, virtuosic
scramble for the musicians-it makes
for tough playing, tough listening.

It is extraordinary, however, how
much easier this music has gotten over
the years. A splendid new Teldec re-
cording, made in Vienna by a pan-
European ensemble, the Chamber Or-
chestra of Europe, goes a long way
toward justifying Schoenberg's vi-
sion. It took most of a century, but
there are finally musicians-even in
Schoenberg's native city of Vienna-
to whom this music speaks a compre-
hensible and expressive language and
to whom its formidable technical chal-
lenges are a means to an end and not
just obstacles to be (grudgingly) over-
come. Still not easy listening, but im-
mensely worthwhile.

Something of the same could be said
about the coupler, Berg's Chamber
Concerto for Violin and Piano with
Thirteen Winds, written twenty years
later in his version of Schoenberg's
twelve-tone method, with a few added
buts. This is Berg at his densest and
most mystical. The work is dedicated
to Schoenberg, his teacher, on his
fiftieth birthday. It is made up of three
closely interconnected movements
that are full of a highly arcane numer-
ology, transcending even the arithme-
tic of twelve tones. The results are, in

Holliger: justifying Schoenberg

three words, expressionistic, person-
al, and hermetic. This is the most
opaque work of a composer usually
considered to be the most accessible
of the twelve -toners, but Heinz Holli-
ger, in his role as conductor, and the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe have a
skillful and valiant go at it.

Eric Salzman

SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symphony,
Op. 9. BERG: Chamber Concerto for Vio-
lin and Piano with Thirteen Winds. Thom-
as Zehetmair (violin); Oleg Maisenberg
(piano); Chamber Orchestra of Europe,
Heinz Holliger cond. TELDEC © 2292-
46019-2 (63 min).
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Discs and tapes

reviewed by

Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland,

Ron Givens, Roy Hemming, Alanna Nash,

Parke Puterbaugh, and Steve Simels

THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH: Choke. The
Beautiful South (vocals and instrumen-
tals); instrumental accompaniment. To-
night I Fancy Myself; My Book; Let Love
Speak Up Itself, Should've Kept My Eyes
Shut; I've Come for My Award; Lips; and
five others. ELEKTRA OO 60985-2 (37
min), © 60985-4.

Performance: Oddball pop
Recording: Good

Only Britain could produce a band as
likably eccentric as the Beautiful South,
whose mix of lyrical quirks and music -

The Beautiful South: likable eccentrics

hall and cabaret -influenced pop recalls
the Kinks and the sorely undernoticed
Deaf School. The Beautiful South stops
just shy of being cute and charming,
however, which gives the songs here a
devilishly droll edge. In Tonight I Fancy
Myself, the narrator eavesdrops on a
lovestruck couple's cooing and wooing
and decides he's content to be alone: "A

Explanation of Symbols
© = Tape cassette
0 = LP record

= Compact disc (timings are
to the nearest minute)

Popular Music
four -pack in the fridge/A good book on
the shelf/ I think tonight I'd rather love
myself." Real agit-prop anger underlies
I've Come for My Award, in which a
shoplifter spits out his contempt for the
entrepreneurial class by bragging about
his skill as a thief: "I took on your free
enterprise and your pretty little shops/
Walked in with empty bags and walked
out with the lot/So I've come for my
award."

By way of background, the two
founders of the Beautiful South, singers
Paul Heaton and Dave Hemingway, pre-
viously belonged to the Housemartins, a
decidedly politicized, left -leaning band.
Their voices-one a croon of limited
range, the other more of a sing-speak-
are joined by Briana Corrigan's girlish
mouse -squeak and backed by a crack
three-piece band of guitar, bass, and
drums. In a word, intriguing.

JOHNNY CASH: The Mystery of Life.
Johnny Cash (vocals, guitar); Marty Stu-
art (guitars, mandolin, vocals); John

Prine, Anita Carter (background vo-
cals); other musicians. The Greatest
Cowboy of Them All; I'm an Easy Rider;
The Mystery of Life; Hey Porter; Beans
for Breakfast; Goin' by the Book; and four
others. MERCURY/POLYGRAM @ 848 051-
2 (30 min), © 848 051-4.

Performance: Time capsule
Recording: Good

Johnny Cash was a busy man last year-
touring with his fellow Highwaymen,
putting together a retrospective exhibit
at the Country Music Hall of Fame, and
recording "The Mystery of Life." When
it came to writing the album, however,
Cash apparently was too busy, and so he
rummaged through his attic and came up

with an odd set of songs, several of
which are so old they practically sport
toupees.

There's Wanted Man, for example, a
mediocre and disappointing number
Cash wrote with Bob Dylan in the late
Sixties. Then there's a remake of Cash's
hard -chugging Fifties rockabilly classic,
Hey Porter, and a duet with Tom T. Hall,
I'll Go Somewhere and Sing My Songs
Again, that the two most likely cut years
ago for another project. There's also
Beans for Breakfast,a funny but dated
tune (it first appeared as the B side of a
single some years ago) that casts the
singer as a pathetic lout unable to care
for himself once his woman has run out
on him. Although it's sexist by contem-
porary standards ("wish you'd come
back and wash the dishes"), it also con-
tains an interesting reference to Cash's
true -life firebug -and -drugs days of yore:
"The house burned down from the fire
that I built/In your closet by mistake
after I took all them pills." But by far the
strangest tune here is one in which Cash
tries to join a cowboy metaphor with a
religious theme, entoning, "My cowboy
hero hat's off/To the man who rode a
donkey/He's the greatest cowboy of
them all." Gag me with a prayer book.

The Cash aura is so strong, though,
that even when he's bad (or in the case of
much of this album, just weirdly off -
center), he commands attention, both
for his presentation and for the beauty
and humor he finds in life's most mun-
dane situations. His stature is such that
he can put out an album like this one and
make it work, after a fashion. Cash will
eventually be reckoned the single most
important country -music figure of the
postwar era, and "The Mystery of
Life," for all of its shortcomings and its
quirkiness, provides not a few of the
reasons. A.N.

THE DARLING BUDS: Crawdaddy. The
Darling Buds (vocals and instrumen-
tals). It Makes No Difference; Tiny Ma-
chine; Crystal Clear; Do You Have to
Break My Heart; You Won't Make Me
Die; and five others. COLUMBIA © CK
46816 (40 min), © CT 46816.

Performance: Refreshing
Recording: Enveloping

The Darling Buds' retro-pop strikes a
neat balance between studied expertise
and inspired amateurism. They know
what makes this sort of music tick, but
they're ingenuous enough to let it flow
through them in a natural, unaffected
way. Harley Farr's fuzzed -up guitar
rubs against Andrea Lewis's billowy
voice, providing an entrancing hard/soft
contrast. The pair co -wrote every song
in "Crawdaddy," and their interaction
fuels its brightest moments.
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It Makes No Difference is built around
a simple, sturdy riff from Satisfaction
land, over which Andrea whisper -sings
like a pouting ingenue. Tiny Machine is a
hypnotic pop daydream worthy of Syd
Barrett -era Pink Floyd, featuring shim-
mering underwater keyboards, multilay-
ered guitars, gossamer vocals, and a
solid beat. Do You Have to Break My
Heart is the sort of ingratiating nugget
that Blondie brilliantly tossed off in its
heyday. Then there's Honeysuckle,
which skirts the subject of eroticism with
childlike wonder, Andrea elongating the
title word as a snare drum taps along
with every melismatic syllable. The End
of the Beginning inverts form and begins
with its winning chorus, proving that the
Darling Buds know the rules well enough
to break them. These pop savants would
seem to have a bright future, and "Craw -
daddy" is among the most refreshing
releases yet from Britain's thriving pais-
ley overground. P.P.

ED'S REDEEMING QUALITIES: More
Bad Times. Ed's Redeeming Qualities
(vocals and instrumentals); other musi-
cians. Camouflage; Spoken Word; Bob;
Sad; The Boy I Work With; Buck Tempo;
Cheese Grater; Too Pretty; and nine oth-
ers. FLYING FISH © FF 70549 (50 min),

FF 90549, 0 FF 549.

Performance: Charming
Recording: Good

You won't find an Ed in Ed's Redeeming
Qualities, but the redeeming qualities
are easy to pinpoint; this folk trio (Carrie
Bradley, Dan Leone, and Neno Perrot-
ta) is irrepressible, clever, funny, and
totally unpredictable. I haven't had this
much fun listening to a postmodern hoo-
tenanny since the first album by the
Roches (who weren't-and still aren't-
nearly as wacky).

Actually, Ed's Redeeming Qualities
doesn't sound like anybody else, which
may be explained in part by the instru-
ments they play: violin, acoustic guitar,
toy xylophone, ukulele, bongos, and
"rice in the coffee can." At the heart of
their tunes is some straightforward
American -style strumming, but the per-
cussion gives everything a Caribbean
sparkle, and the violin, when it shows
up, makes the music swing with a French
accent. And while the voices are ordi-
nary at best, that only adds to the charm
and believability of everything they sing.

It's good that the songs sound so be-
lievable, because there's a melodramat-
ic, almost exploitative quality to the
lyrics, which take odd little tendrils of
life and focus on them so intently that the
quietly ordinary almost becomes surre-
al. Lawn Dart, for example, is about
some guys who can't find the game at
their local store: "A kid was pegged in

Sting
No one has ever accused Sting of
being a happy-go-lucky guy, but
"The Soul Cages" is a particularly
dark and moody album. Death is
everywhere in these new songs,
along with strong feelings of entrap-

ment and futility.
The explanation for Sting's troubled,

and troubling, obsessions is simple:
Over the past few years, both of his
parents have died. On one level, then,
the album is an act of mourning. On
another, less readily explicable level,
much of it has to do with the sea-along
with the ships that sail it and the people
who build them. A boy living next to a
shipyard, where his father works and is
killed, dreams of sailing far away; a
sailor at sea agonizes over a past love; a
son, believing that religion is worthless,
wants to bury his dead father at sea.
From the eternal quality of the ocean to
the double-edged symbolism of the
ships-confining but also liberating-
Sting's marine metaphors resonate pow-
erfully. If some of the lyrics are over-
written, their exaggeration reinforces
the deep emotions at play.

Unsurprisingly, the music in "The

Soul Cages" is also uniformly melan-
cholic. The slow songs unfold at a crawl,
repeating their melodies like a ritual
prayer. When the Angels Fall, for in-
stance, seems to consist of one verse and
one chorus stretched to nearly 8 minutes
in length. The faster songs are somber,
too. Despite serio-comic lyrics and a
crackling backbeat, All This Time is a
brooding tune with ominous bass, jan-
gling guitar, and throbbing keyboards.

The gloomy, almost hypnotic spell of
Sting's music is never broken in "The
Soul Cages." The album is not an enter-
tainment so much as a meditation, and
its narratives don't answer fundamental
questions so much as inspire them. Easi-
er to admire than to enjoy, it's neverthe-
less an important work. Ron Givens

STING: The Soul Cages. Sting (vocals,
bass, synthesizer, mandolin); other mu-
sicians. Island of Souls; All This Time;
Mad About You; Jeremiah Blues (Part I );
Why Should I Cry for You; Saint Agnes
and the Burning Train; The Wild Wild
Sea; The Soul Cages; When the Angels
Fall. A&M © 75021-6405-2 (48 min), @
75021-6405-4, 0 70521-6405-1.
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the head with a lawn dart/ . . . So they're
now off the shelves at the K -mart." All
the songs are like that; they come at you
deadpan, one odd little non sequitur
after another. The effect is alternately
bizarre and hilarious. Simply put, Ed's
Redeeming Qualities is the David Lynch
of folk music. R.G.

Roger McGuinn: Byrds redux

DANNY GATTON: 88 Elmira St. Danny
Gatton (guitar); other musicians. Funky
Mama; Elmira St. Boogie; Blues New-
burg; Quiet Village; Red Label; and six
others. ELEKTRA ® 61032-2 (51 min), ©
61032-4.

Performance: Show -offish
Recording: Bright

Guitarist Danny Gatton suffers here
from Roy Buchanan syndrome: great
chops, no idea what to do with 'em. So
he engages in a lot of stunt playing,
hoping that displays of speed and dexter-
ity will razzle-dazzle the listener into
overlooking the substantive meagerness
of these eleven offerings. The titles
alone-Funky Mama, Muthaship, Slidin'
Home-tell a between -the -lines tale of
ace instrumentalists in a creative vacu-
um, and the less "song" there is to
extemporize over, the harder Gatton and
company work to cover its deficiencies.

 And so he plays his scale exercises fe-
 verishly, his saxman reaches for notes
< only dogs can hear, and the whole album
 gives off the derivative air of a groove
g long since defined and abandoned by the
 similarly inclined Lonnie Mack, Duane

Eddy, and Link Wray. Despite Gatton's
awesome virtuosity, the chief utility of
"88 Elmira St." will be to take us up to
newstime or to accompany a basketball -
dunking video clip. Lesson: chops ain't
everything, by a long shot. P.P.

VINCE GILL: Pocket Full of Gold. Vince
Gill (vocals, guitars); Richard Bennett
(guitar); Patty Loveless, Herb Pedersen
(background vocals); other musicians. /
Quit; Look at Us; Take Your Memory with
You; Pocketful of Gold; The Strings That
Tie You Down; Liza Jane; and four oth-
ers. MCA © MCAD-10140 (32 min), ©
MCAC-I0140.

Performance: Spirited, but . . .

Recording: Very good

When Vince Gill had a smash hit single
last year (When I Call Your Name), all of
Nashville rejoiced that the music biz's
nicest guy had finally gotten his due. Gill
served stints with the Bluegrass Alli-
ance, Ricky Skaggs's Boone Creek, and
Pure Prairie League before striking out
on his own, and while he'd had varying
success at several labels, he also labored
for years under the spell of his friend
Rodney Crowell, coming across much
like an adoring Crowell imitator.

When I Call Your Name, a wonderful,
bluegrass -inspired duet with Patty Love-
less, did a lot to move Gill out of
Crowell's shadow, probably because
Tony Brown, who produces both men,
made sure of it. Gill's new album,
"Pocket Full of Gold," continues to
move him in an independent direction
(aside from the lovely ballad What's a
Man to Do, which is as Crowellesque as
anything Rodney himself has ever done),
and it should also help him win fans on
his own.

An exceptionally tuneful and rhyth-
mic record, "Pocket Full of Gold" tries
to keep a positive attitude. In its plethora
of "he -she" songs (as jazz singer Jimmy
Rushing used to call them), Gill keeps his
distance from standard country heart-
ache themes, offering songs that cele-
brate success instead. In the ballad Look
at Us, for example, he rejoices that he
and his wife (Sweethearts of the Rodeo's
Janis Gill) have managed to stay in love
through the years. And in If I Didn't
Have You, he regales his partner in ap-
preciation for a lifetime of commitment.
In a slightly different vein, Liza Jane and
A Little Left Over are danceable tunes
with a heavy backbeat, jubilant efforts
that address Everyman issues-getting
the girl and stretching the paycheck
through the weekend.

Throughout the album, Gill goes the
extra mile to cast himself as the likable
boy next door. But no matter how easily
it all goes down-and this is as listenable
as a record can be-Gill has yet to write
the kind of serious, poetic lyrics that
would establish him as a complete artist.
If it's in him to go the distance, his song -
writing will have to take a dramatic turn
past the pleasant yet ultimately shallow
fare offered here. A . /V.

TOMMY JAMES: Hi-Fi. Tommy James
(vocals, guitar); other musicians. Go;
Burnin' for You; Annie Come Knockin';
Ordinary Girl; You Take My Breath
Away; and four others. AEGIS AER-
1600, @ AEG -1600 (44 min).

Performance: Spirited comeback
Recording: Excellent

Tommy James is a blast from the past
who sounds right at home in the present.
He and his old band, the Shondells,
launched a slew of hits in the Sixties that
spilled over into the Seventies. He also
greeted the Eighties with a couple of
chart singles. If James manages to get a
hit off "Hi-Fi," he may well become the
first artist to experience Top -40 success
in four consecutive decades. James is an
expert pop tunesmith who knows how all
the pieces of a song fit together, arrang-
ing them so that they surprise, excite,
and make the spine tingle. And he's
smart: Before recording "Hi-Fi" he
boned up on the latest musical technol-
ogy. As a result, his first album in nine
years is a pop -rock gold mine that bal-
ances high-tech with a good old-fash-
ioned reverence for melodic hooks.

You Take My Breath Away glides
weightlessly on an airy vocal, achieving
a sensuous glow reminiscent of Boz
Scaggs's Lowdown. The youthful grit in
James's voice is audible in Go, an infec-
tious party tune, and Annie Comes
Knockin', a limber, sassy number remi-
niscent of Mony Mony. Heartbeat in the
Night sneaks up on you with a killer
chorus, and Backtrack makes creative
use of harmony vocals as a counterpoint
to James's lead. There are enough hooks
here to reel in a school of bluefish. "Hi-
Fi" is, in short, a fine pop album from a
past-and present-master. P.P.

ROGER McGU1NN: Back from Rio.
Roger McGuinn (vocals, guitar); other
musicians. Someone to Love; Car Phone;
You Bowed Down; Suddenly Blue; The
Trees Are All Gone; King of the Hill; and
four others. ARISTA OO APCD-8648 (42
min), © AC9-8648.

Performance: Reminiscent
Recording: Very good

Did you like the Byrds? Then you'll
probably like the new Roger McGuinn
album. "Back from Rio" sounds very
much like the legendary group McGuinn
co-founded; his electric twelve -string
Rickenbacker guitar defined that band's
sound, and it dominates his current solo
work as well. The contemporary bands
featuring guitars that jangle, jingle, jan-
gle all trace their roots to McGuinn, who
hasn't released an album since 1987 (al-
though he recorded some new songs
with Byrdmates Chris Hillman and Da-
vid Crosby for the group's recent boxed -
set retrospective). Consequently, "Back
from Rio" manages to seem both fresh
and familiar. You can't mistake his
piercing guitar or his plaintive, quavery
voice, but the songs have a smoother,
sleeker quality.
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is

McGuinn can still rock when he wants
to; it just seems that he doesn't want to
very much. King of the Hill, a duet with
Tom Petty, could have been sung from a
rocking chair. So could If We Meet
Again, a gorgeous song written by veter-
an Jules Shear. McGuinn seems very
sincere when he sings, "I got to have a
little faith/I want to know a boy and a
girl/Can make it even though/They're
not spinning with this world." Consider-
ing that he's nearly fifty, he might be
singing about one of his kids. It isn't easy
for a rocker to age well, but McGuinn
may have figured out how to do it. R.G.

MALCOLM McLAREN: The World Fa-
mous Supreme Team Show, Round the
Outside! Round the Outside! Malcolm
McLaren (lyrics and music); various
rappers and musicians. Operaa House!;
Word Tribe; Diva Loves Operaa House; 11
Be or Not 11 Be; Romeo and Juliet; and six
others. VIRGIN ® 91599-2 (47 min), ©
91599-4.

Performance: Oper-rap
Recording: Good

We live in a country marked by such
extreme cultural separatism that many
contemporary art forms are virtual
strangers to each other. But that's never
stopped Malcolm McLaren-the Col.
Tom Parker -style con man who master-
minded the Sex Pistols' career-from
attempting weird syntheses. When it

They Eat Their Own's Laura B.: pass the Runs

comes to rap and opera, for instance,
most people would say, "Never the
twain shall meet." Not McLaren, who
Krazy Glues them together in "Round
the Outside! Round the Outside!"
McLaren's World Famous Supreme
Team, a posse of rappers from various
quarters, goes along with this madness,
in which raps dissolve into arias and
Shakespeare gets turned into oper-rap.

McLaren himself is only heard (rapping
badly) in yet another remake of Buffalo
Gals; his real job is behind the scenes,
pulling the strings. Unfortunately, the
idea of rap -meets -opera is funnier than
the execution, and the album bogs down
beneath the weight of its improbable
premise. P.P.

PET SHOP BOYS: Behavior (see Best of
the Month, page 83)

THEY EAT THEIR OWN. They Eat
Their Own (vocals and instrumentals);
other musicians. Better Now; Like a
Drug; No Right to Kill; Why Don't You
Disagree?; Video Martyr; The Enemy;
and four others. RELATIVITY ® 1042-2
(34 min), © 1042-4.

Performance: Schizoid
Recording: Okay

They Eat Their Own seems like three
bands in one. Two of them are pretty
good; one of them isn't. In its garage-
grunge and power -pop modes, the band
plays with enough hard -edged intensity
to make the smart, disdainful songs here
crackle with a weird energy, and vocalist
Laura B., who wrote nearly all of them,
sings with an off -center iciness that suits
her disquieting, often creepy material.
But They Eat Their Own loses all subtle-
ty when she turns into a political zealot,
full of adolescent oversimplifications.
Despite all the intelligent work that went

into this album, it's clear that They Eat
Their Own hasn't yet decided what kind
of a band it wants to be. R.G.

Collections
BEN BAGLEY'S COLE PORTER RE-
VISITED, VOL. V. Ann Hampton
Callaway, Arthur Siegel, Sandy Stew-
art, Tommy Tune, Julie Wilson (vocals);

instrumental accompaniment. !t All Be-
longs to You; Between You and Me; Love
'Em and Leave 'Em; 1 Gaze into Your
Eyes; Weren't We Fools; Please Don't
Monkey with Broadway; So Near and Yet
So Far; Blue Hours; Rap Tap on Wood;
and nineteen others. PAINTED SMILES ®
PSCD-122 (70 min).

Performance: Irresistible
Recording: Crisp and clean

This being Cole Porter's centennial year,
we're sure to be inundated with "redis-
coveries" from his forgotten scores, but
I doubt that anyone will be able to top the
job Ben Bagley has done with this
newest release in his outstanding Revis-
ited series. It's guaranteed to bring really
good cheer to those who thought there
was nothing more to draw from the Por-
ter storehouse.

Among the generous allotment of
twenty-eight lesser -known Porter songs,
there are only two that probably should
have been left in the archives. Most of
the others are typically Porter in their
melodic grace, wit, pungency, and fre-
quent sauciness. Best of all, they are
served up by singers who really under-
stand the Porter idiom and blend togeth-
er well for the duets and ensemble num-
bers, as well as being winning in their
solo numbers.

Because she's so terrific here in her
first major recording, it's tempting to say
that Ann Hampton Callaway walks away
with the album's top honors. The popu-
lar New York cabaret singer -pianist -
songwriter not only sings the romantic
ballad Blue Hours and her own setting of
Porter's poem ! Gaze into Your Eyes as
meltingly as anyone possibly could, but
she also brings a flair for comic imper-
sonation to such delectable items as
Love Me, Love My Pekinese.

The rest of the cast, however, holds its
own every track of the way. Sandy Stew-
art pours out her sultrily smoky tones in
Who but You, Please Don't Make Me Be
Good, and several others. The ebullient
Tommy Tune is perfect in Rap Tap on
Wood and Please Don't Monkey with
Broadway, and Julie Wilson proves
again that her incomparable style can
make up for her increasingly tremulous
high notes, offering truly memorable
versions of So Near and Yet So Far and
You've Got Something. As for the fantas-
tic Arthur Siegel, he outdoes himself
with this set, not only singing with his
usual roguish charm but also spearhead-
ing the small -combo accompaniments
with his buoyant, lilting piano playing
(including some exceptionally imagina-
tive overdubbing of a second piano in
many of the tracks). R. H.

HARRY CHAPIN TRIBUTE. Oscar
Brand, Pete Seeger, Graham Nash, Judy
Collins, Richie Havens, the Smothers
Brothers, Dolores Hall, Bruce Spring-
steen, Terry Klausner, the Hooters, Pat
Benatar, John Wallace, Peter, Paul and
Mary, others (vocals and instrumentals).
Circle; Sandy; Cat's in the Cradle; W -0 -
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L -D; Six String Orchestra; When I Look
Up; Remember When the Music; and five
others. RELATIVITY ® 1047-2 (62 min), C)
1047-4.

Performance: Sincere
Recording: Live, warts and all

As a humanitarian, the late Harry Cha-
pin was virtually peerless. As a singer -
songwriter . . . well, he worked hard
(two hundred concerts a year on aver-
age), and God bless him for his convic-
tions.

Chapin's forte was turning short sto-
ries into songs, blending elements of
folk, New Age, and musical theater into
full-blown (often overblown) set pieces.
Nevertheless, his lasting achievement
wasn't his compositions but his commit-
ment to causes-especially world hun-
ger, for which he raised considerable
money and consciousness. Pop music
might not be the charitable beacon it has
become without Chapin's example.

In 1987, an eclectic group of musicians
gathered to salute Chapin at Carnegie
Hall, and this album is the belated docu-
ment of that event. Although the pro-
gram has a musty, sacrosanct air and
some of the material is cloying, the per-
formers' sincerity is undeniable, and
several moments are transcendent. Judy
Collins delivers a riveting version of
Chapin's best song, Cat's in the Cradle,
in her angelic voice. Seminal folk singers
from the golden age of protest, including
Pete Seeger and Peter, Paul and Mary,
join voices in his inspirational Circle.
Bruce Springsteen nearly steals the
show, not so much for his faintly uncom-
fortable rendering of Remember When
the Music (which he admits to finding
"corny") as for a candid, lengthy remi-
niscence about how Chapin goaded him
into his own subsequent charitable ef-
forts. "I play one night for me and one
night for the other guy," Chapin told
him. Would that we were all so generous
with our time and talent. P.P.

Jazz
JANE BUNNETT AND DON PULLEN:
New York Duets. Jane Bunnett (saxo-
phones, flute); Don Pullen (piano). Bya-
ya; Ginastera; Double Arc Jake; Make
Someone Happy; Little Rootie Toone;
and five others. Music AND ARTS ® CD -
629 (64 min).

Performance: Excellent collaboration
Recording: Very good

Every time I hear a new Don Pullen
release I become more convinced that he
is one of today's most creative and inter-
esting jazz players. In "New York Du-
ets" he is teamed with Toronto -born
Jane Bunnett, a saxophone player who is
decidedly on the same wavelength. This
is an album of great beauty and sub-
stance, an intense collaboration that has
mutual admiration written all over it.

There is a certain frostiness to Bunnett's
playing that some will find distracting-
she has a background in classical music,
and it shows. She shares with Pullen a
penchant for the whimsical, however,
and when she jabs her icy tones into his
fiery, rhythmical patterns the contrast is
absorbing. What a pair, and what a fine
album. C.A.

TOM HARRELL: Form. Tom Harrell
(trumpet, flugelhorn); Joe Lovano (tenor
saxophone); Dan ilo Perez (piano); Char-
lie Haden (bass); Paul Motian (drums).
Vista; Brazilian Song; Scene; January
Spring; Rhythm Form; For Heaven's
Sake (CD only). CONTEMPORARY C-
14059, © CC -14059, C) CCD-14059-2 (49
min).

Performance: Forthright
Recording: Good

You may remember trumpeter Tom Har-
rell from his mid -Seventies stint with
Horace Silver's group, or perhaps not;
he never left as deep an impression as,
say, Blue Mitchell or Woody Shaw.
Nevertheless, Harrell is a solid trumpet
player with a sprightly style and a gift for
writing interesting tunes. Both talents
are displayed in "Form," an excellent
quintet album of straight -ahead bop. It
features robust tenor work by Joe Lova-
no and a solid rhythm section with Pana-
manian pianist Danilo Perez, bassist
Charlie Haden, and drummer Paul Mo-
tian. At twenty-three, Perez plays with
remarkable maturity, perfectly comple-
menting the seasoned propulsions of Ha-
den and Motian. Flutist Cheryl Pyle is
added for one selection, January Spring,
a sluggish piece that contains an absorb-
ing interlude by Perez but otherwise
failed to sustain my attention. But I was
all ears for the rest of the album. C.A.

SHIRLEY HORN: You Won't Forget Me
(see Best of the Month, page 84)

GEOFF KEEZER: Curveball. Geoff
Keezer (piano); Steve Nelson (vibra-
phone); Charnett Moffett (bass); Victor
Lewis (drums). The Jackleg Patrol;

't Harrell: straight ahead

Curveball; Never Never Land; Brain-
storming; Waltz for Phineas; and two
others. SUNNYSIDE ® SSC-1045D (52
min).

Performance: Extraordinary
Recording: Excellent

Having raved about pianist Geoff
Keezer's previous album, "Waiting in
the Wings," I am almost at a loss to
describe my enthusiasm for this follow-
up release. In my previous review, I
referred to Keezer's "agile, surprisingly
mature piano," pointing out his tender
age of seventeen. In "Curveball" he is a
year older, and his playing has pro-
gressed past remarkable to the simply
extraordinary. Not too long ago, we
marveled at the crop of young jazz play-
ers, headed by New Orleans -born Wyn-
ton Marsalis, who have stubbornly said
no to fusion. When Marsalis stood at the
threshold of fame, Keezer was a six -
year -old child in Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
Today Keezer is one of a second genera-
tion of purists, musicians who embrace
jazz tradition with equal fervor and will
have a profound influence on the way
tomorrow's public regards the music.

The quartet Keezer assembled for this
album is noteworthy. At thirty-five, vib-
ist Steve Nelson is a relative old-timer,
but he has yet to gain the status his
playing deserves (his new album on
Sunnyside, "Full Nelson," marks his
overdue debut as a leader). Bassist Char -
nett Moffett's recent Blue Note debut
album, "Beauty Within," was an unmit-
igated disaster, but Moffett is a superb
jazz bassist nevertheless, of which his
performance with Keezer offers ample
proof. Drummer Victor Lewis is another
player deserving wider recognition. To-
gether, they have come up with one of
the finest jazz albums of the year. C.A.

JOE SAMPLE: Ashes to Ashes. Joe Sam-
ple (acoustic piano, synthesizers); other
musicians. Ashes to Ashes; The Road
Less Traveled; Mother's Eyes; The Last
Child; Born in Trouble; Born to Be Bad;
and three others. WARNER BROS.
26318-2 (50 min), © 26318-4, 0 26318-1.

Performance: Easy listening
Recording: Good

Although Joe Sample has gained a large
following among those who prefer jazz
that sounds like pop, he outclasses most
others working that genre. Sample is a
simplifier, presenting well -crafted but
hummable and danceable songs that re-
tain some of the feeling and flavor of jazz
without its intellectual demands.

This album was supposedly inspired
by Sample's desire to address conditions
in the nation's urban black communities,
but the connection is not readily appar-
ent. What we do hear is consistently
appealing and carefully crafted music
with a sometimes poignant edge. Sample
is no Jaki Byard or McCoy Tyner, but he
is talented enough as a pianist and com-
poser to hold your interest in this set,
one of his better efforts. P.G.
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Compact Disc Players

Technics SL-PC25
Compact Disc Changer

 5 -disc rotary design permits changing discs
while one is in play  MASH D A converter for
greater accuracy  4 X oversompling
 32 track programmirg  Wireless remote

?'. $19995
pr.ce (TEC 51.PC25)

Sherwood CD -1000C
 16 -track memory 4 way repeat

Sharp DXR-250
20 track programming remote . '119"
Technics Sl-PG300
-MASH 20 track memory remote . 959°'
JVC XU -431
20 bit I X oversompling remote . . . 999"
Technics SL-PS50
MA5H edit guide remote control . . 5249"
Technics SL-PC33
MASH 5 -disc rotary remote . 5249"

$9995

MilfralaMaISEEBEEEI

Sherwood RA -1140
Stereo Receiver

 25 warts channel  Matrix suwouncl sound
 Video sound irput  Digital readout  Quartz
locked AM FM tuner with 24 presets  150
Power indicators  Headphone lack

?c,'' $9995
Price

Sherwood RA -1142
50 walts/ch 24 -presets Surround . 929"
Technics SA -0)000
40 wans/ch remote 24 presets . . 469°'
Teac AG -550
55walls/ch remote 5bond Fa Surround 989"

Technics SA -0X300
60-wans/ch 7 bond EG). remote . . . $219"
Technics SA-GX500
60 wans/ch Surround remote . . . S299"
JVC RX-803
010 woes / Ch Surround remote 7 band EC CALL

(SHE RAII4o)

Equalizers & Audio Specials

r ITT Ill I

Teac AD -3
CD/Cassette Combination

 CD features 16 bit 4X oversompling  Dual h
1,C.,9"e  3 -way repeat  Cassette features out,
'averse record Play  Dolby B roise reductior
 Dolby HO Pro  WreleSS 'emote

$22995 (TEA AD3)
Teac EQA-6
iio Curd, per channel. TED display . 169"
Teac EQA-22
10 bands/channel spectrum display . 59995

AudioSource EQ-I1
.10 ponds/channel spectrum display . $149"
Teac AD -I
CD /Cassette combination Dolby 11 . $169"
AudioSource EQ-10
Carnputer controlled 12 bond EC . . 1349"
Atlantic Technology Pattern 100
.3 piece powered speaker system . .

Cassette Decks

, 7 0Leo
Teac V-480

1C -Logic Control Cassette Deck
 Dolby B & C noise reduction  Dolby HX-Pro
headroom extension  Bias fine tuning  Auto
tape selector  Timer Rec Play  Headphone
lack

our

$9995 (TEA V460)

Teac R-455CSIX
Auto -reverse. Dolby INC B SIX -Pro . . . 939"
Teac W -450R
Duoicossette Auto.rev. Dolby 11/C/MX Pro $149"
JVC TDR-431
Auto -reverse Dolby 11/C/HX4ro . . . $169"
Technics RS-TR265
Auto -reverse Dolby B/C B HX-Pro . . . 979"
Technics RS6-555
Dolby 11/C & HO Pro tine -bias . . . . $199"
Technics RS-TR355
*Double auto reverse Dolby S/C . . . S229"

The Bose Acoustimass AM5
Speaker System

 Purer sound & mu°, ns.risibilay Combined  2
cube speaker arrays provide direct & reflected
sound  Acoustimass module gives deep bass
 Choose black or white

9v $59995 (SOS AM5/Black)Sc. (SOS AMSWH/Whrte)

Advent Mini Subwooler
Ported cabinet la -watts peak . Each 199

Bose 201-11
2 way 65 woofer 7Swalls max . . Pair $199"
Bose 301-11
2 way r woofer 2 35" tweeters . Pao '299"
Cenvin Vega AT -10

way 10 woofer. 125.watts . . . Pair 1359"
Advent Maestro
3 way 10 woofer 7S0 watt peak . pa, '399"
Bose AM -3
Acoustimoss 3 piece system . . '399"

DJ Equipment

Gemini PDM-5000
Sampling Mixer

 8 second digital sampling  7 -band charnel
equalizer  3 phono 5 -line 2 mic rophone
inputs  Assignable fader  Cueing  Talkover
 19 rack mount

°°7e $39995
Abu AM -100
Mixer 2 turntable & 2 Aux inputs

(0141 PDM5000)

)8995

Gemini MX -3300
Mixer/Prearnp 3-phono inputs . . . . $139"
Gemini MX-6500SE
sti.si with sound effects & E0 . . . '234"
Gemini SA -50I
125-wartsichannel power amplifier . . '249"
Gemini XL -11100Q11
Pro manual turntable with pitch . . '299"
Gemini MB -560
Speakers dual 15 woofer & horn . Foch 532500

Turntables & Cartridges

Technics SL-QD33
Quarts Direct -Drive Turntable

 Fully -automatic  2 -motors  Auto disc size
selection  Low -moss toneOrm accepts P.
Mount cartridge  Illuminated strobe  Front
panel controls  Black finish

ovr

rice 513995 (TEC SLOD33K)

Stanton 500AL
-Disco cartridge. standard -mount . . . . 99"
Audio Technica AT-231LP
Unwersal mount cartridge

Stanton 6110EL
D./ cartridge standord-mt extra stylus

Gemini XL-BD10
Semi- auto belt -drive turntable . . . . 589"
Technics 51-80225
Semi -auto turntable with Oct . . . . $94"
Shure VI5-VMR
*Standard mount cartridge micro,idge . S139"

$3995

$5495

Home Speakers

JBL L -Series 1200T3
Loudspeakers

 Pro -monitor engineering w domestic
enclosure  Eli -radial horn w 100 -degree
vertical honzontal disperuon  12 woofer  2'
pure titansum tweeter  20-40C watts  8 ohm

?o'W $129995 Pod
Price (ill 120013)

Technics 511-160
.away 10 woofer 120 cons . . poi, $12995

Pinnacle PN5+ /Oak
2 way 5 1/4 woofer Oak . . 9499'
Technics SILLSO
3 way 12 cooler ISO wafts . . Pair $169"
Pinnacle P148+ /Oak
2 way woofer 12Swans . . . Pair 5349"
JBL L40T3
2 way I woofer 250 watts walnut Pair 1399"
Corwin Vega AT -15
3 -way 15 woofer. 400 wans . . Pair $659"

Remotes & Antennas
Ili

Memorex CP8-Turbo
Universa Remote Control

 Single -hand operation  Replaces up to 8
remotes  Stores up to 156 command codes
 Easy to program  LCD display with real time
clock

Oursow $11995rric wisr (MEN CPS TURBO)

Parsec LS -4
Electronic FM antenna 32d11 gain . . . $39"
Memorex CP-4
Universal remote for A-A/V components . 539"
Terk 9425
Flectronic FM antenna 3341 gain . . . 559"
One -For -Al URC-4000
Peprogrammed univenoi remote . . '64°'
Recoton TV -600
Amplitied VHF/UHF & FM antenna . . . 569"
Test 9825
-Electronic FM antenna 38011 gain . . . $79"

Compact Disc Specials
r -
BRAGGIN' in BRASS

EMPIRE BRASS
& FRIENDS

/TE1 50249 CASs/m. 30249

BOND
AND

BEYOND'

Ala Available al S'; 90 pet CD

SCHUMANN Sym No.2 & N0.3 Zinmon/lattimote

Symphony Orchestra (1EL 80182)

IRAHMS Piano Concerto No.1 Tragic Overture

Newn/R40/Guhertez. piano (6180252)

RACHMAN1NOFF Vespers (a cappella)

Show/Shaw Festival Singers (1(1 80172)

ORGAN BLAS118 SAMPUR the best or

Michael Murray (Tit 80277)

Headphones

Koss JCK/ 200
"Kordiess Stereophones"

 the convenience of wireless listening
 Closed ear design  Digital ready drivers
 Includes transmitter 'Aweless headphones &
AC adaptor

?6'..
RI/

511995
PINC (KOS .ICK200)

Sony MDR -54
tuitio acoustic circuit. unimalch plug . $24"
Koss Pro4AAA+
Closed ear pneurnalde ear cushions . . $39"
Memorex EDM-330
-Closed-air design. dual -plugs . . .

$ 44"

Sony MDR -V6
Folding closed ear monitor design . . $79"
Sennheiser H-520
Ergonornic open -au dynamic design . S109"
Beyer DT -990
Authopnile duality open design . . S189"

MK®
woRt11)

ORDER TOLL -FREE
24

DAYS A WEEK 1-URS

A DAYill .800.221.8180 O718-iutsde417-3737U.S.A Call:
7

J&R Music Warta, Dept. SR0491, 5940 Queens-MkRown Expressway, Maspelh, Queens, NY 11378



PATERS PRINTERS

SupettSpecith!
VHS Video Movie Specials

I see ammnieffl
esee.inis ar NJ%

FROM (y) PIONEER
PATRICK SWA, ZE DEMI MOORE

W1400/1 GOLDBERG

GHOST
269Eo5ch

VHS

(LTX or P/5)

Also Available From Pioneer (DCA
Nock Rain (LTX or P/S) $26"
Rue Velvet (LTX) $26"
Ilom On The Fourth 01 July (LTX) $29"
Denman '32"
Days or Thuncer (LTX or P/S) '32"
The Deer Hunter '42"
Field 01 Dreams '32"
Ratlines $32"
The Freshmar $32"
Ghostbuslers ATX) $29"

New VHS Music Videos

My Ida The Charmed Lie

MY Joel Al Yankee Stadum '16."
The Everts Bremen: Legends 04 818 . $16.01

Hard N Hear, Video Mag. NoL10,11,orl2;: $16.91

Hairy Gonna Jr.: Swinging Out Live . '16."
*anon Carey, The First Vision q6"

Ringo Sian &Ms SiStorr land 96."
Michelle

$995

Blank Audio Tape

Maxell XLIIS-100
100 Minute High Bias Cassette Tape

 Now you con gel state-of-the-art in audio
cassette performance in 100 -minute
recording length  Perfect for all your digital
recording  Includes free Oak rock

our
10 -PACK

Pica
9°

(MAX XU15100-0K)

Maxell MV -90
Vertes auclophIle metal tape . Each $1495
TDK SA90
High bias r.Jper ovilyn cassettes . 10Pock 51790

Mosel MX -90
Metol cassette tapes "NEW' . 10Pack 51990

Sony UK -Pro 90
High bias r assenes 9arninutes . *Pock 52190
Sony SR -100
Meto cosettes 100.minutes . 10Pock $229°
TDK SAX -000
Deluxe hiph bias super ovilyn . 10.Pock 52390

0
ITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S
CHINES/TELEPHONE BUSINESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/

CUIATORS RECORDS COMPACT DISCS

Video Cassette Recorders

Sharp VC -A2061.1
VHS Video Cassette Recorder

 F-ulty automatic playback  122 -channel PU
Quartz tuner  14 -day 6 -evert timer  140
picture system  Automatic dimmer function
 Full funtion remote control

$1.9995
Samsung VP -2300
3 speed player. 131unction remote .

Panasonic PV -2004
On screen display. 2 hoods remote

Toshiba M -44I
S neods onscreen. indexsearch .

JVC HR -15780U
n. ti MIS stereo. on -screen display .

RCA VR700HF
Super VHS hs Fi, theads.on-screen .

Sony SI:11E870D
Supertleto. 019HW-enacts PIP . .

(SHA VC A206)

959"

.'23905

.1289"

.199"

.'499°5

CALL

Video Add Ons

Gemstar VCR Flus +
One -Step VCR Programmer

 lust enter the PlusCode published in your
local TV listing  Tape any show in one step
 Automatically changes cabie boo channels
 No installation required

Proc 111,
$g995

&intake, V-0612
Tronsfers movies to video lope . . . '49"
Sima SL -4
Sensorlight cordless video light . . 58995

AudioSource SS -One II
30 warts/cr, surround sound am,. 929°'
Vklicratl
Audio /Video remote transmitter . . . 929"
JVC CGV-60
Chorocter generator and Idler . . . 9799'
Videonles Equalizer
Color corrector. enhancer, audio mike- 5269"

(GMS VCR )

Blank Video Tape

fil, J

Scotch T-160EG+
High Grade VHS Video Tape

 Famous Scotch tope dependability  EG .
nigh grade video tape provides finer colors.
detail and resolution  Great for at your
recording needs

''.e
eer.Vic

$2990 (5
T160EG )

TDK T -12011S
Super avilyn VHS tapes . . 10 -Pock 52890
Noxell 1-1120EX
Standard grade VHS tapes . 10 -Pock 52890
Sony L-750fS
Istra standard Belo tapes . .10 -Pock 52890
TDK T-120EHG
Ertro high grade VHS tapes . '0 -Pock 53890
Fuji P-120
Metal particle 8mm tapes . '0 -Pack $3990
Sony P -I20
.8mm metal particle tapes ..0 -Pack $4890

Camcorders

Panasonic PV -602
"OmniMoyle" VHS Ccmcorder

 Switch -litter design accommodates ten or
right handed users  2 -LUX  High-speed
shutter 61 power -zoom wth macro Selr
rimer recording  Back.light switch

Ourlowe $64995
Vic (PAN PV602)

Sony CCD433
Ilmm 4.1.1IX, 61 zoom CALL
Sony CCD-TR4
Tirnrn Haedycorn, 61 zoom. 5 -LUX . . CALL
Sony CCD-TR6
8rnm Mondycorn. 8 1 zoom, crux . . . CALL
Sharp VL-1.310
12 I zoom 2 -LUX, 1/10.000th sec . . 1799"
JVC GRA-27U
vss-C 3-1.UX. 61 zoom CALL
Sony CCD-F55
.8nn 2-LJX I zoom. remote . . . GALL

Audio Add-Ons

Discwasher FG-1103
Motorized CD Cleaner

 Safely removes dust dir & fingerprints
 Timed operation stops after 28.ser,onds
 Damped lid  CD -1 cleaning fluid  Requires
2 X C batteries

Our

$1995 (DW FG1103)

Sumlko Tweek
ContocK enhancer for A/V & computer . $1495

Audloithsm CD Stop Light
Comp=1 disc edge treatment . . . . 94"
Target IT -1
rotrrkiyei wall speaker bracken. . Woe 524"
Kalmar 493
Sfockable Teak 30 compact sc holder '289°
Audloquest Feet
Sorbothone insulator Mel . . 4Pock $3495
Leslie Dame CD260KD
Oak 260 -CD or I60 -cassette storage unit159"

Compact Disc Storage

Leslie Dame CD-576/KD
Compact Disc Storage Unit

Crafted horn solid oak tordwcod  Holds 576
compact discs or 345 cassettes In any
combination (also holds 56 video taper. an tap
2 hers)  Natural oak or black

.°ire $13995 (ID Egg',23",ceilok2k)
Leslie Dame LP -140
Sfockcble rack. 140 LPs or Mt Oak

Leslie Dame C643
Wood cabinet holds 4.5 CDs '24"
Leslie Dame CD -236
Ook rock holds 36 CDs '24"
Product Plus CD/34

'39"Oak TM CD storage rack

Product Plus CD/162
Oak /gloss doors holds 162 CDs .

Product Plus MS -300
Oak awl holds 300 CDs gloss 000r1 . 959"

$1995

$6495

Sony KV-13TR24
13 Inch Monttor/Recelver

 1B1 channel capablity  High contrast
mirrorblock picture tube A V window on
screen  Sleep timer  Wireless remote
 Choose block or white finish

OL.-ur

$27995 ;SON 10/131R24,11K/Block)
virc :SON 10/13TR24WM/Whrie)

Sony FD -555
.4.5 B&W Watchman, matrix sunound . $149"
Samsung TC-9865TE
09 color remote. onscreen . . . $20995
Panasonic PVM-2028
20" color TV & VCR combination . . $529°5
JVC AV -2780S
2r color monitor S -input. surround . . CALL
Sony KV-27E1E50
27" monitor sub woofer. mini remote . CALL
Toshiba CF -3060
30" monitor MTS 700 -lines. onscreen . CALL

Portable Audio

Sony WM-F2078
"Sports" Digital AM/FM Cassette Walkman
 Rugged water-resistant design  14 -station

preset digital tuning  Auto -reverse  Dolby B
 Alarm clock  MDR water-resistant

headphones  Requires 2 X AA battens
OurLow $71995Prow(SON WMF2078)

Sony SRF-M45
AM /SSA stireo Walkman radio. mega bass 14995

Panasonic ROV-320
AM /FM cassette stereo w/headphones . 559"
Panasonic RX-CT800
3 -piece AM/FM duarcassette. E0 . . . 58995
Sony CPS -W402
AM/FIA dual Cassette auto -reverse IX . 199"
JVC 51P-50
CD player 22.1rock memory. headphones$179"

Marantz PMD221
2 speed cassette deck. pitch control . 1279"

FREE CATALOGUE
Fora FREE catalogue call Toll free
800 221 8180, or Write.
J&R Music World
Department 590491
5950 Queens-Mictown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11376

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE Zip

TO ORDER BY MAIL
SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD ((Include interbank No.
expiration date and signature.) TO JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. 590491, SR 59 QUEENS414110TOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETN, QUEENS. NYMM.Personal and

beusiness

checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping. Handling & insurance Charge Is 5%of Total Order tth a $4.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, wtth a $9.95 minimum charge ) For shipments
SALES

pleasedouble Mese harges. $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.OD.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD TAX
Ail MERCHANDISE SHINED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1991 JAR Music World CAA



COMPETITIVE PRICING . . . CALL NOW
FOR YOUR BEST DELIVERED PM!

Miniature CAMCORDERS HI-FI STEREO

AUTHORIZED
DEALER for

ALL BRANDS of
CAMCORDERS

AT LOW,
LOW.

PRICES'

 8mm 10:1 ZOOM
PCM STEREO

 8mm or VHS -C
MINI PALM SIZE

CHINON
C8SC98

 8mm 3LUX
8:1 ZOOM

 8mm HI -BAND 8:1
ZOOM EDIT SEARCH

The LATEST MODELS at the BEST VALUE:
 CANON Al DIGITAL  CANON H850  MINOLTA V20  PANASONIC PV40

 CANON E08  CHINON C8SC98  MINOLTA 8808  PANASONIC PV610

RCA, HITACHI. RICOH 8. MUCH MORE!

-PANASONIC 4 HD VHS
irc FLY ERASE HD

-TOSHIBA 2 HD Hi-Fi ST MTS
E.'"'"Sf
°f4G °f0.01481,s

-4+2 SUPER VHS Hi-Fi MTS C441.5.
SUPER FLY ERASE 410 LINES SYNCHRO EDIT

-4+2 SUPER VHS Hi-Fi MTS
DIGITAL w FLY ERASE
VIDEO BRAIN - Titter 8 Date recording -

Synchro-Edit Feature -

Shuttle Jog Control

-SUPER VHS TIGHT PRO -EDITS
FOR VIDEO ARTISTS & JOURNALISTS
Automatic assemble insert editing Character generator
Eight scene edit program - Field Accurate editing  Synchroedi

Tape time remaining indicator

-COMBO SVHS & SVHS-C

-BETAMAX
5299

-8mm PLAYER
5269

-SONY P6120 CV (2 Hour, 8mm) .. $4.99

-FUJI ST120 (SUPER VHS) $6.99
-EVAPORATED E6120 8mm .... $15.99

 VIDEO AUDIO SWITCHER
MODEL IIHAAY10 6 VIDEO IN. 2 MONITOR $5995
OUT. REMOTE w PRE -AMP

 VIDEO LASER DISC
DIGITAL STEREO $299

 VIDEO DISC DIGITAL STEREO $549
w AUTO REVERSE

 LASER DISC w SPECIAL
EFFECTS A OPTICAL OUTPUT . .

VIDEO JVC
EDITING PROCESSOR

CHARACTEIS

GENERATOR 16 WIPES BY COMBINING
5 ASIC PATTERNS COLOR BALANCING

w JOYSB11CK CONTROLLER
 A V INPUT A OUTPUT

 VIDEO ENHANCER
 8 BACKGROUND COLORS,

PLUS COLOR BAR CHART
 KEYBOARD 8 DETACHABLE

 6 -SPEED VERTICAL
8 TYPEWRITER SCROLLING

 VIDEO PROCESSOR
LOOP PaCi

 INDEPENDENT AV FADERS
SALE

CONTROL UNIT

 HEADPHONE MONITOR

VIDEONICS
DIRECT ED PLO'
VIDEO EDITOR
 ARRANGE FAVORITE

SCENES
IN ANY ORDER

 BUILT-IN CHARACTER
GENERATOR INTERNAL

GRAPHICS (12 TYPE STYLES 8 64 COLORS)
 12 TYPES OF FADES OR WIPES
 INDEX SCENES

 WIRELESS REMOTE

DOLBY PRO -LOGIC
HOME THEATER
DIRECT VIEW TV's

30" MTS $739

32" PIP MTS. STEREO . $1250

35" DIRECT VIEW $1599
40" - 70" REAR PROJECTION

OVER
700 LINES

ACCESSORIES:
 AZDEN WMS-PRO

 AZDEN VE-100

 VIDEONICS VE-1

 PANASONIC WJAVE5

 TITLE ZOOMING
SAE

 8 PAGE MEMORY NICE)

 3 WAY POWER SUPPLY CCV-601

 TOP OF THE LINE

 VHF WIRELESS SYSTiEM

 OVER 300 It RANGE
 FREQUENCIES SHOE

MOUNT

Rear .rojections
by

Toshiba
Hitachi

Sony
JVC

& more!

PORTABLE & COMPACT
STEREOS
 JVC PC X100
. JVC PCX200 $599 JVC MX1

DISC PLAYERS
 PORTABLE CD STARTING AT

 WALKMAN 1 29
CAR STEREOS
 AM FM CD in DASH . $249
 CAR CD CHANGER,
REMOTE $299

 RADAR DETECTORS . . CALL

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY LEGITIMATE PRICE

ORDERS ONLY: 1(800 ) 444-6300

All of the above include
ell Accessonea.
We ship withrir 24 hours
All prices quoted included
rnanulacture s standard
accessories 6 U S War
rainy All units are factory
sealed Shiporng & han-
dling extra



BACKBEAT
Steve

My Madonna Problem
(And Yours)

0

Y now, apparently everybody in
the world has seen Madonna's
Justify My Love video and formed
some passionate opinion about it.
That this has happened is, to be
sure, no small testament to the

business smarts of the former Madon-
na Louise Ciccone. In fact, given that
the clip is verboten on MTV, its ubiqui-
ty bespeaks a media and marketing
savvy demanding serious respect from
mere mortals like you and me. And
frankly, all the attendant brouhaha
(Censorship! The Decline of the West!
Bad Haircuts!) really is sort of neat: It
means that what passes for art these
days can still stir up controversy.

Of course, the irony here is that the

artifact in question is
hardly worth all the
fuss, especially by the
standards of Madon-
na's earlier work. Face
it, kids: The song itself
is just a functional
piece of disco erotica,
and the now -notorious
video simply sells it
efficiently, nothing
more, nothing less.
Granted, Justify's evo-
cation of polymor-
phous perversity might
be hot stuff if you've
never seen a Visconti
movie or Duran Dur-
an's Girls on Film. But
otherwise it's notable
solely as an indication
of Ms. Ciccone's alter-
nately pretentious and
pedestrian sexual pref-
erences (translation:
she has a thing, as they
used to say, for Euro-
sleaze). In short, no
big deal.

And yet, and yet . . .

I've been thinking a lot
about Madonna of late,
a chore occasioned by
the release of "The Im-
maculate Collection,"
her nearly complete
(that is, without Justi-
fy) video retrospective
on Warner/Reprise.
And the conclusion I
keep reaching has kind
of brought me up

short, especially since it seems to be a
minority view, barring Tipper Gore
and a religious nut or two. The conclu-
sion, of course, is that Madonna's
most hysterical detractors actually
have it right, that this woman and the
messages she sends are appalling and
mostly indefensible on a (gasp!) moral
level.

I am, I realize, verging on Cranky
Old Man territory here. Obviously,
there's no law saying pop music
should be spiritually uplifting. Equally
obviously, much of it-including stuff
I like a lot-isn't. That's part of pop's
appeal. If singles and videos were
nothing but humanist pieties with a
good beat, nobody in his or her right

mind would ever bother with them.
All that allowed, however, "The

Immaculate Collection" still makes
me want to take a shower when it's
over, and I think I know why-it's so
nakedly, so honestly scummy. Yes,
clip after clip vibrates with subtexts
ranging from the distasteful to the
nearly evil: porn -palace peepshows as
harmless rites of passage (Open Your
Heart), the Sixties civil-rights struggle
as just another pop image to be plun-
dered (Like a Prayer), heartfelt odes
to unwanted pregnancy (Papa Don't
Preach), narcissism posing as libera-
tion (Vogue), untrammeled greed (Ma-
terial Girt), and on and on. And yes,
individually, they can be (and actually
have been) justified with the sort of
arguments (Postmodern Irony! Sub-
versive Ambiguity! She's Only Kid-
ding!) you expect to hear in This Is
Spinal Tap. Unfortunately, when you
watch the clips back to back their
cumulative impact is anything but am-
biguous or ironic. You realize that this
stuff is an accurate representation of
one woman's sensibility (her soul, if
you will), like some ghastly disco ver-
sion of Advertisements for Myself.

None of this is to knock the music.
It's true that if Madonna had been run
over by a truck in 1985 the subsequent
direction of pop would not have been
altered one whit, and it's hard to imag-
ine a young musician somewhere lis-
tening to her albums and thinking,
"Wow, what a cool tiff. I oughtta steal
it." Still, the best of her singles are,
unquestionably, well crafted and dam-
nably catchy, which is why a lot of
folks-particularly feminists and gays
understandably desperate for some-
thing politically correct to dance to-
seem so ready to overlook or reinter-
pret what's actually being peddled.

Well, I can sympathize with that.
Lord knows there are enough records
in my collection that are (at best) guilty
pleasures, and I'm hardly advocating
some sort of ethical litmus test for pop
music. But we shouldn't pretend that
this stuff is value -neutral, either. What
I guess I'm really saying is, okay, sure,
go home and dance all you want to
"The Immaculate Collection"; some
nights I might even do the same thing.
But when we do, let's at least have the
grace to hate ourselves for it in the
morning. 0
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re= SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT
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LOUDSPEAKERS

List
089 95

SONY D-11
Orscmon Port
CD Player

SONY CFD-50
AM FM/MC-ASS
. ',sic mixing

PANASONIC
X-DS20

,to rev.

TECHNICS SBL-36/40
Powerful

Loudspeaker System
 Linear Phase 2 Way System  Large

CALL FOR PRICE

JENSEN 3120
12' 3 way

7E420
10.3 way

JBL 3800
Er away

TECHNICS SIL-60
10' 3 -way bass reflex

DBX SF -5000
3 way monitor

Mimi/ audio (800) 621-8042 (312) 664-0020
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 9-5

12 E. DELAWARE PLACE  CHICAGO, IL 60611

List
13995 SALE$74v9i1

List
250 00 SALE$9992

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

39995 SALES279P

PORTABLES

SONY WM-F2068
AMIFM Stereo Radio

Cassette player
 Dolby B NR  Auto -reverse with direction

and mode selectors  Variable Mega
Bass Ultra light MDR headphones

SALE $5495

17995 SALE $129"

1919995 SALE$159"

List
27995 SALE$2199$

JVC PCX-200
ANCFM CD CASS List
3 pc 399 95 SALE

TECHNICS SLXP-2
Port CD Player CALL FOR PRICE

AUTO

SANSUI RX-7100
Car Stereo with Cassette Deck

 High Power  Removeable din  18
presets  Dolby' B  Auto reverse

 Full logic

547995 SALE $279"
JBL T-900
12' 3 way

SHERWOOD
SCP-1002BP
240 watt trl-mode
amp

CQE4150
PANASONIC

/I/ .0.1,FM CO Player
Ole Reg Amp

List
19995 SALE57995

10995 SALE$179"

CASSETTE DECKS RECEIVERS

TEAC R-616 X
Auto Reverse

Cassette Deck
 Dolby B & C  One touch high speed
dubbing  Continuous Play Memory

play search dubbing  Full log no, ..0

S519 00
List

SALE $22400

TEAC V285CHX List
Dolby B CHX Pro 14595 SALE$89"

SCOTT DD -700
Dolby' EtiC Dubbing. List

rev 1 17995 SAL ES109"

RS
TF.O_H-1N55IC S

Dolby' B Deck .1 List
auto -rev 189.95 SALES 189"

JVC TDR-431
Dolby' El C HX-Pro
Auto rev CALL FOR PRICE

ge MOOD
Dolby' 13.0 Dual List
auto rev decks 289 95 SALES189"

JVC TDIN-901
Dolby' BIC Twin auto rev
dubbing CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC V -970X
Dolby' HX-Pro 3 HD List
remote. DBX 79995 SALE $44900

AUDIO TAPE

MAXELL R-60DM
Digital tape SQ"
MAXELL MXS-90
Metal Bras 1010,17"
TDK SAX -90
High Bias 10,0,99"
SONY SR90
metal cuss 101.'99"
TDK T-120
EHG 10 to,s34"

HEADPHONES
SONY MDR-CD6 List 511995
Digital Stereo
Headphones SALE $6995

AKG K55

AZDEN DSR18

SENNHEISER
HD -450

KOSS JCK-200
Wireless headphone
system

SONY MDR 1F5K
Cordless
Headphones

List
50 00

List
6995

List
79 DO

SAL 1$33"

sALE$39"

sALEs59N

List
150 00 SALE$89"

List
199 95 SALE$99"

TECHNICS SA-GX500
Quartz Synthet tied

AMIFM Stereo Receiver
 160 W (130.2) front 30 W (.16x2) real

 Dolby' Surround System  49 key wireless
A V remote  24 preset  Parametric
Equalizer  Preset EQ curve memory

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS
SA-GX700
100 wart ch . digital

g CALL FOR PRICE,unin

SHERWOOD
RV -1340R
100 watt Ch it. remote
20 watt Ch rear,
Dolby surround

List
95 SALE$229"

KENWOOD
K RV -8020

ront 100 watt ch
20 watt ch . learn
remote CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SA-GX 100

remote cc CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX-703BK
iio Ch Ir., Prog remote
12 ch rear CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX-903VBK
100 watt Ch . learning
remote digital d
Dolby' Pro -log CALL FOR PRICE

VIDEO

Of B
PIONEER CLD-1080
baserdisc 'ICD Player

 All Disc Talents  High Quality Picture
 High Quality Sound  BX Oversompling
 20 bit compact OEIC  Remote Controi

CALL FOR PRICE
JVC HRD-780
2HD, HiFi, Remote, CALL FOR PRICE

SONY SLV-575
Remote Control VHS 114,
Videocassette recorder CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MDP-333
Remote Multi -disc
player CALL FOR PRICE

AZDEN AVS-20
Video switcher

rob cmixing
List
13995 SALE$99"

AUDIO -SOURCE

SS.2Remote Dolby'
Surround Sound Amp CALL FOR PRICE

JVC-HRS5500
SUMS HiF. 4 HD 11099 95 SALES649"

TECHNICS
SU-AV55
Remote. A V AMP digital
Dolby Surround CALL FOR PRICE

CD PLAYERS

i 121 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

NOTE: This is lust a partial listing of our exten
sive inventory Please call for quotes on add,

1111110

Ilonal items or to request a tree price list
VISA

MED
TECHNICS SL -P370

Programmable
Compact Disc Player

new generation of CD . fn. --

MASH Digital -to -Analog
 Linear Motor transport  10 key direct
access on front panel & remote control

CALL FOR PRICE

SHARP DXR-770R

213"o°fcek Drag
List

D

21995st SALES109"rem

8x Oversampling. List
remote 269 95 SALES 1299s

TECHNICS SL-PS50
1 bit Mash CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLZ431
ttx Oversompling.
20bit DAC CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SLP-170
Temchneics best 1/bit

CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC AD -1
CD/Cass combo,
Dolby 09.95 SALES 199"

Eartill°
6 -Disc Changer 4.
Oversam
remotepling La 95 SALES 19995

Mrs
, bit, Mash, rotary changer
remote CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLM-403
6«1 CD Change
18 bit DAC CALL FOR PRICE

PIONEER CLD980
CD'CLDCDV Combo List
player, remote SOO 00 SALE 5369`5

TURNTABLES

TECHNICS SLDD22
Direct Drive
Turntable

 Full gimbal -pivoted tone arm
 Semi -automatic

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS SLL25
 Fully auto, Linear Tracking Turntable
 Remote capable  repeat  front panei
operation  Anti -vibration
construction

TECHNICS SL 1200 II
 Quartz -locked direct
drive manual turntable
with tone arm

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

CARTRIDGES

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT122LP

''2506 SALE54995

STANTON L-680EL

106 00 SALE549"

SHURE L,1
M-111HE 14995 sALES5700

AUDIO TECHNICA AT 1551.0
List
299 95 SALES11995

SHURE ust
15VMRLE 300 SC SALES145"

kin,, 116:8Mta.11.11.:=8:1M8 8= MI MID MP:al:MAW OD al1,11:011.1=1.,:111111111111M :11111.1M.11M1,111:=1:1M:11Ms
`,.____Ali,461111411111111MI AM IM IM: 1110:11M =1.1= IMIMI:11.401:1MiMI:IMP:IMI IMIAMPal:Mall10,1111MiNIAMI:=1.11,

List
700 00 SALE533000

Prices in this ad ore for
mail-order only Freight
charges not included in
prices All merchandise
shipped brand new. fac-
tory fresh with full war-
ranty Not responsible for
typographical errors
Prices and availability
subject to change

RETURN POLICY: Equipment received within the first
14 days from dote of shipment may be returned to
us for repair or replacement at no additional
charge' Atter the 14 day period it is the rnanufaC-
turers resonsibility to repair or replace an item
through their U.S.warranty NOTE. Certain manufac-
turers require all returns to be processed directly
through them and not through us so please ask
when making your purchase. All cancellations
are subject to a service charge.

'Does not Include shipping fees
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Discs and tapes

reviewed by

Robert Ackart, Richard freed,

David Hall, Eric Salzman, and

David Patrick Stearns

BERG: Chamber Concerto for Violin and
Piano with Thirteen Winds (see Best of the
Month, page 85)

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 2 (see Best of
the Month, page 84)

DEBUSSY: La Mer; Jeux; Le Martyre de
Saint Sebastien, Symphonic Fragments;
Prelude d l'Apres-Midi d'un Faune. Mon-
treal Symphony Orchestra, Charles Du-
toit cond. LONDON © 430 240-4, @ 430
240-2 (76 min).

Performance: High style
Recording: Bright and clear

Charles Dutoit gives us here a canny mix
of familiar and esoteric Debussy. The
high point in the former category is a
beautifully poised realization of the Pre-
lude d l'Apres-Midi d'un Faune with
elegant solo work from the flutist Timo-
thy Hutchins. La Mer emerges with great
felicity of detail, but I wish the final
pages of the opening movement were
more overpoweringly elemental, and in
the finale I missed the savagery found in
the readings by Toscanini and Karajan.

The 1913 "tennis ballet," Jeux, com-
posed for Sergei Diaghilev, is elusively
cinematic but none the less intriguing for
that; some have found anticipations of
Webern in the score's harmonic struc-
ture and motivic metamorphoses. Du-
toit's taut reading reflects an intellectual
approach to the work similar to that of
Pierre Boulez, as opposed to a more
overtly poetic style like that of Simon
Rattle's recent EMI/Angel recording.

The concert suite from Le Martyre de
Saint Sebastien is genuinely moving,
though the lack of connecting narration
may make the work (derived from De-
bussy's 1911 music for d'Annunzio's
quasi -medieval "mystery play") less in-
telligible as drama than it is in more
complete recordings. Among the more
striking moments are the clear refer -

Explanation of Symbols
 = Tape cassette = LP record
 = Compact disc (timings are

to the nearest minute)

Classical Music

Basic Ives
AMONG the host of recordings from

the 1974 Charles Ives centennial,
the most novel and entertaining
was a Columbia release titled "Old
Songs Deranged-Music for The-
atre Orchestra," recorded by what

was then the Yale Theatre Orchestra in
the university's Sprague Hall under the
baton of James Sinclair. The editions
used were the work of Sinclair and a
colleague, Kenneth Singleton. Now,
with the financial support of the Ives
scholar and pianist John Kirkpatrick, his
wife, Hope Kirkpatrick, and the Charles
Ives Society, Koch International Clas-
sics has released an equally fascinating
collection performed by the Yale The-
atre Orchestra's successor ensemble,
the Orchestra New England, with Sin-
clair again at the helm. And again the
performing editions carry the imprima-
tur of the Ives Society Critical Edition.

The Country Band March (1903) was
the opener on the 1974 Columbia LP,
and it's just as zestful and funny as ever
with its off-key bits, devil -take -the -hind-
most rhythms, and "false" entries fabu-
lously executed. The Four Ragtime
Dances, orchestrated from Ives's 1904
sketches and shot through with hymn -
tune references, served as grist for later
and larger works such as the Orchestral
Set No. 2 and the First Piano Sonata.
The Postlude in F (1890), which derives
from an organ piece written by Ives in his
teens and orchestrated in 1895, has a
pronounced Brahmsian flavor.

Calcium Light Night and Yale-Prince-
ton Football Game, both from the late
1890's, are redolent of the composer's
student days at Yale. These works repre-
sent Ives's Mickey Mousing at its inge-
nious best and funniest, the football

Conductor
James Sinclair

piece especially (this is its first -ever re-
cording). Calcium Light Night fares
much better in Sinclair's performance
here than in the 1970 effort by Gunther
Schuller for Columbia.

The remainder of the recording finds
us on more familiar Ivesian ground. Sin-
clair's realization of the 1906 Set for
Theatre Orchestra On the Cage, In the
Inn, In the Night) is singularly telling in
terms of the atmosphere it evokes, nota-
bly the haunting poignance of the last
piece. The Largo Cantabile "Hymn" of
1904 has been recorded several times
before in various versions. It's one of the
loveliest of Ives's hymn -based slow
movements, and Sinclair's performance
is the best yet. His version of Three
Places in New England (1908-1914) seeks
to re-create the sound of the chamber -
orchestra version Ives prepared in 1930,
and for me the music gains both in trans-
parency of texture and clarity of its
complex rhythmic elements.

What comes through from the begin-
ning to the end of this program is the
zest, the passion, and the consummate
musicianship that animate each and ev-
ery performance. The Sprague Hall
acoustics provide just the kind of bright
yet intimate sound needed for this mu-
sic. No matter how much recorded Ives
has come your way before, do not on any
account pass up this album. David Hall

IVES: Country Band March; Four Rag-
time Dances; Postlude in F; Cakium Light
Night- Yale-Princeton Football Game; Set
for Theatre Orchestra; Largo Cantabile
"Hymn"; Three Places in New England.
Orchestra New England, James Sinclair
cond. KOCH INTERNATIONAL CLASSICS
© 3-7025-4, C) 3-7025-2 (55 min).
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RFeFf VER.!

PIONEER VSX-9700S
 125 WATTS P/C RECEIVER
 DOLBY PRO LOGIC SURROUND *FP
 MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY
CARVER PA 722' 416 ONKYO TX-SV5OPR0' ..........CALL

536 ONKYO TX-SVIOPRO" ______ 616
636 (MKT° TX-SV90PR0' ...____..796
236 ONKYO TX -866' ... .....___. 336

°ENGIN DRA-435RA 296 PHILIPS FR -50 .. ............__ 296
DENON DM-825RA' 596 PIONEER VSX-3700S ........._....326
DENON AYR 1010' 746 PIONEER VSX-47COS 396

NC FIX -7133M 326 PIONEER VSX-5700S 466

.11/C RX 803VEK 396 POWER VSX-D1S ._______...886
LUXMAN R113' 276 PROTON AV -646' . _496
LUXMAN R115' 596 SENT STR-AV720' ...____ 276

LUXMAN R117' 846 SONY STR-AV920* 356
IA/ AIM RS3559 1396 SONY STR-AV1020' .... 446

NAD 7240PE" 346 SONY SIRD2020' CALL

NAD 7000X' 436 SONY STR-GX60Er 426

NAD 7400Pf ' 796 YAMAHA RX-350' 196

NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 3' 316 YAMAHA RX-450' CALL

746 YAMAHA RX-V1050' CALL

CARVER HR 772'
DENON EKIA-335RA'

NAKAMIC HI FECEIVER 1'

TAPE DECK

NAKAMICHICASSETTE DECK2*
 2 HEAD

BI-DIRCASSETTAUTO SEARC HE

DECK $316 DOLBY I3C  DIGITAL DISPLAY
ECTION, AL

APNA ADF 800 286
AIWA ADF-1000 446
AIWA ADWX-717 CALL
AIWA ADWX-8 296
CARVER TD 1700' 466
CASK) DA -2 PORTABLE TAT
DENON DRN-700A' .. . 316
DENON DRM-800' 386
DENON ORW-750* CALL
DENON CAW -850' ......... ........ 366
DENON DIR-2000' "ear 846
JVC IDW-503 CALL
NAD 6340' 296

NAKAMICHCASSET11 V ...... 716
NAKAMICHI DRAGON'....._ CALL
ONKYO TA2700' CALL
ONKYO TARW-490' 466
PHILIPS FC-60 546
PIONEER CTW-53CIR 186
PIONEER CTW-830R CALL
SONY TCW-8820' 336
SONY DIC-700' TAT 676
YAMAHA KXW-232' CALL
YAMAHA ICKW-900' 516
YAMAHA KX-630' 376
YAMAHA KX-930' CALL

ARAGON 4004MKII*
 200 WATT P/C AMPLIFIER $1346 HI -CURRENT / VOLTAGE
ADCOM GFA 545MKII" . ....... 426
ADCOM GFA-555MKT 646
ADCOM GFA 565' . .. ........... CALL
ADCOM GEP-51:61* ... .......... .. 646
ADCOM G TP-500MK II' ..... 516
ADCOM ACE -515 . 186
AUDIOSOU C5RCE SS -THREE .. 336
CARVER
CARVER cri r ....... .. 656
CARVER TIM 15' .. . 336
CARVER TIM 45' 6%
DENON TU-460' 1%
DEMON PMA-860* 316
DENON AVC-3000' ... ........... 766

LUXMAN TP-11r
MUSE 150 AUTHORIZES DEALER
NAD 1600' 336
NAD 2600' . 5%
NAD 1700' CALL
(NIETO T-9090 MKT 5136

PARASOUND HCA-1200 796
PHILIPS SC -80 . ... ...... 596
PHILIPS AV -1000 .... REFERENCE
PROTON AA -1150 ...... . 236
YAMAHA AX -630' 356
YAMAHA DSP-E300' ....... 636
YAMAHA DSP-A700' . 926
YAMAHA MX -1000' ._.... .... 896

SPEAKERS

ALL PRICES PER PAIR
A. RESEARCH 570 ... POWERED
A. RESEARCH TSW-510A ... 466
ALLISON AL115 CALL
ALLISON AL120 486
ALLISON CD6 BEST suyil 296
AUDI OSOURCE LS2 226
BOSE AM -3 399
BOSE 2.2 186
BOSE 4. 2
BOSE 6.22 41686

BOSE 10.2 S II ............ 896
BOSE 901 CONCERTO ..... CALL
B. ACOUSTIC HO -7" 176
B. ACOUSTIC A7OSII 256
B. ACOUSTIC T830' 376
B. ACOUSTIC T1030" 796
B. ACOUSTIC SUB SAT 6' 396
CARVERAP/ABNG SILVER  1296
CELESTION 3 & 5 __IN ROM
CELESTION DL -4 SII 246
CELESTION DL -12 SII 686
DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS10 CALL
DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -3 346
INFINITY REFERENCE 1' 1 76

INFINITY REFERENCE 5' 736
INFINITY KAPPA 5' 546

BOSE SE -5
 SUBWOOFER

SATELLITE SYSTEM
 AUTHORIZED DEALER
 5 YR MANUFACTURER

USA WARRANTY

$599
JB3800 296
JBL U(44AUTHORIZED DEALER
JBL L20013 876
KEF C-55' 466
KEF C-85' CALL
KEF 103.3' 1086
KEF 104.2' 1686
KEF 105.3' 2786
KEF 107' 3496
KUPSCH KG -1' CALL
KUPSCH KG -4' 486
NHT ZERO 136
NHT MODEL 1.3 CALL
OHM 3X0 1156
OHM 4X0 CALL
PINNACLE PN2. CALL
PINNACLE PN5. .................146
PINNACLE PN8, CALL
POLK AUDIO 4.6 SIP 236
POLK AUDIO 5JR.SII 296
POLK MONITORIOSII 566
POLK AUDIO RM3000 616
POLK AUDIO RTAI5TL 1096
VELODYNE IN STOCK
WHARFEDALE DIAMOND IV CALL
YAMAHA NS1 OM' 286

0 PLAYERS

DENON DCD-2560*
 20 BIT 8X OVERSAMPLING

$54 20 TRACK PROGRAMMING
-4 LAMBDA CONVERTERS
ADCOM GDC-575' 436
CARVER EL 3300' 466
(TENON DCD-660' ._......_._ 226
DENON DCD-860' 286
IXNON DCD-3560' ..... CALL
LUXMAN D1-112 ......... 386
MAGNAVOX CD8-624 .. 286
NAD 5000 ................ . CALL
NAMMICHI CD PLAYER 4' 276
NAXAMICHI CD PLAYER 3' 476

MVO DX -3800' 356
ONKYO DX -6800' 496
PHILIPS LI111500 PelerenceSenes
SONY CDP-790' 216

SONY CDP 209ES' ........ ..... . . 266
SONY CDP-X33E5- CALL
SCNY CDP155ES' ... . 786
YAMAHA CDX-550' . . 216
YAMAHA CDX-930' 416

- =-701t71.8.-8 - 00.: 9. 09 09 0 C=.0-* MIE71.1=

DENON DCM-450
 6 DISC MAGAZINE
 PROGRAMMABLE
CARVER TLM-3600'
DENON DCM350'
DENON DCM777
JVC XLM30313K
JVC XLM403EX .......
LUXMAN DC113' .........
MAGNAVOX CDC -552 ....._.
NAD 5170'
NAKAMIC HI CD PLAYERr
ONKYO DXC-310'

*

CHANGER
 REMOTE

536 ONKYO DXC-510 . ...._ 396
266 PHILIPS CDC -875 CALL

..466 PIONEER PCM-530 .... . 216
.. 216 PIONEER PON 630 ._____. 286
..246 PIONEER PDIA-730 376

446
...276

546 SONY CDP-C85ES' 436
686 YAMAHA CDC -615' _ _ CALL
336 YAMAHA CDC -805' 376

CALL FOR PRODUCTS
NOT LISTED

ALPINE 7516* SONY cox -7540'
*FULL LOGIC CASSETTE  AMR IA CD PLAYER
CD SHUTTLE  PULLOUT DES

CONTROLLER $366  HIGH POWER

HEAD UNITS CD PLAYERS
ALPINE 7189' 216 ALPINE 5903S' 386
ALPINE 7192' 266 ALPINE 59525* 426
ALPINE 7292' 306 ALPINE 5959S' 676
ALPINE 7294' 436 ALPINE 7801' 446
ALPINE 7380' 286 ALPINE 7903' 436
ALPINE 7390' 466 ALPINE 7904' 396
BLAUPUNKT VANCOUVER 346 CLARION 5670CD 346
CLARION 9771 ... .......... ..... 236 CLARION CD6100 366
CLARION 9772 226 DENON OCC-1570' CALL
CLARION 3770 296 DENON DCC-8970' 536
DENON DCR7870' 436 KENWGOD KRC-400 CALL
JVC KS-RG3 246 NAKAMICHI CDC101* .......686
JVC KS-RG5 296 NAKAPACHI CD760' .... .... 896
KEN WOOD KRC-510' 236 PIONEER DEH-750 . FULL LINE
KENWOOD KRC-610' 256 PIONEER CDX-FM55 IN
NAKAMICHI RD360' 336 PIONEER CDX-M50 STOCK
NAKAMICHI RD460* 426 SANSUI CDR -807 436
NAKAMICHI TD560' .... ... 686 SONY COX -A30 326
PIONEER KEH-M50000R CALL SONY CDX-A3ORF CALL
PIONEER KEH-81000R 346 SONY COX7520 CALL
SONY XR4747 .. 166 -601 / XOVERS
SONY XR6500 276 ADS 642CSI' . ...... ... ... 186
SONY X117070 306 AUDIO CONTROL 2XS 96
SONY XR7180 296 CLARION EO701 126
SONY XR7280 386 CLARION E0711 206
S.STREAM TCA40 226 PIONEER E0-6000 CALL
S.STREAM TC303' ... ..... .... 296 SONY 3CC500 116
S.STREAM TP06' 416 SONY X190 MKII 166
YAMAHA 405' 316 SOUND STREAM SX2 96

NEW JERSEY
RETAIL ONLY

331 Rt.4 WEST
PARAMUS, NJ

HOURS: 6 DAYS A WEEK MON THRU SAT 10-9

201-489-0666

10 -DAY MONEY -BACK
RETURN POLICY

Returns acceptal within 10 days (must be called in tor pdor authoryNion)
Pioduds must be in original condition. Returns subject lo restocking lee,

shipping and handling nal ndundable

NEXT DAY SERVICE
OVERNIGHT ANYWHERE IN THE

U.S., PUERTO RICO & USVI
CALL FOR PRICES SE HABLA ESPANOL

GUARANTEED DELIVERY
ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS

We do our best to have sufficient inventory on all advertised
products. If demand exceeds supply, rain checks will be issued

on out of stock merchandise

30 -DAY SPEAKER TRIAL
We want you to be acoustically satisfied. If the

speakers you buy don't sound as good as we said they
would, then lust send them back for an exchange.

PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. AD REPRESENTS A SMALL



ASK ABOUT
6TH AVENUE'S

XTENDED WARRANTY

it

MB QUART325CS*
 5- dit 3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
 4' MIDRANGE s386
 3/4* TWEETER -

SPEAKERS RaRwRR
ADS 2001' 206
ADS 3001S* 276
ADS 320IS' 396
ALPINE 6056AD 176
B. ACOUSTICS 763" 216
B. ACOUSTICS 797" 176
B. ACOUSTICS 851" 166
B. ACOUSTICS 861  176
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 4.2- .246
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 6.2" .316
B. ACOUSTICS PRO10.0"NEW
BAZOOKA T102.. 146
BAZOOKA T62' CALL
BAZOOKA T82* CALL
INFINITY CS -4K 166
INFINITY RS693K 176
JBL 1

MB QUART 0M130CS* 17606

MB QUART 0M218CS" 266
MB QUART 0M325CS 386
MB QUART 0M335CS 586
NAKAMICHI SP65 156
ORION XTR WOOFERS .... CALL
PIONEER TS1607 76
PIONEER TSA-6908 116
PIONEER TSA-6995 .. 166
R.FOSGATE SPP124 276
S STREAM SS10' 176
S STREAM SS15* 416

ADS PQ -20*
 4 X 60WATIS

HI CU
BRIDGEABLERRENT $546

wRa AMPLIRERS
ADS P0-8' .......
ADS P0-10'
ADS PH -15'
ALPINE 3541'
ALPINE 3542'
ALPINE 3550'
ALPINE 3554'
ALPINE 3544'
AUTOTEK 7150
AUTOTEK 7204
ALPHASONIK PMA-2050
ALPHASONIK PMA-2175

156
366
496
196
246
236
376
446
356
476
176
476

CARVER M2120' 296
CARVER M4060' 366
DENON DCA-3500' 466
HIFONICS . Authorized Dealer

NAK
KENAMWOOICHD

I PA202' 246
CALL

NAKAMICHI PA304' 426
ORION Authorized Dealer
PIONEER GM3000 CALL
PPI Authorized Dealer
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 75' ...296
SHERWOOD XA-2104 146
SHERWOOD SCP-802BP 166
SHERWOOD SCP-1002 176
S. STREAM 010011' 266
S. STREAM CLASS A 50SII 316
S. STREAM MC 245' 476

'`AMCORDERS
CANON
AIMKI I DIGITAL
 4 LUX/LOW LIGHT
 8:1 ZOOM
 HI-FI STEREO

SONY CCDTR4 .636
SONY CCDF77 826
SONY CCDF55 696

PANASONIC PV10 646 SONY CCDV101 1076
PANASONIC PV20 696 CANON A1MKII . ....... ..1176
PANASONIC PV40 886 OLYMPUS 10(-806 796
PANASONIC PV610 626 JVC GR-65U ..............746
PANASONIC PV -645 876 JVC GR-AX7U 696
SONY CCD7R7 826 PENTAX PVC900A 1286
SONY CCD7R6 ........ ......... 776 CHINON CVT-84 996
FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

PANASONIC PV -4060
 4

 FULL REMOTE

HI-FI STEREO MTS
 ON SCREEN PROGRAMMABLE P

JVC HRD 6600 296 PANASONIC PV -4070 566
JVC 11130 -8751.1  . ..... ....... 416 PANASONIC PVS-4990 .........1296
JVC 11130-9700 496 PHILIPS VR-6405 346
JVC HIS -5800U 656 PHILIPS VR-6605 546
JVC HRS-C1000U . 146 RCA VE1-671HE 376
MITSUBISHI HS -U32 . 346 RCA VR-520 326
MITSUBISHI HS -U52 426 SCNY SLV 575 426
MITSUBISHI HS -U53 CAI L SONY SIN 676 496
MITSUBISHI HS -U62 386 SONY SLV-R5 5-VI4S CALL
PANASONIC PV -2004 236 SCNY EVS 550 ORM CALL
PANASONIC PV -4010 .. 266 TOSHIBA SV-970 "ALL
FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

LASER PLAYERS
BE ,1111

rkwur
CZ. ) o.11)
Mr 

PIONEER CLD2080
 18 BIT 8X OVERSAMPLING
 5 IN 1 COMBO PLAYER 546 MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY
DENON LA -2000 536 PIONEER CLD980 296
DENON LA -3000' 776 PIONEER CLD1080 .. 396
MITSUBISHI MV -7010 . 696 PIONEER CLD3080 . 836
PHILIPS CDV-400 596 SONY MDP-333 .436
PHILIPS CDV600 NEW 1 BIT YAMAHA CDV1700 596

FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

Ha -END SYSTEM
DENON G05
 CD PLAYER
 AM/FM RADIO
 DUAL CASSETTE
 PROGRAMMABLE
 REMOTE CONTROL
BOSE LIFESTYLE SYSTEM
DENON DT -400' 296
NAKAMICHI TM1* 116
NAKAMICHI CP-1* 316
PROTON A1300011 726

TELEVISION
SHARP VISION XV-100
20-100" PROJECTION

 LCD VIDEO PROJECTOR
 VIEW FROM AIN ANGLE (7,----77..:. -

. . . . . . EASY TO SET UP 01- - ..-
.... REQUIRES MINIMAL SPACE 00,

 LARGEST AUTHORIZED DEALER.,
 MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY

$350 MFGR'S
REBATE

JVC AV -2080S 356 SONY NV-27TS30 626
JVC AV -2780S 646 SONY KV-27XBR10 786
MITSUBISHI CS20-OR 366 SONY KV-27XBR15 ...... 1036
MITSUBISHI CS2724R 726 SONY KV-27XBR50 996
MITSUBISHI CS3506R CALL SONY KV-32X8810 1596
PHILIPS 131(110 286 SONY KV-32XBR15 CALL
PHILIPS 271(251 796 SONY KV-32XBR50 1696
PHILIPS 27K291 "1111T _996 TOSHIBA CX2779K PIP 746
PHILIPS 31 K391 IDT1r _1996 TOSHIBA CF3264K PIP....GAIL
PROTON VT331 CALL TOSHIBA CZ3299K PIP :IDTV
RCA F213705DG TOP RATED
RCA F27181DG 746
SONY KV-13T924 246 MISTUBISHI VS -4503R CALL
SONY KV-1380R 336 MISTUBISHI VS -5003R CALL
SONY KV-19TR20 316 PHILIPS WALL VISION CALL
SONY KV-197S20 356 PIONEER ..NEW UNE IN STOCK
SONY 101-20EXRIO 426 SHARP VISION XV-200
SONY KV-27EXR10 676 SHARP VISION XV-101 ... CALL
FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

PROJECTION TVs

SONY D-35
 PORTABLE CD PLAYER
 8X OS -RECHARGEABLE

286
SONY 011 136
SONY D25 236
SONY D66 196
SONY DT -66 256
SONY 0180 216
SONY 0555 ......... ...... 366
DE NON DCP-50-.. 216
DENON DCP-100' 296
MAGNAVOX AZ6892 246
PANASONIC SLP 1 196

SPORTABOUTS
SONY WMD3 PRO . ....... ..226
SONY WMD6C PRO 226
SONY TCD-5M PRO 546
SONY WMF 2097 186
SONY WMF-2095 126
SONY WMF-2081 . 66
AIWA HSJ880 166

HEADPHONES
PHILIPS AZ68046K 246 SONY MDR -V6 76
TOSHIBA XR943I 246 SENNHEISER HO -520 126
TOSHIBA XR945P KIT 316 FILL LINE SENNHEISER
FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

NSTALLERS SPECIAF
BOSTON
ACOUSTIC
3p.0**

USH MO JNT IN WALL SPEAKER
 2 -WAY HIGH POWER
 WHITE OR BLACK
 MOUNTING DEPTH 3 1 4'
Rwl IN WALL SPEAKERS MN
ADS C-30015 276
ADS C -400I' 376
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 325-146
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 350 216
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 380" 346
INFINITY ERS-540' 196
INFINITY ERS-600 246

$266
Rwl IN WALL SPEAKERS MEM
INFINITY ERS-803' 396
JBL S3 IN STOCK
JBL S4 IN STOCK
KEF IN -WALL CALL
SONANCE 146
SONANCE IV' 366
NILES FULL UNE IN STOCK

SANSUI MC -1000 ... 796
SONY FH-5CD 796 ARISTON 0 DECK AIKII 326 TECHNICS SI131322
SONY MHF-3500 CALL AR EB 101 CALL TECHNICS SL1200 MK II
SONY MHC-5500 896 BiS0 R x- 2 CALL THOPENS 10280 M<II
YAMAHA YST-C11 726 SONY PS-FL7 MICE 276 THORENS T D320 MKII

116
366
246
596

PRODUCTS COME WITH 1 -YEAR 6TH AVENUE
ELECTRONICS WARRANTY ONLY - 6TH AVE

ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN AUTHORIZED DEALER OF
BOSTON ACOUSTICS MERCHANDISE AND THE

MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY

WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT THESE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

MULTI SYSTEM
110/220 PAL/SECAM/NTSC

LARGEST SELECTION AVAILABLE

CUSTOMER SERVICE
201 489-1792

HOURS: MONDAY - FRIDAY 10 AM - 6 PM
PLEASE DO NOT CALL THIS NUMBER FOR PRICES

NEW YORK
RETAIL ONLY

1024&1030
6th AVENUE, NY.

HOURS: 7 DAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-6:30 SUN 11-5

212-391-2777
PERCENTAGE OF INVENTORY. CONSUMER AFFAIRS LICENSE NEW YORK M 805697 & # 816928. PRICES VALID THRU 5/1/91



ences in the third section to Act II of
Wagner's Parsifal. The performance is
altogether superb, as is the rich and
powerful recording. The only drawback
is the skimpy annotation. D.H.

GERSHWIN: Cuban Overture; Concerto
in F; Rhapsody in Blue; Lullaby. Alicia
Zizzo (piano); George Gershwin Festi-
val Orchestra, Michael Charry cond.
PRO ARTE ® CDD 514 (70 min).

Performance: Idiomatic
Recording: On the dry side

This disc is labeled "First recordings of
the original George Gershwin scores,"
and it has the imprimatur of the Gersh-
win authority Edward Jablonski, who
produced the recording and provided the

Sinopoli: MOH Mahler

annotation. He points out that Gersh-
win's scores were tampered with by
"well-meaning but wrong-headed edi-
tors [whose] Improvements' suppressed
the unique Gershwin touch."

Alicia Zizzo, the pianist in the Concer-
to in F, Rhapsody in Blue, and Lullaby,
did a good deal of digging in order to re-
create just what Gershwin himself origi-
nally wrote and performed. But that
premise itself is open to question. The
Lullaby, which we know as a piece for
strings, is presented here as a piano solo
because that is how Gershwin first put it
on paper-but his own notation on that
piece of paper indicated that the music
was intended for string quartet, and what
he wrote certainly seems more suited to
the string idiom than to the piano. In
Rhapsody in Blue, Zizzo has gone to
great pains to restore the solo part exact-
ly as Gershwin played it in the famous
1924 premiere; but it is not at all unusual
for a composer to withhold publication
of a new work until after the first perfor-
mance so that changes indicated by that
experience may be incorporated into the
printed score. The orchestration of the
concerto, we are told, "required re-edit-
ing to restore its true Gershwinesque

'modern romantic' voice." The listener
may or may not detect these differ-
ences-and may or may not be con-
vinced that Gershwin would have pre-
ferred these versions to the scores as
published.

A stronger case may be made for the
restoration of nine "lost" measures at
the end of the Cuban Overture, though
again the results seem negligible. In any
event, there are arguments for regarding
these presentations as uniquely authori-
tative-even if not uniquely persuasive.
Zizzo plays with enlivening commit-
ment, and Michael Charry, secure in the
idiom, keeps the George Gershwin Fes-
tival Orchestra-of unspecified prove-
nance-on its toes. The recorded sound,
however, is very much on the dry side,
and this vitiates the vitality of the perfor-
mances; the Cuban Overture is sonically
quite dead. R.F.

LISZT: Sonata in B Minor; Mephisto
Waltz No. 1; Liebestraum No. 3, in A -flat
Major; La Chapelle de Guillaume Tell.
Claudio Arrau (piano). PHILIPS ® 422
060-2 (57 min).

Performance: Seasoned
Recording: Vivid

Claudio Arrau was eighty-two when he
made this recording of the Liszt sonata
nearly six years ago, and he was eighty-
six when he recorded the rest of the
program. But age, if apparent at all.
shows itself here mostly in terms of
accumulated wisdom and depth, not in
any abatement of power. Arrau is very
much the old tiger in the sonata, which is
set forth in the "grand manner" and is
possibly even more assertive than his
last recording of the work. If his ap-
proach tends to be a little episodic, it is
inspiriting for its directness, charged
with drama yet never overloaded.

Arrau had not made a commercial
recording of the Mephisto Waltz before
this one, but a live performance, from a
recital in Lugano in May 1963, may be
heard on Ermitage. The difference made
by twenty-six years may be measured by
the additional minute and a half or so in
the new performance, which suggests
something more like a fascinated obser-
vation of the scene than a participation in
it but reveals numerous details usually
obscured.

In both the sonata and the Mephisto
Waltz, Minoru Nojima's performances
on Reference Recordings remain in a
class by themselves, operating on a
unique level of subtlety, sweep, and all-
round inspiration. Arrau's disc, how-
ever, also includes his first recordings of
the Liebestraum and the first piece from
the Annees de Pelerinage, both touched
with the sort of uncontrived poetry and
noble simplicity that have always distin-
guished this pianist's Beethoven. More
than a few listeners may find the disc
indispensable for these items alone. R.F.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 1, in D Major.
Philharmonia Orchestra, Giuseppe Sino-

poli cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ®
429 228-2 (57 min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

This fourth installment in Giuseppe Si-
nopoli's Mahler symphony cycle finds
him in excellent interpretive form. Re-
cording with the Philharmonia Orchestra
in All Saints Church, Tooting, Sinopoli
follows somewhat the same classic line
as Christoph von Dohnanyi in his recent
London CD, but with less studied re-
straint and a fine feel for the work's
lyrical element, particularly in the finale.

The recording is bright and very wide
in dynamic range, as evidenced by the
impressive build-up to the last pages of
the opening movement. There is a fine
rhythmic lift in the scherzo, and in the
parodist ic funeral -march movement,
more slowly paced than usual, the vulgar
element in the village -band episode is
soft-pedaled. Like Dohnanyi, Sinopoli
effectively communicates the dreamlike
atmosphere of the opening "nature"
pages and of the passage quoting from
the Songs of a Wayfarer midway in the
slow movement. Neither a blockbuster
reading a la Zubin Mehta nor a soft -
contoured Mittel -Europa performance a
la Bruno Walter, Sinopoli's is among the
best of the "middle-of-the-road" inter-
pretations of the Mahler First. D.H.

MOZART: Piano Quartet No. 1, in G
Minor (K. 478); Piano Quartet No. 2, in E -
flat Major (K. 493). David Miller (viola);
Mozartean Players. HARMONIA MUNDI
@ HMU 907018 (64 min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Beautifully balanced

The Mozartean Players are actually only
three in number: the fortepianist Steven
Lubin, the violinist Stanley Ritchie, and
the cellist Myron Lutzke. They have
been touring together under that name
for more than a dozen years, but they
quite understandably chose to launch
their group discography with the richest
of Mozart's chamber works involving a
keyboard instrument, and for these they
are joined by the violist David Miller. All
four are well-known specialists in peri-
od -instrument performance, and the
trio's years of playing together are hap-
pily apparent.

What greets the listener is the impres-
sion of committed and skilled musicians
who know the music inside out and know
one another's ways just as thoroughly,
yet seem to make fresh discoveries in
both respects as they play. If I could
have only one or two recordings of these
marvelous works, I would not give up
the somewhat brighter, more animated
performances by the Beaux Arts Trio
with the violist Bruno Giuranna on Phil-
ips or the stylish, warmhearted ones
recorded in 1964 by Mieczyslaw Hor-
szowski with members of the Budapest
Quartet, a great buy on the CBS Master-
works Portrait label. But the Mozartean
Players are in a class by themselves in
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the period -instrument category, and
Harmonia Mundi's beautifully balanced
recording is a model of how such things
ought to be done. R.F.

MOZART: Symphony No. 29, in A Major
(K. 201); Symphony No. 25, in G Minor (K.
183); Clarinet Concerto in A Afgjor (K.
622). Peter Schmidl (clarinet); Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Leonard Bern-
stein cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ®
429 221-2 (76 min).

Performance: Energy in restraint
Recording: Good live take

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8, in B Mi-
nor (D. 759, "Unfinished"); Symphony
No. 5, in Bilat Major (D. 485). Amster-
dam Concertgebouw Orchestra, Leon-
ard Bernstein cond. DEUTSCHE GRAM-
MOPHON ® 427 645-2 (56 min).

Performance: Firm, highly charged
Recording: Vivid

These two concert recordings are among
the first of approximately a dozen re-
cordings left by Leonard Bernstein,
most of them taped live, that are being
released posthumously. They show that
"Lenny," famous for his intense and
emotional performances of Romantic
and modern repertory, was also-some-
what surprisingly-not a bad classicist.
He was one of the first big-time conduc-
tors to perform eighteenth -century and
early nineteenth-century music with re-
duced string sections, correct ornamen-
tation, and other historically appropriate

Salerno -Sonnenberg: % i% aid: on tin. %urge

practices. His basic approach to such
music, which became stronger with
growing maturity, can be heard in these
performances of Mozart and Schubert:
energy within restraint, a tight surface
with a highly charged and even disturb-
ing subtext at play just beneath.

The performances are not note -per-
fect. There is some graininess to the
ensemble and an occasional jarring shift
of gears-things that would have been
more carefully controlled or fixed up in a
studio recording. But they are notable
for their qualities of tension and sup-
pressed energy. A curious thing about
these recordings is that, only a year old,
they already have a "historical" sound.
Is it the lack of slickness? The knowl-
edge that the conductor is no longer with
us? Possibly. To me, they suggest an era
in musical style that is already passing
and whose disappearance I find, some-
what unexpectedly, I already regret. E.S.

SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symphony
(see Best of the Month, page 85)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto in D
Major (see Collections-Itzhak Perlman)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5, in E
Minor, Op. 64; Romeo and Juliet, Fantasy
Overture. New York Philharmonic,
Leonard Bernstein cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON O 429 234-2 (76 min).

Performance: Idiosyncratic
Recording: Variable

These live recordings of the Tchaikov-
sky Fifth Symphony (1988) and Romeo
and Juliet (1989) represent the late Leon-
ard Bernstein in his more willful aspect.
Exaggerated tempo contrasts and heavy
underlining of emotional high points are
found throughout. The symphony's in-
troduction is played very slowly, and so
is the second movement, which is
marked by a remarkably sustained line in
the celebrated horn solo. The waltz
movement is also slowish, and the fourth
movement varies between the solemnly
pompous and the ferociously dramatic,
with the timpani decidedly overpromi-
nent at times. Romeo and Juliet gets
pretty much the same treatment, in a
reading almost 3 minutes longer than
Bernstein's 1979 Israel Philharmonic
performance. The sound here is better
than that in the symphony, with more
decay time and better depth imaging. D.H.

VIVALDI: The Four Seasons, Op. 8, Nos.
1-4. Nadja Salerno -Sonnenberg (violin);
Orchestra of St. Luke's, Nadja Salerno -
Sonnenberg cond. EMI/ANGEL C) CDC
49767-2 (42 min).

Performance: Emotional
Recording: Good

This recording might be called "Vivaldi
on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown."
Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg's feverishly
emotional style is such that even the
merriment of "Spring" takes on a manic
quality, and the slow movements of the
concertos become soliloquies that bor-
der on the nightmarish. What happened
to the sort of nature painting we usually
hear in performances of these works?
Her search for an emotional subtext
tends to exaggerate Vivaldi's musical
ideas to the point of cliché. The dance -

inspired first movement of "Autumn"
seems cloyingly quaint, while stormier
passages-the presto movement of
"Summer," for example-rise to a hys-
terical pitch.

Considering that so many perfor-
mances of "The Four Seasons" are ex-
ceedingly bland, you have to respect
Salerno -Sonnenberg for taking an inter-
pretive stand and following it through;
but the singlemindedness of her ap-
proach tends to rob the music of its fine
shadings. The result is not so much a
fresh view of the score as an obsessive
one. Strictly for fans. D. P. S.

WEBERN: Im Sommerwind (see Best of
the Month, page 84)

Collection
ITZHAK PERLMAN: Live in Russia.
Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto in D Major,
Op. 35. Itzhak Perlman (violin); Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra, Zubin Mehta
cond. Tartini: Violin Sonata in G Minor
("The Devil's Trill"). Kreisler: Liebes-
leid. Prokofiev (arr. Heifetz): The Love
for Three Oranges, March. Bloch: Baal
Shem No. 2, Nigun. Wieniawski (arr.
Kreisler): Caprice in A Minor. Tchaikov-
sky (arr. Kreisler): String Quartet, Op.
II: Andante Cantabile. Bazzini: La
Ronde des Latins, Op. 25. Itzhak Perl-
man (violin); Janet Goodman Guggen-
heim (piano). EMI/ANGEL © 54108-4, (i)
54108-2 (72 min).

Performance: Fabulous fiddling
Recording: Vivid

A sense of occasion marks this fourth
recording of the Tchaikovsky Violin
Concerto by Itzhak Perlman, made live
during his first visit to the U.S.S.R. at a
May 1990 Leningrad concert that also
marked the Soviet debut of the Israel
Philharmonic. Under the direction of
Zubin Mehta, both soloist and orchestra
gave of their very best. If the perfor-
mance adds little to what we already
know of the concerto, Perlman's vibrant
musicianship and virtuosity, and the or-
chestra's evident "We'll show 'em"
spirit, make fora gripping listening expe-
rience despite the distractions of ap-
plause between movements and a fair
amount of ambient noise.

For me, the real excitement here is the
accompanying pieces, recorded at Perl-
man's April 30 recital in Moscow's
Tchaikovsky Hall. Forget about the
niceties of Baroque style in the Tartini
sonata and just enjoy the fabulous fid-
dling, capped by a stunning account of
the elaborate Kreisler cadenza. Kreis-
ler's own Liebesleid receives a perfor-
mance that must be the ultimate in ele-
gance and charming sentiment, the
Wieniawski caprice is a dazzler, and the
famous Bazzini display piece is mind -
boggling. Extraneous noises and a vari-
able acoustic surround can in no way
detract from the joy this recording will
provide connoisseurs of virtuoso violin
playing. D.H.
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VT Essex Junction
WA Bellingham . Chelan Slave

 Oak Harbor  Seattle Bell-
aire Lynnwood  Spokane scralt
nial.  Tacoma 'T
WI Appleton 2.  Fan Claire Ap-
osJar  Fond Du Lac  Greets
Bay  Lacrosse
Madison 'T  Milwaukee

.  Oshkosh  Ripon ,.dio
 Sheboygan

Wausau T.

WV Barboursville Eleckloy Charieston
 Clarksburg -  Hunt-

ington  Parkersburg
 Piedmont - Wheeling

WY Cheyenne  Gillette
Sheridan .

Authorized Sales & Service
Auditions by Appointments

2021 Smith Haven Plaza (Route 347)
Lake Grove, NY 11755 --I 516 - 360-199C

Adcom
Aragon
Arcam

B&K
CAL

Celestion
Conrad -Johnson

CWD
Grado
Haf ler

Klipsch
Magnepan

Mirage
MIT Cable

Monster Cable
NAD

Nakamichi

Optonica
Paradigm
Philips
Proton
Rogers
Shure Ultra
Sonance
Sonographe
SOTA
Soundstream
Soundwave
Sfax
Theta Digital
Velodyne
VTL
Well -Tempered
Yamaha



AUDIOPHILES!
We realize there are discriminating ears
that know the difference between a blue
light special and Threshold's STASIS
Power Amps. If you speak the language
:;ive us a call for a quote.

Our current top selling products are:
ADS, Boston, B&W, B&K, Luxman, Dual,

Nakamichi, Onkyo, Altec Lansing,
Klipsch, Lexicon, Ortolan, Threshold,
Mitsu, Sumiko, Rotel, Forte, Optonica,
Ariston, Velodyne, Stax, and Tripplite.

PRICES TOO LOW TO ADVERTISE!

We honor all manufacturers' warranties
Send $3.00 today for our latest flyer and receive

$5.00 off your first order over $100.00.
For information call or write: HIFI House,

366 E. College Ave., State College, PA 16801

PHONE: 814/237 -BUYS (2897)

Hifi House
The Audio/Video Professionals

'III Sound 10114:1.
For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

Acoustat
Audio Control
Nitty Gritty
M&K
Nakamichi
Oracle
Polk
PROAC
Proton
STAX
Thorens
Dahlquist
Haller
Monster Cable
Citation
Velodyne
Pattern

NAD
Belles
CWD
dbx
Fried
Harman Kardon
JBL
Onkyo
Grado
Lexicon
Celestion
DCM
Niles
Kinergetics
Duntech
Carver

2808 Cahill Road
P.O. Box 224

Marinette, WI 54143

MDR
DIGITAL AUDIO TAM MORONS
MONDAY THRU FR1DAY:9:00-6:00 WEEKENDS:1:00-4:00

VER 25 --IN STOCK NOW!

& Introducing the smallest DAT to date:

THE AIWA HD-Xl
DIRECT DIGITAL RECORDING MASH FILTERS
DIGITAL IN & OUT RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
256X OVERSAMPLING SUB -CODE EDITING
A D CONVERTER W WIRED REMOTE & CASE INC.

2624 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
(26)828-6487/Fax(26)470-6176

IMOMO ONO MO
IMO ONO MNOM U. imili MOO Bilewe  mu

Sound

DBX Savin s

 E/compress the dynamic nave
by up b SOX
 Impoct riscoviwy resicues musical

Sado
 Peeled for TV, FM, LP's, lapis,
CD's & videos

AM/FM Cassette Receivers
CD Cfbors
Cor Amplifiers
Car Speakers

Radar Detectors

EPICURE
LOUDSPEAKERS

Four
I X1 " tweeter
and one 8"

woofer
Original $490
NOW 1/2 Price

$ 245p,

IMMETI
IX I tweeter
and one 6'

woofer
Original $350
NOW 1/2 Price

'175,

SURROUND SOUND

 Processor w/Reinote;
50c separation.
Grumna/Music/ Bypass settings.
7 ch. with Subwooie- output

NOW ONLY $39
"nal $1000

ADC S5525
 4 -band, red time
spectrum
analyzer
w/pesk
noise grown*,
 Retools control Now Only
 Phased coupled
Grimier
 /ilk
 Infrasonic filler for clown boss

I. CALL US LAST
WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICE

INTEGRATED AMP
Philips FA860
-CD Direct" high purity input,- Input &
selection far akin for 7 sources
eGoict plated CD L Fohono inputsFMC &
MM) law noise volume control.
6i-Diroctionai lops copying
Rebyprotuded bw ohmic outputs.
Spillt power sup. It sap. Ind sinks.

Great Buy $1 1 99
At Only

er.ahts sitiwiryity Odiusbble tube

tweetMr for amplifiers with IOW to
200W output
 eoP-off abow 100Hz so Mat R can't be
locoed by ear
flee ound 'sou

SDCRAFTSMAN Hi h Fidelity Savings HAFLER SALE
Pro Power 4, MOSFET ORIGINALLY
Stereo power amp, 300 w/ch continuous @ 4 $1298

DH100
Pr"'"P $149

DH 11_ _ 0
re-onsp

$297ohms; 900 watts bridged; 40 LED. Orig. $799.
rromcfr Q43

ea lertrwith digital CMOS switching. Six
Pputs,

FOR BOTH
NOW ONLY (01340

$total i 2 tape monitors, i signal procc.
loop. dlOrig. $499

urgitat tuner 287
(kr lw le 2ACUSTOM 1711 WIDTH r m° Vier _1269

MINI SYSTEMS WE ARE #1 IN AUDIO VIDEO CAR STEREO
AIWA NSX800 IN -WALL SPEAKERS AUDIO/VIDEO TAPES CELLULAR PHO-ES
"."'"4 ',.... "Om 4 6""'"' SEE OU CD CHANGERS MULTI -ROOM SYSTEMS VIDEO EDROR

NC MX1
10 .ms 1,......11 40 Brie ADS IN HOW SPEAKERS PRO -LOGIC RECEIVERS CAMCORDER BATTERIES

PROTON A13000S VIDEO
so.. Aft, 1 [...ft/al/lb.....

HOME SUBWOOFERS CASSETTE DECKS VIDEO LENSES

EQUALIZERS WALKMANS CARRYING CASES

SURROUND SOUND CB. & SCANNERS VIDEO LIGHTS :TRIPODS

.
REVIEW

ADC 1320
40 *4 a......., ..06 6.1,:. CD Cibm...

ADC1440 SATELLITE SPEAKERS TELEPHONES Brim CAMCORDERS
100 Wail Dorm. l......./ 4 CD aft...

SPEAKER STANDS ANSWERING MACHINES Snem, VHS, 5-V 45, VCRs--,
I CALL WM-I YOUR BEST DEAD DAT PLAYERS FAX MACHINES 3-- I 20' C04.01 TVs -

Original Full Manufacturers Warranty.
NO EXTRA CHARGE ll

FACIC)RIAIJIRQklIECI.
 No Grey Goods. No Bait & Switch
 30 Day Defective Exchanve Oil far authoroatton)

 All orders Shipped Within 24 HOW'S

PHONE ORDERSORDERS 201  838 3444
FAX ORDER LINE 201  838  2516

Credit Cords Soun. ITY, Inc.

& C.O.D.s Meadtown Shopping Center Rte 23, S. 10-9

Welcome Kinnelon, NJ 07405 Sat 9-6
We Ship Worldwide  S & H Nan -Refundable Not Responsible For Typographical Errors

sew 'wet w kftlebb 04., Returns subject too restocking fee



rJ

ELECTRONICS
4523 -13th AVE. B'KLN NY 112 19

1118-4364646 ASK ABOUT OUR FREE VACATION

WITH PURCHASE

SONY CAMCORDER HEADQUARTERS
VCR PLUS I eSTEP TAPING

WITH GEMSTAR REMOTE
BAR-CODE PROGRAMMING

IN STOCK - CALL.

- TECHNICS -
CALL FOR NEW MODELS

SL,P370 NEW 11tH
SL PI 70 NEW LOW
SLPC30 NEW hunt load 5 CD
rotary changer wrItill lune lion
ample LOW

SL P222 LOW
SUPC20 5 CD rotars changer
moth remote LOW

SLPC45 NEW LOW
SL.PC25 NEW LOW
SL PC15 NEW LOW

-YAMAHA-
CDC 605 5 des. cahangee 259 99
CDC705 5 dos. c hanger 299.99

-PIONE ER-
PDM730 LOW
PD M630 LOW
PD M530 LOW
PD T503 LOW
PO 7300 LOW
PD 6300 LOW
PO 4350 LOW
PO4300 LOW

-JVC-
XLV231 139 99
XL /4403 249 99
XTR202 5 CD rots, 219 00
XT/43 1 199 99
XL /61 1 319 99
XL M303 21999=11111=M

-TECHNICS-
RSTRI55 dual. auto reverse LOW
RS TRIOS NEW 169 99
RS, TR355 dual.
eloubk auto averse LOW

- PIONEER-
CT M6R mutt. -tape changer MEW
CTW830R see/Dolby NEW
CTW630R taTEsoltiv. 10( Pro NEW
CTW53OR worDolhy NEW
CT-W430 wrDoltry
CTA1/330 NEW

-JOE-
TO W901
TD W999
TI) W803
TO W503
TD W303
TDW203
TO 07
700331
TO.R43 1
113052 I
TDW501

-AIWA-
ADWX999
AD.W08138
AD.WX77 7
ANWX7 17
ADWX6 1 6
AD. WX5 15
ALTWX33 1
MDT 1000
AD F800
AD 8505
AD F400

319 09
259 99
249 99
194 99
159 99
139 99
4 19 99
159 99
169.99
249 99
199 99

369 99
298 99
230 99
179 99
149 99
125 99
I 10 99
509 99
275 99
1 19 99
115 99

Et=1111==iics

SU-0660 90W IOW
SU 9460 SOW LOW=1M

-TECHNICS-
=

LOW
RECEIVERS

-PIONEER -
VSXD I S 130W
VSX.9700 125W
VSX5700S
VSX5600 105W
VSX4700S
0504600 105W
VSX3700S 100a

SX 3600
SX 1900 40W
SX.2800 55W
SX 2900 65W

-JVC-
RX703
RX.903
RX555
RX803
RX 403

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
MEW
NEW
NEW
MEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

339 99
639 99
249 99
399 99
219 99

--Tr.cmr4ics-
SA Li X00 LOW LOW
SA 160 OWt sl

-TECHTI1CS-
SA TA 100 100W NI N
SA LA500 8000 NEW
SILO X300 609. NEW11.11.1=IM

-TECHNICS-
5L,13033 T.INT0 Cl LOW
SL 13022 Boll ,10., LOWM1=II1M

-PINNACLE-
PM-8 IN STOCKpr,5. IN STOCK
PN.6 IN STOCK
PM -2. LOWPM] LOW
PM MONITOR 100 I TTW

NT

TECHNICS SPEAKERS
IN STOCK

-ADVENT -
tll RIT A(EF NEW IN `ACTT
901'0410 IOW
I I ,Aly TOW
0800I116 TOWER LOW
HAW( II LOW
NINI IOW

E ,
DESIGN ACOUSTICS

IN STOCK

BOOM BOXES

MX I hl v
PCX 1000
PC 0500
PC V55
Pt 1. roe

IN STOCK
LOW
LOW
IOW
I OW

-MARANTZ-
PMD 430 STEREO LOW
PMD 420 STEREO LOW
MD 221 3HEAD LOW

:1=111.1M
-SONY-

WM,D6C PRO LOW
WMK2078 SPORTS NEW
WM.F2097 NEW
WMF702 LOW
WM F605 LOW
WMF2095 LOW
WINO) PRO IN STOCK

-KOSS-
JCK300 KORDLESS

I899JCK 200 KORDLESS LOW
-AMEN-

DM90 Expanded range.
Digital Monitor 56 99

136170 Degas! Monitor 48 99
- sow,' -

MDR Sn "199
MDR I t
MDR t.

MIMMIDIGICIMITORIM
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

MISTAKES AND SAVE 188 ON
DISCONTINUED STEREO

EQUIPMENT IN STOCK. ANY
REASONABLE OFFER

ACCEPTED - OR EVEN A NOT
SO -REASONABLE OFFER!

TO SOH 3 Head tape de.0 was 299 99
TD 0321 tape rerDolls, as 179.99
XLV21 I CD playee was 169 99
XL 03 I 1 CD Player wermt vas 199.99

-OENON-
DRA 8250 90W receiver was 699.99
RPM 14HX ape deck seas 289 99
PMA 250 40W ampler., was 139 99
DRM 1285 tape beck as 26999
DCD 1400 CD player was 399 99
DCD 150011 CD player was 599 99
DCD 1700 CD payer was 699 99

-YAMAHA-
AX 300 30W ampliliee was 169.99
AX 400 55W 6,1.116 was 199 99
AX 500 855 amplifiee .as 269 99
SR 50 Surround Sound
Processoras 219 99

RX 1100 125., Feeney., with remote
demo was 799 99

AVC 10 content amp was 359 99
AVC 50 AN control amp was 349 99
CDX 410 3 beam laser CD tras 239 99
CDX 520 CD player was 269 99
POW 500 dual cassette

with auto reverse seas 369 99
KXR 430 Auto rev cass was 289 99
KX 200 cassetre get k was 189 99
CD3050 CD play, as 399 99

-MAGNAVOX-
COB 460 CD player was 169.99
COB 471CD player was 199.99
CDB 610 CO player eas 259 99

-AIWA-
AD 670 mutt. cassette seas 449 99

-PIONEER-
VSX 7300 110W re< eivee was 499 99
VSX 9500 125W lecturer was 699 99
VSX 5400 100W receiver was 449 99
SA 1060 ampleher LOW. LOW'
PD T403 dual CD player was 219 99
CTS605 cassette deck was 269 99
CT S405 casette deck was 169 99
CT 11,150OR dual casxue deck

with auto reverse was 239 99
PL 670 tut viable was 139 99
SP X707 soundNOCe1101 was 249 99

-VECTOR RESEARCH-
VCID600R 6CD changer was 26999

-HAD-
4300 AM/FM tunre was 449 99
6155 casselle deck. Dolby was 399 99

-SONY-
STRAV380 305 receiver was 199 99
STRAUSS° 110W active, was 499 99
COP 510 CD playet seas 269 99
CDP 910CD player *Arne was 389 99
TCR 303 Tape deck was 189 99

-TIAKAMICHI-
OMS2A 30W receiver was )9999
ONS 3A 45W reeeiver was 569 99

-MISCELLANEOUS-
SAPISUI AVC 10 obe centee was 89 99
SHERWOOD CO 11608

CD player .es 149 99
HITATCHI DAC 70

CD TITAN,' was 399 99
TEAC 21,,a5.999,1,1, TNTT 0999

FOCUS ELECTRONICS - 4523 13th AVENUE, BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK 11219, 1-718-436-4646. VISA, MC, AMEX £
C.O.D. ACCEPTED. 14 DAY RETURN POLICY. IF RETURNED
AFTER 14 DAYS, A 15% RESTOCKING FEE WILL APPLY.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 AM - 6 PM, MONDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY 10 AM - 7 PM, FRIDAY 10 AM - 2 PM.

J

SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES

DESERVE SERIOUS

SERVICE.

And t-7at's exactly what you'll
get from Reference Audio/
Video. We offer the finest in
high -end audio and the best in
friendly service by our know-
ledgeable staff. From the latest
CD players to state-of-the-art
surround -sound systems, you'll

like our surprisingly affordable
price5, dedicated service and
fast shipping.

LIMITED OFFER:

FREE evaluation of your stereo
system by one of our expert
consultants! Call for details.

111RefeififF
(213) 517-1700 Fax (213) 517-1732

18214 Dalton Avenue  Dept. S  Gardena, CA 90248
Hours: (PacificTime) M -F 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.  Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m
Gift CE,tifi(-ntos 4 \,,,-/ilobie fOr the Nerd-In-Pfeoso 4ucilophilp

ACOUSTAT  ADVENT  AKG  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS  BEYER  BLAUPUNKT  CAL AUDIO
LABS  CANON  CELESTION  COUNTERPOINT  CWD  DAHLQUIST  DCM  FOSGATE
 HAFLER  HARMAN KARDON  JAMO  JBL  JSE  LEXICON  MAGNUM/DYNALAB 
MELOS  MFA  MOD SQUAD  NILES  OHM  CNKYO  PARASOUND  PHILIPS 
PIONEER  PRECISE  PROTON  PS AUDIO  FrEVOX  SNELL  SONANCE  SONY  STAX

THORENS  TICE  VELODYNE  VPI  AND MANY MORE!

::.. :: . ....... __.

Ioun d, _.,.,
SI4pilyi Grimy, et 23 pvb7sot,,.... arkial, fr:Iiitanair

A MERMAPIII_MONIIIE1/11111
01\%. DIP NW V.1 W IDIPAIIII/
 Acoustot Acoustc Research .ADC "ADS .Aiwa
AKG Alpine Altec Loosing Ambico AtIontic
Technology Auclio Quest Audio Source B & 0 B&
W Bazooka .38E Beltronics Bellogelti Catnber
Conon Ccnton Corver Celestton Cerwln
Vega Couslc CWD DBX Denon Eclipse
Epic we Ferier Fox GE Grundig *Hatter
.111Fonics Hitpcht Infunity JVC K4C Keowood
Lexcon Luxman MB Quart  Low Low Prices a.

201-838-3444
Minotto Misson Mitsubisho Monster Cable NAD
.N0dy NHT Lobs  Niles Olympus Onkyo
Optonica 011kon Panasonic Phose blear Philips
.Pinnacle PKrieer Precision Power Proton Pasec
.RCA .11ockfcrd Fosgate Shorp Sanyo Sonance
Sony Soundcrattsmon Soundstrorn Stax
Stiltwater Sounpock Surround Sound Tomrac
Teoc Technts Thorens Toshba Tricd Vcanaho

Anct Many More

CAR STEREO

ATTENTION
STEREO REVIEW

ADVERTISERS
The STEREO REVIEW Retail Mart s an ideal forum to
reach interested audioNideo enthusiasts who are active
buyers themselves. and who advise others on stereo and
video purchases. The Retail Mart is and exclusive sec -
bon designed to showcase your advertising in STEREO
REVIEW.To place your ads, or for further information call
ToU From at:

1-(800) 445-6066 9am. to 5pm. est

STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED
For More Advertising Information

Call I -8(X)-445-6066 9am - 5pm EST

RECORDS

FREE CATALOG/ Remainder and cut-out LP's. cassettes and
CD's. Exceptional values in classical music. Rose Records,
Dept SR. 214 S Wabash. Chicago. IL 60604. 800 -955 -R -O-
S -E

LP's FROM RUSSIA. Worldwide pop, rock, hard rock, jazz titles
In Soviet pressings (MelodiyaL Also large choice of Soviet
music pop. rock, jazz, new wave, hard rock, heavy metal, folk,
classical. All LPS mint only. Ideal for record collectors and
dealers Excellent conditions for exchange. Write for details
and free lists to: Serge! I Zayats. pr. Pobedy, 16 kv. 134. 252135
Kiev -135. U.S.S.R.

RECORD COLLECTORS' SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS. inner sleeves, 78 RPM sleeves. CLD boxes, etc.
COMPLETE CATALOG. Cabco, Box 8212, Room 640. Col-
!inbus.Ohio 43201

200.000 OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS. LPs 45s. Fifties thru
Seventies. All categories. Catalogs available ..state your inter-
. sts Want lists welcome. Craig Moerer. Box 19231 -SR, Port-
land, OR 97219

AUTHORIZED

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, HK, NA-
KAMICHI, CARVER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS,
LUXMAN, HAFLER, ADS, B&K, ONKYO, PRO-
TON, BOSE, SNELL, JBL, M&K, PS AUDIO &
OTHERS!! SOUND ADVICE: (414)727-0071.
OPEN SUNDAYS!!!

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers.
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
RTRO, 3021 Sangamon Ave.. Springfield. IL
62702. 1 (800) 283-4644.



Sauna' Advice...

A/G.

JVC
XL-Z1010TN
Best sounding
CD player
under $1000.
Complete review in
'The Absolute Sound'
Jan -Feb 1991 issue.

P.S.
Audio
6.0
Stereo Line
Preamplifier
Less is more!

Call!!!

Sound Equpnent..

Mini -Systems

 SONY FH-616R
with CDP-S37

$599
 OPTONICA
CDU10 surround -.Call
 DENON Cellena
G-05 Call

212-691-5823 "THE SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS "

HI-FI CITY is the first step in

"Hi -Fidelity Retail"

Sound Deals/
April Special

 a/d/s R4 5649
 a/d/s C4 Call
 BOSE AM -5 S599
 TRIAD SYSTEM 6
Best satellite system with
powered subwoofer under
SI000 Call
 FOSGATE DSL-2 .Call

AUTHORIZED DEALER *DCM*COUNTERPOINT*PS AUDIO*YBA*CREEK*MARANTZ*HARMAN KARDOWCWD
*JBL*HAFLER`CITATION*NHT*CYRUS'a/d/s*TANNOY*GOODMANS*ACOUSTAT*MISSION*FOSGATE*OED*
*TRIAD*TARDIS*STRAIGHT WIRE*CASTLE*JVC SUPERDIGIFINE*AUDIOSOURCE*ADVENT*DANTAXEPOS
*GOLDRING*OPTONICA/SHARP*REVOLVER*THORENS*ADC*SONANCE*LAZARUS*ELITE/PIONEER*&more

145 W 26th St. NYC NY 10001
(212)691-5823/24

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED'

STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED
For More Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066 9am - 5pm EST

AUTHORIZED

DIAMOND NEEDLES. PHONO CARTRIDGES & ACCESSO-
RIES. AUDIO-TECHNICA, AUDIOOUEST, BANG &
OLUFSEN. DYNAVECTOR, GRACE. LAST, ORTOFON.
PICKERING, SHURE. SIGNET, STANTON. SUMIKO, TAR-
GET. TWEEK 8 ULTRA. TOLL FREE INCLUDING CANADA
(800) 221-0906. N.Y. (516) 599-1112. CREDIT CARDS AC-
CEPTABLE. FOR CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGE, DEPT S2, P.O.
BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11582

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS-FREE CATALOG!
1-800-648-7938. Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin, etc. Guaranteed Low-
est Dealer and Retail Prices, Warranties. Immediate Delivery.
MCNISA/COD. Republic Cable Products. Inc.. 4080 Paradise
Road, #15, Dept. 717, Las Vegas, NV 89109.

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems, speaker kits and the
widest selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufac-
turers. For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. ASS
SPEAKERS. 3170 23rd St., San Francisco. CA 94110. (415)
641-4573.

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

AUDIO & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack. NY 11725
FAST DELIVERY (516)499 7680FULL WARRANTY

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. ONKYO *
NAD * HARMAN KARDON * PROTON * AU-
DIO CONTROL * CITATION a JBL * LEXICON
* HAFLER * M&K * STAX * CELESTION *
KINERGETICS * NITTY GRITTY * PROAC *
DAHLQUIST * BELLES * dbx * FRIED * CWD
* MONSTER CABLE * DCM * GRADO * NILES
* VELODYNE * SOUND SELLER, 2808 CA -
HILL ROAD. P.O. BOX 224. MARINETTE, WI
54143-0224. FAX // (715)735-5838. PHONE
(715)735-9002.

SPEAKER COMPONENTS - KITS, Audax-Vila, Crossovers,
Books. more. Catalog $2. MENISCUS. 2442 28th St. SW,
Dept. 0, Wyoming. MI 49509. (616)534-9121.

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! AUDIRE, PS. CWD,
STAX. KINERGETICS, THORENS. MIRAGE, AUDIOOUEST.
FRIED, MONSTER. QUAD, SPICA. STRAIGHTWIRE.
MORE!! FREE SHIPPING! READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593-B KING STREET, CHARLESTON, SC 29403.
(803)723-7276.

PHILIPS, AUDAX, PEERLESS. FOCAL. AND DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent
service. Crossover components also. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green. Box 4283,
Madison. WI 53711 (608) 831-3433

CABLE TV CONVERTERS DESCRAMBLERS.
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold,
Hamlin. Zenith-many others! Lowest deal-
er prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours!
MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. accepted. Free
catalog-Call (800) 345-8927 only! Pacific
Cable Co.. Inc.. 7325 1 2 Reseda Blvd.,
1373, Reseda. CA 91335.All other informa-
tion, call (818L709-9937.

SINGERS!.

4 REMOVE VOCALS
FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

i # f " 'ofNIN IC IL
0. , .11* ' Or '''. ...--,i

- . x - Yil '..iti' ,. v v

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. SR -4, 7980 LT Parkway
Lithon ia. GA 30058 (404)482-4724
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Soused
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: [404141112-2485

High -end and hard -to -find audio compo-
nents bought and sold. All types. New and
used. Daily specials. Closeouts. Best prices!
AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia). Call
1-900-776-5777.
"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE
WITH SUPER DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO LINES
INCLUDING: KENWOOD. TECHNICS. PANASONIC. JVC.
SONY. PYLE. MTX, EARTHQUAKE, PIONEER. SHER-
WOOD, JBL, HIFONICS, BLAUPUNKT, AUTOTEK, ADVENT,
HARMAN KARDON CAR AND MANY OTHERS. CALL OR
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES.
10AM-6PM MON-FRI; VISA/MC: COD ACCEPTED. P.O. BOX
596. MONROE. NY 10950 (914) 782-6044.

SURROUND SOUND-DAT-SUBWOOFERS-IN
WALL SPEAKERS by DENON, SONY, INFIN-
ITY & VELODYNE. Call 1-800-321-0685
11am-8pm EST.
WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS
than anyone in the U.S. FREE CATALOG: 1-800-346-9183
AUDIO CONCEPTS 901 S. 4th St. LaCrosse. WI 54601

CAR/HOME/VIDEO for: DENON. SONY, INFIN-
ITY. AUDIO CONTROL, VELODYNE, CWD,
COUSTIC. BAZOOKA & ADCOM. Full line au-
thorized dealer. Call (800) 321-0685 for
prices and orders. (301) 786-4103 for into
and consultations. C&C Audio Video
11am-9pm Mon -Sat EST.

FOR SALE

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, porta-
ble, oak units hold LP's. CD's and tapes. Free Mallorder Bro-
chure, (please mention Stereo Review) Per Madsen Design:
(4151928-4509 P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco. CA 94133.

ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS" Autho-
rized dealer for ADS. ALPHASONIK, CARV-
ER. DENON, DUAL, HAFLER. INFINITY, KEN -
WOOD. NHT, ONKYO, ORTOFON & YAMAHA.
THE SOUND APPROACH. 6067 Jericho
Tpke., Commack, NY 11725 (516) 499-7680
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS! MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
ALL MAKES AND MODELS. FOR FREE CATALOG
BRITTANY ELECTRONICS 1-800-777-3862.

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a
money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too!
For a FREE monthly inventory send your name and address to:
ROSS' EXCHANGE. 3061 Clairemont Dr., San Diego. CA
92117 orcall (619)276-8235.



FOR SALE FREE Catalog. Best Prices on DJ Sound 8 Lighting Equipment
Car Stereo. Call SUPERIOR SOUND 8 LIGHTING (800)

359-9201

S. B. H. ENTERPRISE
1678. 53rd Si Brooklyn. N.Y.11204 Mon.-Fri.8.7 Sun. 9.6

CALL (800) 451-5851 I,. NYC (718) 438-1027

RADAR DETECTORS
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THE MINI AD WITH MAXI SAVINGS

ALL TYPES of used Stereo equipment. We buy by
phone THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320 Old York Rd .

Jenkintown. PA 19046 18001 388-9443".

IN -WALL STEREO SPEAKERS. All major
brands IN STOCK. Quantity discounts. Con-
tractors welcome. Fast delivery. THE
SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho Tpke.,
Commack, NY 11725 (516) 499-7680.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line
distrubutor of electronic parts and
accessories. geared toward the
consumer electronics industry,
and the technical hobbyist.
Stocking an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Send for your
FREE 148 page catalog today.

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402 1-800-338-0531

LOW PRICES -HIGH END EQUIPMENT: Carver. Nakamichi.
Infinity. Haller. Luxman, ADS. B&K, Bose. Onkyo. Proton.
Philips and much more! (414) 725-4431.

8 BALL. COMPUTER DESIGNED COMPACT SPEAKERS.
Thunderous sounds of large speakers. Write: 8 BALL,
5731 SW 27th Street, Hollywood, FL 33023.

The AUDIO TRADING TIMES bongs you spectacular bargains
on used/demo audio equipment from around the USA.
ADVERTISE FREE! Call (714) 479-3103. (24 hours), for details
and subscription rates.

A.D.S., ADCOM, BANG & OLUFSEN, 13&W. CARVER, DE -
NON, HARMONKARDON, NAKAMICHI, KEF, REVOX AND
OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. ALL PRODUCTS COV-
ERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTIES.
AMERISOUND SALES INC. 24 HRS. EAST: (904) 262-4000.
WEST: (818) 243-1168.

DENON
AUTHORIZED DEALS

The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized

Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are

not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, only authorized dealers offer you the

protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S.. and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.

So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

It assures you of the authentic Denon tech-
nology and support you expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
(9:00 am -5:00 pm EST) DENON

Convert your dusty, unused phono input into a high -quality line
input Passive, USA made. NO-PHONO" stereo input adaptor
w RCA ins outs $44.95 $5.00 s h. Check, money order to:
KP Digital Products, 1856 Grover Lane, SLC, UT 84124

Dia/ This Number And Save!
Many Makes And Models Not Listed

PLEASE CALL

1-800-522-8937 FREE
r:IXHy3i41.1
Yamaha
RX 730 Call
F0(930 Call
RX 1050 Call
Nakamiehi
Receiver I Call
Receiver2 Call
RS -1 Call
Pioneer
VSX 4700. Call
VSX 5600. 3139

VSX 9700. Call
JVC
RX 703 325
FD( 803 Call
6X903 Call
FIX 1010 Call
Philips
FR50 219
FR60 Call
FR70 Call
NAD
7000 Call
7100X Call
7400 Call

RIMEJLEI
Pinneele
PN 5+ 145
PN 8+ Call
Jamo
C120 Call
SW 300 Call
B owe
101 MM Call
AM 5_... Call
901Class,c Call
Polk
Monitor 7 Call
FRA 8 Call
5 Jr+ 289
In Wall Call
KEF Call

CAMCORDER

DENON
Cellena
Receiver
CO Player
DualTape
KfigraCtAl
Nakamichi
Cassette 1 Call
Cassette 2 Call
RX 202 Call
NAD
6340 Cali
6100 Call
Yamaha
KXW 232 219
100N 900 Call

Blaupunkt
New York 499
Atlanta 349
Alpine
72945 Call
78(20 Call
5962S Call
Pioneer

soco call
M800 Call
COX FM55 375
Soundatream
D10011 259EgaLlag TC 303 Call

NAD Boston
1800. Call 5.2 Pro Call
1700. Call 6.2 Pro Call
2100X Call 8E4 New
2400. Call 861 New
2030A. Call sway
Yamaha CDA3ORF 139
AVS-700..., 239 CDX 6020 Call
C6PE-300. Call COX 7560 Call
mx-loco.... Call R Forager*
MX -800 Call Punch 75 Call
Philips SPP 124 Call
FA50 Call Couetie

All Brands FAR) Call RX 738 Cell
Call For Pnce! DFA 980 Call AMP 360 Call

5 yr Warranties
Available

Ask For Details

PriZIMMEI
JVC
XLM 403... 249
Xt2 611... Call
XLZ 1010 Call
Philips
C080 Call
0060 325
CCC 875 Call
Yamaha
CDC 605 225
000 705 Call
COC805 , Call
CDX 1030. Call
Pioneer
PDM-530 225
POM-630 295
CLD3080 Call
NAD
5003 Call
5100 Call
5170 Call
5300 Call
tikkaatiehl
C04. Call
CO3 Call
CO2..,...Call

Atlantic Buyers Club
18 Oak Hill Rd. Toms River NJ 08753 All products are new

and backed by our 10 day money back guarantee

HARD TO FIND DBX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. CALL
WRITE RES, 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT. CA
94538 (415) 490-1622, FAX (415) 656-8878.

INSTRUCTION

FREE CATALOG. Institute of Audio/Video En-
gineering. 1831 Hyperion (SR), Hollywood.
CA 90027. RECORDING SCHOOL. (800)
551-8877, (213) 666-2380. Approved for In-
ternational Students. Member of NATTS.

COMPACT DISCS

OVER 12000 USED CD's. $3.99 TO $9.99. Buy/Sell. 6th Year,
Visa/MC. Send $2 for 24 page catalog. AUDIO HOUSE. 4304B
Brayan, Swartz Creek. Michigan 48473 (313) 655-8639

LIKE -NEW CD'S $4.99, UP. We pay you up to $7.00! FREE
STOCKLIST: CCM-SR. 1105 Webster. Sandy. Utah
84094-3151. (801)571-9767.

FIRST OF ITS KIND! USED CD/COLLECTOR'S CLUB: YOU
SET PRICES! Buy/Sell/Swap with club members. Eliminate
the middle man! CD listing/membership info, $2.00 (applies
towards bimonthly newsletter) MUSIOUARIUM, Box 7151,
Dept. 250. Rochester, MN 55903.

COMPACT DISC PRICES STARTING AT $5.99. SEND $2
FOR CATALOG, REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER HARRIS
HOUSE OF MUSIC, BOX 388759, DEPT SR, CHICAGO, IL
60638.

WE BUY AND SELL USED/NEW COMPACT DISCS. WRITE
CDCS, 551 VALLEY ROAD, SUITE 124. UPPER MON-
TCLAIR. NJ 07043. PHONE/FAX (201) 857-7872.

THE BINAURAL SOURCE -Exclusive one -stop source of true
binaural recordings for startling headphone listening (also
speaker compatible). Classical lazz.dramaisound environ-
ments albums: 43 recordings in all three formats, from U.S. &
Germany. Free catalog: Box 1727SR, Ross, CA 94957. (415)
457-9052.

MORE CD'S-LESS SPACE! COMPLETE STORAGE KITS
STARTING AT $19.95. FCS, 27475 YNEZ #344, TEMECULA.
CA 92390. 714/699-7455.

DISCOUNT COMPACT DISCS!! Telarc $11.99/ed; Cheeky
$10.994d: DMP, Reference & Sheffield $11.99/cd! Hundreds
of other labels at low prices. Send SASE for catalog or your
order with Visa / MC / Disc Check I $4 shipping to:
THE ACME COMPACT DISC COMPANY, P.O. BOX 7004,
EVANSTON, IL 60204.

CD SCRATCH REMOVER!! REPAIRS CD'S THAT SKIP.
GUARANTEED!! SEND $9.95 to X -IT, 606 E. JUNEAU AVE,
P.O. BOX 92021 -SR, MILWAUKEE, WI 53202.

I REE CD'S WITH MEMBERSHIP. Ultimate sounds. including
niernationals and hot latin music. JPR RECORD CLUB. P.O.

)Y 4155-B. Winter Park, FL 32793.

INVENTIONS WANTED

A NEW IDEA? Call NATIONAL IDEA CENTER of Washington
D C. FREE INFORMATION- 1-800-247-6600: ext. 150.
Come see THE INVENTION STORE!!

INVENTIONS NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED: Call
TLC! fa free information 1-800-468-7200, 24 hoursiday--USA/
CANADA.

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS

CABLE TV CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS DIS-
COUNT CENTER! ALL MAKES AND MODELS. FREE CATA-
LOG! VIDEO -TECH. 3702 S. VIRGINIA, #160-304. RENO,
NV. 89502 ORDER TODAY! VISA/MCCOD 800-562-6884.

Cable TV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices Best service. Call CABLE READY
COMPANY. (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH
MONTHLY CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL
MAKES & MODELS OF CABLE EQUIPMENT.
FOR FREE CATALOG SEND SASE TO:
CABLE-TRONICS, INC.. 1304 EAST ALGON-
QUIM1 RD., SUITE 501. ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
OR CALL (800) 232-5017. VISA MC COD. NO
ILLINOIS ORDERS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home business
withoa experience or capital. Information free. Mail Order
Associates. Inc.. Dept. 756. Montvale, NJ 07645.

National music service WHERE MUSIC FANS MAKE MON-
EY. Unlimited income potential. Infoline 1-900-990-7664.
Starter kits are $39.95. Information packets are $4.00. ISB
MUSIC, 4711 Macon Rd., Rockville, MD 20852.
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1800 AMPEX REELS USED ONCE -SAMPLE $3.00. NEW
MAXELL REELS/CASSETTES. TDK SA100: $1.88, AR100:
$1.49, MA90: $2.49. AUDIO TAPES. BOX 9584-S, ALEX-
ANDRIA, VA. 22304. (703)370-5555. VISA,MC.

WANTED TO BUY

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR QUALITY LP & CD COLLEC-
TIONS! ROCK, JAZZ, CLASSICAL (especially Early MER-
CURY. RCA, LONDON Stereo; LYRITA, British EMI).
U.S.A.'s LARGEST USED COLLECTOR SHOP!
PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 TULANE STREET,
PRINCETON, N.J., 08542. (609) 921-0881.

LASER VIDEO S VHS

ALL DISCS BELOW RETAIL, We have over 3.000 titles' For a
catalog send $3.00 check:m.o. to: SOUTHWEST LASER,
9800-13 Topanga Canyon Blvd S318, Chatsworth, CA 91311.

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog -rush $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho, #206SX, Los
Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800) 351-0222 (Cali-
fornia:213-477-8226).

CLASSICAL INTRODUCTIONS --Nationwide singles network
to classical music and the arts. METACOM, Dept. A5. Box
6778. Fort Myers. FL 33911 (1-800-637-4358).

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE . Nationwide link
between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE. Box 31. Pel-
ham. NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

CAR STEREO

CAR
-Alpne
-Carver
-Sony
-Pyle
Rocklord Fosgate
Nekamichi

ADCOM

Bomon Acousbos
Audo Control
Poe Audio
-Proclaim Power
-Kenwood
.M8 Quart

CARVER

-ADS
-Soundstrewit
-Aulotek
Casa
*Bazooka
enkely

PARADIGM
GTP 400 $305 HR 752 ........ .. $549 3oo mini $200 pr.
GTP 50011 479 HR 722 465 3eo 239 p.
GFP 565 625 HR 772 635 9.. 520 pr.
GFA 535 250 CT -6 439 5o 265 pr.
GFA 54511 399 CT -17 650 7de 349 pr.

630 pt.GFA 55511. ....... 599 C-16 579 11 so
GCD 575 471 TFM 22 469
ACE 515 150 TFM 25 549
GFT 55511 259 1FI4 42. 699 FRA-1171.

TFM 45
R14 3°3°CM -1090 459IA 12

RX 730
TIM 3600 . ....... .... 5.59 CIM I

POLK

YAMAHA
R% 530

&AM Swan T 790

FIX 630 ..... ..... 479
TL 3220 425 ;

$779 pr.
$569

760 p.
579 pr,
449 pv.
349 pr,

AVX 700
TOR 2400 419 La 260p.

AVX 500 ........ 439 TD 12C° ....... 47e - 14 4 p.159

A%430 TDR 1500 ..... 429

CDX 530 220
CDX 730 279

PS
CDX 930 432 CD 2 6645

3

PS 10
CDC 605 239 CD 3 .  . . 485
CDC 705 ... 319 CD 4 279
KXW 232 229 REC 1 765
KXR 730 399 REC 2 525 Ca
KXR 430 279 REC 3 325
KX 230 219 CASS 1 685
Other Models CM CASS 2

D. ACOUSTICS
$369

325 pt.

BOSTON

NAKAMICHI

CELES I ION
325 DL S4004096

*Call for Super Savings on Car
Audio

Authorized

A. oAos.s-s cos.. wooviersost's InrAort, a IS 1 PAAINAIskTskahe w.
Ass-. AA. SA aim. 11. re,cnn

"The Quick Connection"

B.J. AUDIO
991 Beacnineadow Lane

Cincinnati. OH 45238 t`
(513)451-0112

Mastercard

CREATIVE CAR AUDIO. HIGH -END INSTALLATION
MANUAL -SYSTEM DESIGN, ENCLOSURES, FORMULAS,
FABRICATING AND MORE! $15.95: D.MATUSCHEK. 309
CRESCENT GARDEN. PITTSBURGH, PA 15235

CAR STEREO'S . . . LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!!
Alpine. Yamaha. Rockford Fosgate. Kicker. Caustic, MTX,
JVC. JBL, ADS. Impact. Pioneer. Sony, Aulotek, Savard, Code
Alarm, Whistler. MiC, VISA or COD. FOR PRICES & ORDERS
ONLY CALL STEREO WAREHOUSE NOW!
-1-800-284-5596-.
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON NEW EQUIPMENT,
NOT REFURBISHED. EARTHQUAKE, LAZER, SONY. PI-
ONEER, HIFONICS & BLAUPUNKT. (912) 923-2236.

/4 I IDO
World Wide Electronics
43 Racal Court, Si., NY 10314
Hours Monday -Friday 10 AM -7 PM

Sunday 12 PM -5 PM
"THE CALL THAT SAVES YOU MONEY"

718-370-1303
HIGH -END AT LOWEST PRICES

 WE MAINTAIN THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES
ON 75 DIFFERENT BRANDS.

 CALL & LET US WORKOUT THE BEST DEAL FOR
YOU.

 ALL PRODUCTS ARE AMERICAN MODELS.
 7 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

CAR & HOME STEREO

ABC COUNTERPOINT NAKAMICHI
ADCOM COUSTIC OHM

ADS DBX ONKYO

ADVENT DENON ORION

ALPINE HAFLER PARADIGM
ALTEC LANSING HARMAN KARDON PHASE LINEAR
AR HIFONICS PHILIPS

AUDIO CONTROL INFINITY PINNACLE

AUTOTECH JBL PIONEER

BAZOOKA JVC POLK

88K KENWOOD PRECISON POWER

B60 KEF PROTON

B&W KICKER PS AUDIO
BLAUPUNKT KLIPSCH PYLE

BOSTON ACOUSTIC LEXICON ROCKFORD FOSGATE

BOSE LUXMON SHERWOOD

CARVER MARANTZ SONY

CELESTION MB OUART SONYES
CERWIN VEGA MCINTOSH SOUNDSTREAM
CITATION MIRAGE SUMO
CLARION MTX TECHNICS

CONCORD NAD THORENS
YAMAHA

Call for our FREE shipping deal.
All products covered by manufacturer or W.E.D. exclusive warranty.
Extended warranty available.

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE

STORAGE CABINETS for CD's, Cassettes &
Videos. SOLID Wood. Glass Doors. FREE
Literature. Sorice, Box 747-R, Nutley, NJ
07110.1-800-432-8005.

This
publication
is available
in microform.
UNE
A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska

and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers.
Therefore, the following informa-
tion is provided for your protec-
tion:

1. Confirm price and merchan-
dise information with the seller,
including brand, model, color or fin-
ish, accessories and rebates in-
cluded in the price.

2.Understand the seller's return
and refund policy, including the
allowable return period and who
pays the postage for returned mer-
chandise.

3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's
warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S.
or foreign manufacturer? Does the
seller itself offer a warranty? In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty
period, where will the product be
serviced, what do you have to do,
and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive
a copy of the written warranty be-
fore placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transac-
tions, including cancelled checks,
receipts and correspondence. For
phone orders, make a note of the
order including merchandise or-
dered, price, order date, expected
delivery date and salesperson's
name.

5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised
time or if no time was promised, 30
days of receipt of the order, you
generally have the right to cancel
the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution
without your express prior consent
is not allowed.

7. If you have a problem with
your order or the merchandise,
write a letter to the seller with all the
pertinent information and keep a
copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain
satisfaction from the seller, con-
tact the consumer protection agen-
cy in the seller's state or your local
U.S. Postal Service.
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FOR FASTEST
SERVICE CALL (212) 684-6363 ORFAX (212) 684-8046

HOURS: MONDAY -FRIDAY, 9AM-7PM EST  SATURDAY 10AM-5PM
or Write Direct: 2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016

We sell authorized U.S. branded merchandise and parallel mports All products covered by manufacturer's warranty or New York
Wholesaler's exclusive limited warranty. Manufacture' 'Oates may not apply Ask for full details at the time of purchase

CALL FOR NEWEST MODELS & PRICES
CD PLAYERS

HARMON KARDON
HD7300 MK II 229
907400 MK II 259
HD7450 New 319
607500 MK II 379
907600 MK II 4"

YAMAHA
CDC615 New 259
CDC610 469
CDC705 339
CNC805 429
CDX550 239
CDX750 299

CDX930 New 449
CDX1030 New 569

DENON
DCM350 279
0CM450 359
DCM777 649
DC01560 499
DCD560 New 199

DCD670 New 239
DCD660 New 249
DCD860 New 329
DCD2560 New 549
DCD970 New 329

SONY
CDP590 169
CDP690 209
CDP790 239
CDP990 359
CDP505 249
CDP705 299

PIONEER
PDM435 199
PDM530 229
P0M630 299
PDM730 399
P04550 149
P05500 169
P06500 249
PD8500 419

NAD
5325 249
5340
5100

329
419

5060 New 329
5300 759

JVC
XLZ1010 499
XLZ431 219
5LV231 149
XLM403 279

MAGNAVOX
CDB490 109
CDB583 199
CDB552 229
CDB624 279

NAKAMICHI
CD PLAYER 4 289
CD PLAYER 3 499
CD PLAYER 2 679
OMS5All 1399

1.11=2111.
HARMON KARDON

603300 259
603400 329
903500 459
HK880 599
60990 749

YAMAHA
R0350 209
130450 New 259
RX550 New 339
RX750 New 449
RXV850 New 679
RXV1050 New 999

DENON
AVR1010 New 749
000335 219
DRA435 279
DRA635 New 379
DRA835 New 559
0001035 New 749

SONY
STRAV220 159
STRAV320 179
STRAV720 289
STRAV920 389
STRD2020 749

NAKAMICHI
Receiver 1 New 819
Receiver 2 New 559
Receiver 3 New 339

NAD
7000 479
7225 279
7240 429
71000 629
7400 849

RECEIVERS

PIONEER
SX1900 New 169

New 199

SX2900 New 239
VSX3600 309
VSX4700S 429
VSX5700S 489
VSX9700S 699
VSXDIS 899

CASSETTE DECKS CAN STEREOS

NAKAMICHI
TAPE DECK 1 659
TAPE DECK 2 499
TAPE DECK 3 349

POWER P0110 I 129

POWER PORT 2 119

POWER PORT 3 40
CD TUNER 599

bane* in June 1991
PA304 389
P9301 389
P4204
SP200

249
209

SPIO 149
SP40 109

SP50 119

199
9P55

199SP80
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by Maryann
Saltser &
Robert Rippe

Jarvi in Motown

ETROIT may be best
known musically for the

Motown Sound, but it has an-
other proud tradition that be-
gan some thirty years earlier.
The first commercially avail-
able recordings of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra were re-
leased on the Victor label in
1928. The Golden Age of DSO
recording occurred during the
Fifties and Sixties under con-
ductor Paul Paray. Examples
of their collaboration can be
heard on recently released CD
transfers of Ravel, Ibert, and
orchestral highlights from
French operas. These excep-
tional performances, consid-
ered son ically spectacular
when first released on LP in
the Mercury Living Presence
Series, were painstakingly re -
mastered for compact disc by
members of the original pro-
duction team and released by
Philips on the revived Mercu-
ry label.

After another active re-
cording period with music di-
rector Antal Dorati and Lon-
don Records that began in the
late Seventies, the DSO fell
on hard times in the mid -
Eighties, mirroring the down-
turn in the Motor City's econ-
omy. Now there's good news
for Detroit and for record buy-
ers: The tape will roll again at
the recently restored and
acoustically superb Orchestra
Hall. The DSO and its new
music director, Neeme
have signed a five -CD record-
ing contract with Chandos
Records. Scheduled for re -
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lease this spring is an all-
American program of works
by Barber and Beach.

OR the last few years Nils
Lofgren has been a very

busy guy, working primarily
with Bruce Springsteen's leg-
endary E -Street Band. Lof-
gren did, however, manage to
find enough time to put the
finishing touches on his new
Rykodisc release, "Silver
Lining," his first solo album
in nearly a decade.

Lofgren first achieved pub-
lic notice in the early Seven-
ties, playing guitar and re-
cording with Neil Young. He
has also worked with such art-
ists as Lou Gramm and Steve
Forbert, and most recently he
toured as part of Ringo Starr's
All -Starr Band. Not surpris-
ingly, the guest list on "Silver
Lining" reads like a Who's
Who of rock-and-roll. The
first single from the album is a
duet with Springsteen entitled
Valentine. Ringo Starr is
aboard for a couple of tracks,
as are Levon Helm, Billy Pres-
ton, and fellow E -Streeter
Clarence Clemons.

FTER nine successful
years as lead singer of

the Bangles, the pre-eminent
female rock band of the Eight-
ies, Susanna Hoffs has decid-
ed to go it alone with "When
You're a Boy," her solo debut

Hoffs: going solo

Lofgren: hack from E Street

on Columbia. The decision to
leave the security of the group
wasn't necessarily an easy
one. "Making this record was
like overcoming a fear of fly-
ing," Hoffs has said, "but
sometimes it's important to
take risks and challenge your-
self artistically."

Some old friends were on
hand to help ease her transi-
tion to solo artist. David
Kahne, who produced the
first two Bangles albums, re-
turned to do the same for
"When You're a Boy." And
the first single from the al-
bum, My Side of the Bed, was
co -written by Hoffs, Billy
Steinberg, and Tom Kelly, the
same team that wrote such
chart -topping Bangles hits as
In Your Room and Eternal
Flame. A diverse group of
musicians also contributed to
the record, including the
Who's John Entwistle, who
provided the bass for a ver-
sion of David Bowie's 1979 hit
Boys Keep Swinging.

ONY CLASSICAL has be-
gun releasing a series of

multi -CD sets highlighting
Aaron Copland's sixty -year
recording career with CBS.
The "dean of American com-
posers," who died last Sep-
tember, conducts his own mu-
sic in the first release, "The
Copland Collection, Orches-
tral & Ballet Works, 1936-
1948." Among the works in
the three -CD set are Appala-
chian Spring, El SalOn Mexi-
co, Billy the Kid, Lincoln Por-
trait (narrated by Henry
Fonda), and the Clarinet Con-
certo, in the historic recording
with Benny Goodman. Some
of the performances are mak-
ing their debut appearance on
CD, including a 1965 record-
ing of Quiet City with the Lon-
don Symphony Orchestra and
the Music for Movies.

"The Copland Collection"
has been divided into three
separate periods of the com-
poser's prolific life. Later this
year Sony will release two ad-
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ditional sets featuring early
works (1924-1935) and late or-
chestral works (1962-1972),
some of them conducted by
Leonard Bernstein.

Copland conducts Copland

zt,  ANY pop musicians have
tried to raise public

g awareness about the destruc-
tion of the Brazilian rain for-

t est, and now composer Philip
Glass has made his own musi-
cal statement, a choral work
entitled Itaipu. Inspired by a
1988 visit to Brazil's spectac-
ular Iguassti Falls and a dam
being constructed nearby,
Itaipu is Glass's response
both to Brazil's threatened
natural beauty and to the tech-
nological wonder of the dam,
which he saw as an example of
man's ability to use technol-
ogy wisely and to control its
impact on traditional ways of
life. The text for Itaipu (which
means "singing stone" in the

Glass: souvenir of Brazil

language of the native Guara-
ni Indians) is based on local
myths about the creation of
the world and the arrival of
man. Written for a large, well -
disciplined chorus, it also calls
for the greatest orchestral
forces Glass has used to date.
A recording by the Atlan-
ta Symphony Chorus and Or-
chestra is being released this
month on Sony Classical.

EXAS legend Joe Ely re-
cently returned to the

MCA label, after a five-year
absence, with "Live at Liber-
ty Lunch," a thirteen -song set
drawing from a decade of
Ely's roots -rock. To help cel-
ebrate his triumphant come-
back, MCA is reissuing his
critically acclaimed first four
recordings on cassette and,
for the first time, on CD.

The remastered albums-
including "Joe Ely," "Honky
Tonk Masquerade," "Down
on the Drag," and "Musta
Notta Gotta Lotta"-have
been out of circulation for
several years, and for Ely,
who consulted on the remas-
tering, these releases are like
brand-new recordings, espe-
cially the CD's. "1 heard
things that I didn't even know
were on there," he has said.
Apart from digging his early
efforts, Ely has been busy of
late working on the sound-
track for John Mellencamp's
forthcoming feature film, Sou-
venirs.

Ely: roots -rock reissued

RATO has released the
first complete recorded

set of the harpsichord sonatas
of Domenico Scarlatti, per-
formed by the late Scott Ross.
The 555 sonatas are contained
on 34 CD's housed in a special
slip case. Also included is a
200 -page booklet with infor-
mation on Scarlatti's life and
music, plus a short analysis of
each piece. The set will sell
for the price of twenty CD's

The American -born Ross
settled in France at the age of
fourteen to pursue his musical
training. After winning first
prize in an international com-
petition he pursued a brilliant
career as a soloist on the harp-
sichord as well as the piano
and organ. He made a large
number of recordings, includ-
ing the complete keyboard
works of Rameau and Coupe-
rin, for both of which he re-
ceived the Grand Prix du
Disque, France's leading
award for recorded music.
The Scarlatti sonatas were re-
corded during sessions in 1985
and 1986. Ross died, at the age
of thirty-eight, in 1989.

IVE of the most legend-
ary names in opera-Li-

cia Albanese, Robert Merrill,
Anna Moffo, Roberta Peters,
and Rise Stevens-are cur-
rently enjoying new populari-
ty as video stars. All five were
regulars at the Metropolitan
Opera, at home and on tour,

and appeared in numerous re-
cordings spanning four de-
cades. Fortunately for video
buffs, they were also captured
in live telecasts of The Voice
of Firestone, now available on
videocassettes from Video
Artists International. The
Firestone program began on
radio and continued to attract
fans on TV from 1949 to 1963;
VA1 has also issued Firestone
performances by Jussi Bjorl-
ing, Franco Coreili, Jose Gre-

Opera legends on video

co, Jeanette MacDonald, Joan
Sutherland, Renata Tebaldi,
Richard Tucker, and Leonard
Warren, among others. The
critically acclaimed series
continues this month with ten
new releases, including per-
formances by Fred Waring
and the Pennsylvanians and
Helen Traubel, second vol-
umes devoted to Stevens and
Lauritz Melchior, and a third
volume devoted to the amaz-
ingly versatile soprano Elea-
nor Steber. 0
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Free -Lance
Audio

jOHN CURL, who has designed
some of the most interesting au-
dio electronics of the last twenty
years, learned engineering at
Ampex during a high point in
that company's history, and he

learned it the way the book taught it. A
resistor was a resistor, a capacitor a
capacitor, and a wire was certainly a
wire. Then came a significant setback.
The Grateful Dead commissioned him
to build transistorized electronics to
replace their vacuum -tube gear, which
was too fragile for reliable touring. He
had no reason to believe any great
challenge was posed, but the band
threw his initial efforts out and re-
turned to their glowing bottles. The
Dead didn't like the way the transistor
designs sounded. Clearly, something
here was failing to add up.

Fortunately, although the arithme-
tic remained imperfect, in short order
some of the mysteries began yielding
to empirical approaches. A line ampli-
fier painstakingly worked up for the
Dead, with what Curl considered at
the time monstrous engineering over-
kill, was accepted, and it also found a
consumer outlet in the form of the
famed Mark Levinson JC-2 preampli-
fier of the Seventies. Along with oth-
ers, Curl was taking a suspicious look
at the trendy integrated -circuit opera-
tional amplifiers of the day and finding
what he considered woeful inadequa-
cies, which led him to fully discrete,
push-pull, complementary -symmetry

THE HIGH END
I )NItalph s

designs. Then something of a water-
shed event occurred.

On a visit to a prominent test -equip-
ment manufacturer, Curl was invited
to witness how a modified curve tracer
could measure the distortion in a ca-
pacitor. To Curl, distortion in a capac-
itor was not a reasonable thing for
scientific people to be talking about,
but something was definitely there,
and often quite a lot of it. "It was
something like a dead zone," he told
me, "or what computer specialists call
a non -return -to -zero condition. When
the device was subjected to something
like actual working applications, it
could not retrace its original curve.
With ceramic capacitors especially,
the deviation, always negative, could
be as much as 10 percent!"

He would later find the same effect
in potentiometers using ceramic ele-
ments and references to it in the tech-
nical literature of the Fifties. "We
don't make analog computers any
more, so these phenomena are never
directly encountered. People have for-
gotten about them. But they're all
there in the old papers."

Widely published, Curl's reports
did much to precipitate the high -end
audio industry into using expensive
parts for expense's sake, and he freely
admits abuses. "Someone tells me
he's replaced all his capacitors with
Wonder Caps. Well, fine. It can't hurt,
and if he's hit a few trouble spots it will
help. But as for the other spots, he
could have saved his money."

Although Curl has occasionally
been a principal in companies with
some manufacturing objectives, his
greatest influence by far has been as a
free-lance design consultant. His latest
project is a beefy power amplifier for
Parasound, which he calls the second
generation of an existing device. "The
amp was already there, but with some
problems that I fixed up. Then again,
it's based on circuit designs I devised
and published as early as 1976, so
perhaps it is in a sense my amplifier."

Curl's career began during the peri-
od when matters like transient inter -
modulation distortion (TIM), current
capability, and power -supply regula-
tion were topics of passionate audio-
phile controversy and when many
chose their amplifiers not for ostensi-
ble merits but for their faith in the

designer's mastery of the higher mys-
teries of dynamic distortions. Where
did Curl stand on these concerns then,
and where does he stand now?

"TIM is the result of slew -rate limit-
ing, and it's real enough. The reason
you hear little about it today is that
everything has become so fast. Back
when the issue arose, some very big
amplifiers were trying to get by with
rates on the order of 5 volts per micro-
second, taking forever to swing their
full output. Today I'm a little hard
pressed to find amplifiers that can't do
40 volts per microsecond.

"TIM has often been tied to exces-
sive feedback, but this has to be put
into perspective. When the op -amp
concept came in, we had an intrinsical-
ly slow device that could handle a lot
of feedback. The feedback tries to
push the device to a slew rate higher
than it's capable of, and we're soon
into an overdrive situation. With fast-
er devices the problem is completely
fixed, or at least eased. But that
doesn't mean there aren't other rea-
sons for keeping feedback moderate.

"As for power supplies, some peo-
ple simply throw money at things,
believing that more is always more. I
can't say for sure one way or the other,
but I do find that a wimpy supply that
just meets engineering requirements
and no more can usually be improved
upon. For example, bigger and better
capacitors seem to mean less trouble
with the ground return-the way the
energy sent out by the supply is routed
back into it. A related matter is the
power -transformer center tap, which
appears to be a major point of entry for
outside electrical interference. All in
all, aside from simple things like pass-
ing current and eliminating hum, the
power supply is still not as well under-
stood as it could be."

Curl likes to contrast the doubters,
sometimes prominent academics, who
resist ideas that violate their orthodox-
ies, with pragmatic manufacturers,
who can't afford to overlook any fac-
tor, no matter how implausible, that
might influence performance of an am-
plifier. He's been on both sides. "I feel
that much of my engineering training
has held me back at times," he re-
marked, "by closing my mind to phe-
nomena that have turned out to be
very real, or at least very audible." 
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In 1987, critics said Bose changed the way
people thought about loudspeakers.

"Superb sound and virtual invisibility."

`.`..side by side with speakers costing
three to five times as much, the AM -5

consistently produced the more exciting
and listenable sound.:

Julian Hirsch,
Stereo Review, 1987 -

Now, they're saying it about our
Lifestyle' music system.

"No visible speakers, no stack of
components, nothing that looks

like sound equipment."

"Hit the start button and suddenly
the room fills with music of exemplary

clarity and fullness."

Hans Fantel,
The New York Times? 1990

9.81MEND

Call us today to arrange for a personal audition at a participating dealer near you.
Try the Lifestyle music system in your own home for two weeks. Then part with it, ifyou can.

For more information and a free Lifestyle music system video, call;

1-800-444-BOSE2673)
8:30AM-9:00PM (ET). In Canada call I-800.465-BOSE (2673) 9:00AM-5:00PM
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Adcom announces
the cure for the

common receiver.

Today, there is no reason to compromise your
favorite music by listening to a common

receiver. Because the Adcom GTP-400 tuner/
preamplifier with GFA-535 (60 watts per channel)*
amplifier gives you all the benefits of Adcom's
legendary clear, dynamic sound for a price close
to that of an ordinary receiver.

Why Separates?
The limited space in receivers prevents the use

of heavy duty, high -current, high -voltage power
supplies found in the best separate components.
Consequently, the performance of receivers is
compromised for their questionable advantage of
all -in -one convenience.

By dividing the tuner/preamplifier from the
power amplifier, Adcom isolates low -current,
low -voltage circuits from high -current,
high -voltage elements ensuring sonic purity and
demonstrably superior performance.

More Sound-Less Money
Many of Adcom's components have been

favorably compared to other components costing
two and three times more. The GTP-400 with
GFA-535 is a combination that promises to keep
faith with this tradition of offering superb
performance at a reasonable cost.

The price of these Adcom separates is close to
that of an ordinary receiver. But no receiver will
deliver the wide dynamic range and musical
satisfaction of an Adcom system.

Ask your Adcom dealer for a demonstration of
these affordable separates. You'll never listen to a
common receiver again.
*Power output, watts/channel, continuous both channels driven
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz <0.09% THD.

ADCOM.., details you can hear
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